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Abstract
For each p > 1 and each positive integer m we give intrinsic characterizations of the
restriction of the Sobolev space Wmp (R) and homogeneous Sobolev space L
m
p (R) to an arbitrary
closed subset E of the real line.
In particular, we show that the classical one dimensional Whitney extension operator [67]
is “universal” for the scale of Lmp (R) spaces in the following sense: for every p ∈ (1,∞] it
provides almost optimal Lmp -extensions of functions defined on E. The operator norm of this
extension operator is bounded by a constant depending only on m. This enables us to prove
several constructive Wmp - and L
m
p -extension criteria expressed in terms of m
th order divided
differences of functions.
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1. Introduction.
In this paper we characterize the restrictions of Sobolev functions of one variable to an arbitrary
closed subset of the real line. Given m ∈ N and p ∈ [1,∞], we let Lmp (R) denote the standard
homogeneous Sobolev space on R. We identify Lmp (R) with the space of all real valued functions
F on R such that the (m − 1)-th derivative F(m−1) is absolutely continuous on R and the weak m-th
derivative F(m) ∈ Lp(R). Lmp (R) is seminormed by
‖F‖Lmp (R) = ‖F(m)‖Lp(R) .
As usual, we let Wmp (R) denote the corresponding Sobolev space of all functions F ∈ Lmp (R)
whose derivatives on R of all orders up to m belong to Lp(R). This space is normed by
‖F‖Wmp (R) =
m∑
k=0
‖F(k)‖Lp(R).
In this paper we study the following
Problem 1.1 Let p ∈ (1,∞], m ∈ N, and let E be a closed subset of R. Let f be a function on E.
We ask two questions:
1. How can we decide whether there exists a function F ∈ Wmp (R) such that the restriction F|E
of F to E coincides with f ?
2. Consider the Wmp (R)-norms of all functions F ∈ Wmp (R) such that F|E = f . How small can
these norms be?
We denote the infimum of all these norms by ‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E ; thus
‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E = inf{‖F‖Wmp (R) : F ∈ Wmp (R), F|E = f }. (1.1)
We refer to ‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E as the trace norm of the function f in Wmp (R). This quantity provides the
standard quotient space norm in the trace space Wmp (R)|E of all restrictions of Wmp (R)-functions to
E, i.e., in the space
Wmp (R)|E = { f : E → R : there exists F ∈ Wmp (R) such that F|E = f }.
2
Theorem 1.2, our main contribution in this paper, provides a complete solution to Problem 1.1
for the case p ∈ (1,∞).
Let us prepare the ingredients that are needed to formulate this theorem: Given a function f
defined on a k + 1 point set S = {x0, ..., xk}, we let ∆k f [x0, ..., xk] denote the k th order divided
difference of f on S . Recall that ∆m f [S ] coincides with the coefficient of xm in the Lagrange
polynomial of degree at most m which agrees with f on S . See Section 2.1 for other equivalent
definitions of divided differences and their main properties.
Everywhere in the paper we will use the following notation: Given a finite strictly increasing
sequence {x0, ..., xn} ⊂ E we set
xi = +∞ if i > n. (1.2)
Here now is the main result of our paper:
Theorem 1.2 Let m be a positive integer, p ∈ (1,∞), and let E be a closed subset of R containing
at least m + 1 points. A function f : E → R can be extended to a function F ∈ Wmp (R) if and only
if the following quantity
Wm,p( f : E) = sup
{x0,...,xn}⊂E

m∑
k=0
n−k∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p

1
p
(1.3)
is finite. Here the supremum is taken over all finite strictly increasing sequences {x0, ..., xn} ⊂ E
with n ≥ m. Furthermore,
‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E ∼ Wm,p( f : E) . (1.4)
The constants in equivalence (1.4) depend only on m.
We refer to this result as a variational criterion for the traces of Wmp (R)-functions.
An examination of our proof of Theorem 1.2 shows that when E is a strictly increasing sequence
of points in R (finite, one-sided infinite, or bi-infinite) it is enough to take the supremum in (1.3)
over a unique subsequence of E - the sequence E itself. Therefore, in the particular case of such
sets E, we can obtain the following refinement of Theorem 1.2:
Theorem 1.3 Let `1, `2 ∈ Z ∪ {±∞}, `1 ≤ `2, and let p ∈ (1,∞). Let E = {xi}`2i=`1 be a strictly
increasing sequence of points in R, and let
mE = min{m, #E − 1}. (1.5)
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A function f ∈ Wmp (R)|E if and only if the following quantity
W˜m,p( f : E) =

mE∑
k=0
`2−k∑
i=`1
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p

1
p
(1.6)
is finite. (Note that, according to the notational convention adopted in (1.2), it must be understood
that in (1.6) we have xi = +∞ for every i > `2.)
Furthermore,
‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E ∼ W˜m,p( f : E)
with constants in this equivalence depending only on m.
For a special case of Theorem 1.3 for m = 2 and strictly increasing sequences {xi}i∈Z with
xi+1 − xi ≤ const, and other results related to characterization of the trace space Wmp (R)|E see
Este´vez [22].
In Section 5.4 we give another characterization of the trace space Wmp (R)|E expressed in terms
of Lp-norms of certain kinds of “sharp maximal functions” which are defined as follows.
Definition 1.4 For each m ∈ N, each closed set E ⊂ R, each function f : E → R and each integer
k in the range 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1, we let f #k,E denote the maximal function associated with f which is
given by
f #k,E(x) = sup
S⊂E, #S =k+1, dist(x,S )≤1
|∆k f [S ]|, x ∈ R, (1.7)
and, when k = m, by
f #m,E(x) = sup
S⊂E, #S =m+1, dist(x,S )≤1
diam S
diam(S ∪ {x}) |∆
m f [S ]|, x ∈ R. (1.8)
Here for every k = 0, ...,m, the above two suprema are taken over all (k + 1)-point subsets
S ⊂ E such that dist(x, S ) ≤ 1. If the family of sets S satisfying these conditions is empty, we put
f #k,E(x) = 0.
Theorem 1.5 Let m ∈ N and let p ∈ (1,∞). A function f ∈ Wmp (R)|E if and only if the function
f #k,E ∈ Lp(R) for every k = 0, ...,m.
Furthermore,
‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E ∼
m∑
k=0
‖ f #k,E‖Lp(R)
with constants in this equivalence depending only on m and p.
We feel a strong debt to the remarkable papers of Caldero´n and Scott [9, 10] which are devoted
to characterization of Sobolev spaces on Rn in terms of classical sharp maximal functions. These
papers motivated us to formulate and subsequently prove Theorem 1.5.
We turn to a variant of Problem 1.1 for the homogeneous Sobolev space Lmp (R). We define the
corresponding trace space Lmp (R)|E and trace seminorm in Lmp (R)|E by letting
Lmp (R)|E = { f : E → R : there exists F ∈ Lmp (R) such that F|E = f }
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and
‖ f ‖Lmp (R)|E = inf{‖F‖Lmp (R) : F ∈ Lmp (R), F|E = f }. (1.9)
Whitney [67] completely solved an analog of the part 1 of Problem 1.1 for the space Cm(R).
Whitney’s extension construction [67] produces a certain extension operator
F (Wh)m,E : Cm(R)|E → Cm(R) (1.10)
which linearly and continuously maps the trace space Cm(R)|E into Cm(R). An important ingredient
of this construction is the classical Whitney’s extension method for Cm-jets [66]. (See also Merrien
[48].)
The extension method developed by Whitney in [67] also provides a complete solution to Prob-
lem 1.1 for the space Lm∞(R). Recall that L
m
∞(R) can be identified with the space C
m−1,1(R) of all
Cm−1-functions on R whose derivatives of order m−1 satisfy the Lipschitz condition. In particular,
the method of proof and technique developed in [67] and [48] lead us to the following well known
description of the trace space Lm∞(R)|E: A function f ∈ Lm∞(R)|E if and only if the following quantity
Lm,∞( f : E) = sup
S⊂E, #S =m+1
|∆m f [S ]| (1.11)
is finite. Furthermore,
C1Lm,∞( f : E) ≤ ‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|E ≤ C2Lm,∞( f : E) (1.12)
where C1 and C2 are positive constants depending only on m.
We refer the reader to [41, 56] for further results in this direction.
There is an extensive literature devoted to a special case of Problem 1.1 where E consists of
all the elements of a strictly increasing sequence {xi}`2i=`1 (finite, one-sided infinite, or bi-infinite).
We refer the reader to the papers of Favard [23], Chui, Smith, Ward [11–13, 64, 65], Karlin [42],
de Boor [15–20], Fisher and Jerome [32, 33], Golomb [36], Jakimovski and Russell [38], Kunkle
[44, 45], Pinkus [49, 50], Schoenberg [52–54] and references therein for numerous results in this
direction and techniques for obtaining them.
In particular, for the space Lm∞(R) Favard [23] developed a powerful linear extension method
(very different from Whitney’s method [67]) based on a certain delicate duality argument. Note
that for any set E as above and every f : E → R, Favard’s extension operator F (Favard)m,E yields an ex-
tension of f with the smallest possible seminorm in Lm∞(R). (Thus, ‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|E = ‖F (Favard)m,E ( f )‖Lm∞(R)
for every function f defined on E.) Note also that Favard’s approach leads to the following slight
refinement of (1.12):
‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|E ∼ sup
`1≤i≤`2−m
|∆m f [xi, ..., xi+m]| .
See Section 6 for more detail.
Modifying Favard’s extension construction, de Boor [17–19] characterized the traces of Lmp (R)-
functions to arbitrary sequences of points in R.
Theorem 1.6 ( [17]) Let p ∈ (1,∞), and let `1, `2 ∈ Z ∪ {±∞}, `1 + m ≤ `2. Let f be a function
defined on a strictly increasing sequence of points E = {xi}`2i=`1 . Then f ∈ Lmp (R)|E if an only if the
following quantity
L˜m,p( f : E) =

`2−m∑
i=`1
(xi+m − xi) |∆m f [xi, ..., xi+m]|p

1
p
(1.13)
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is finite. Furthermore, ‖ f ‖Lmp (R)|E ∼ L˜m,p( f : E) with constants depending only on m.
For a special case of this result for sequences satisfying some global mesh ratio restrictions see
Golomb [36]. See also Este´vez [22] for an alternative proof of Theorem 1.6 for m = 2.
Using a certain limiting argument, Golomb [36] showed that Problem 1.1 for Lmp (R) and an
arbitrary set E ⊂ R can be reduced to the same problem, but for arbitrary finite sets E. More
specifically, his result (in an equivalent form) provides the following formula for the trace norm in
Lmp (R)|E:
‖ f ‖Lmp (R)|E = sup{ ‖ f |E′‖Lmp (R)|E′ : E ⊂ E, #E′ < ∞}.
Let us remark that, by combining this formula with de Boor’s Theorem 1.6, we can obtain the
following description of the trace space Lmp (R)|E for an arbitrary closed set E ⊂ R.
Theorem 1.7 (Variational criterion for Lmp (R)-traces) Let p ∈ (1,∞) and let m be a positive inte-
ger. Let E ⊂ R be a closed set containing at least m + 1 points. A function f : E → R can be
extended to a function F ∈ Lmp (R) if and only if the following quantity
Lm,p( f : E) = sup
{x0,...,xn}⊂E

n−m∑
i=0
(xi+m − xi) |∆m f [xi, ..., xi+m]|p

1
p
(1.14)
is finite. Here the supremum is taken over all finite strictly increasing sequences {x0, ..., xn} ⊂ E
with n ≥ m. Furthermore,
‖ f ‖Lmp (R)|E ∼ Lm,p( f : E) . (1.15)
The constants in equivalence (1.15) depend only on m.
In the present paper we give a direct and explicit proof of Theorem 1.7 which does not use any
limiting argument. Actually we show, perhaps surprisingly, that the very same Whitney extension
operator F (Wh)m,E (see (1.10)) which was introduced in [67] for characterization of the trace space
Cm(R)|E, provides almost optimal extensions of functions belonging to Lmp (R)|E for every p ∈ (1,∞].
In Section 3 we prove an analogue of Theorem 1.5 which enables us to characterize the trace
space Lmp (R)|E in terms of of Lp-norms of certain kinds of “sharp maximal functions” which are
defined as follows:
For each m ∈ N, each closed set E ⊂ R with #E > m, and each function f : E → R we let
(∆m f )]E denote the maximal function associated with f which is given by
(∆m f )]E (x) = sup{x0,...,xm}⊂E
x0<x1<...<xm
|∆m−1 f [x0, ..., xm−1] − ∆m−1 f [x1, ..., xm]|
|x − x0| + |x − xm| , x ∈ R . (1.16)
Theorem 1.8 Let p ∈ (1,∞), m ∈ N, and let f be a function defined on a closed set E ⊂ R. The
function f ∈ Lmp (R)|E if and only if (∆m f )]E ∈ Lp(R). Furthermore,
‖ f ‖Lmp (R)|E ∼ ‖ (∆m f )]E ‖Lp(R)
with the constants in this equivalence depending only on m and p.
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Remark 1.9 Note that
(∆m f )]E (x) ≤ sup
S⊂E, #S =m+1
|∆m f [S ]| diam S
diam({x} ∪ S ) ≤ 2 (∆
m f )]E (x), x ∈ R . (1.17)
(See property (2.3) below.) Theorem 1.8, (1.16) and this inequality together now imply two explicit
formulae for the trace norm of a function f in the space Lmp (R)|E:
‖ f ‖Lmp (R)|E ∼

∫
R
sup
{x0,...,xm}⊂E
x0<x1<...<xm
|∆m−1 f [x0, ..., xm−1] − ∆m−1 f [x1, ..., xm]| p
|x − x0|p + |x − xm|p dx

1
p
∼

∫
R
sup
S⊂E, #S =m+1
( |∆m f [S ]| diam S
diam({x} ∪ S )
)p
dx

1
p
. C
For versions of Theorems 1.7 and 1.8 for the space L1p(R
n), n ∈ N, n < p < ∞, we refer the
reader to [59, 63].
The next theorem states that there are solutions to Problem 1.1 and its analogue for the space
Lmp (R) which depend linearly on the initial data, i.e., the functions defined on E.
Theorem 1.10 For every closed subset E ⊂ R, every p > 1 and every m ∈ N there exists a
continuous linear extension operator which maps the trace space Lmp (R)|E into Lmp (R). Its operator
norm is bounded by a constant depending only on m.
The same statement holds for the space Wmp (R).
Remark 1.11 As we have noted above, for every p ∈ (1,∞] the Whitney extension operator F (Wh)m,E
(see (1.10)) provides almost optimal extensions of functions from Lmp (R)|E to functions from Lmp (R).
Since F (Wh)m,E is linear, it has the properties described in Theorem 1.10. Slightly modifying F (Wh)m,E ,
we construct a continuous linear extension operator from Wmp (R)|E into Wmp (R) with the operator
norm bounded by a constant depending only on m. See (1.19). C
Let us recall something of the history of Theorem 1.10. We know that for each closed E ⊂ R
the Whitney extension operator F (Wh)m,E maps Lm∞(R)|E into Lm∞(R) with the operator norm ‖F (Wh)m,E ‖
bounded by a constant depending only on m. As we have mentioned above, if E is a sequence
of points in R, the Favard’s linear extension operator also maps Lm∞(R)|E into Lm∞(R), but with the
operator norm ‖F (Favard)m,E ‖ = 1.
For p ∈ (1,∞) and arbitrary sequence E ⊂ R Theorem 1.10 follows from [17, Section 4].
Luli [46] gave an alternative proof of Theorem 1.10 for the space Lmp (R) and a finite set E. In the
multidimensional case the existence of corresponding linear continuous extension operators for the
Sobolev spaces Lmp (R
n), n < p < ∞, was proven in [59] (m = 1, n ∈ N, E ⊂ Rn is arbitrary), [37]
and [60] (m = 2, n = 2, E ⊂ R2 is finite), and [30] (arbitrary m, n ∈ N and an arbitrary E ⊂ Rn).
For the case p = ∞ see [7] (m = 2) and [26, 27] (m ∈ N).
Let us briefly describe the structure of the paper and the main ideas of our approach.
First we note that equivalence (1.15) is not trivial even in the simplest case, i.e., for E = R; in
this case (1.15) tells us that for every f ∈ Lmp (R) and every p ∈ (1,∞]
‖ f ‖Lmp (R) ∼ Lm,p( f : R) (1.18)
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with constants depending only on m. In other words, the quantityLm,p(· : R) provides an equivalent
seminorm on Lmp (R). This characterization of the space L
m
p (R) is known in the literature; see F.
Riesz [51] (m = 1 and 1 < p < ∞), Schoenberg [53] (p = 2 and m ∈ N), and Jerome and
Schumaker [40] (arbitrary m ∈ N and p ∈ (1,∞)). Of course, equivalence (1.18) implies the
necessity part of Theorem 1.7. Nevertheless, for the readers convenience, in Section 2.2 we give a
short direct proof of this result (together with the proof of the necessity part of Theorem 1.8).
In Section 3 we recall the Whitney extension method [67] for functions of one variable. We
prove a series of auxiliary statements which enable us to adapt Whitney’s construction to extension
of Lmp (R)-functions. We then use this extension technique and a criterion for extension of Sobolev
jets [63] to help us prove the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.8. (See Section 3.4.)
The proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.7 is given in Section 4. One of the main ingredient
of this proof is a new criterion for extensions of Sobolev jets distinct from Theorem 3.17. We prove
this extension criterion in Section 4.1 (see Theorem 4.1). Another important ingredient of the proof
of the sufficiency is Main Lemma 4.9. For every function on E this lemma provides a controlled
transition from Hermite polynomials of the function (which are basic components of the Whitney’s
construction) to its Lagrange polynomials. See Section 4.2.
These two results, Theorem 4.1 and Main Lemma 4.9, are key elements of our proof of the
sufficiency part of Theorem 1.7 which we present in Section 4.3.
Section 5 of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3, the variational
criterion for the traces of Wmp (R)-functions and its variant for finite sets or sequences in R. A short
proof of the necessity part of Theorem 1.2 is given in Section 5.1. We prove the sufficiency using
a certain modification of the Whitney’s extension method. More specifically, we introduce sets
E˜,G ⊂ R by
E˜ = E
⋃
G where G = {x ∈ R : dist(x, E) ≥ 1}.
Given a function f on E, we let f˜ denote a function on E˜ which coincides with f on E and
equals 0 on G (if G , ∅). We prove that f˜ satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.7 with
Lm,p( f˜ : E) ≤ C1Wm,p( f : E) (see (1.3) and (1.14))
provided f satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 (i.e., Wm,p( f : E) < ∞). Therefore, by
Theorem 1.7, the function f˜ can be extended to a function F = F( f˜ ) ∈ Lmp (R) with ‖F‖Lmp (R) ≤
C2Wm,p( f : E). We also show that ‖F‖Lp(R) ≤ C3Wm,p( f : E) proving that F ∈ Wmp (R) and its
Sobolev norm is bounded by C4Wm,p( f : E). Here C1, ...,C4 are positive constants depending
only on m. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Furthermore, the function f˜ depends linearly on f and, by Theorem 1.10, one can choose F( f˜ )
linearly depending on f˜ so that
the extension operator f → F( f˜ ) depends linearly on f (1.19)
as well. This proves Theorem 1.10 for the space Wmp (R). Slightly modifying and simplifying the
proof of Theorem 1.2, in Section 5.3 we prove Theorem 1.3.
In Section 6 we discuss the dependence on m of the constants C1,C2 in inequality (1.12). We
interpret this inequality as a particular case of the Finiteness Principle for traces of smooth func-
tions. (See Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.9 below). We refer the reader to [6, 8, 24, 25, 28, 58] and
references therein for numerous results related to the Finiteness Principle.
For the space Lm∞(R) the Finiteness Principle implies the following statement: there exists a
constant γ = γ(m) such that for every closed set E ⊂ R and every f ∈ Lm∞(R)|E the following
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inequality
‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|E ≤ γ sup
S⊂E, #S =m+1
‖ f |S ‖Lm∞(R)|S (1.20)
holds. We can express this result by stating that the number m+1 is a finiteness number for the space
Lm∞(R). We also refer to any constant γ which satisfies (1.20) as a multiplicative finiteness constant
for the space Lm∞(R). In this context we let γ
](Lm∞(R)) denote the infimum of all multiplicative
finiteness constants for Lm∞(R) for the finiteness number m + 1.
One can easily see that γ](L1∞(R)) = 1. We prove that
γ](L2∞(R)) = 2 and (pi/2)
m−1 < γ](Lm∞(R)) < (m − 1) 9m for every m > 2 . (1.21)
See Theorem 6.3. The proof of (1.21) relies on results of Favard [23] and de Boor [17,18] devoted
to calculation of certain extension constants for the space Lm∞(R).
In particular, (1.21) implies the following sharpened version of the Finiteness Principle for
Lm∞(R), m > 2: Let f be a function defined on a closed set E ⊂ R. Suppose that for every
(m + 1)-point subset E′ ⊂ E there exists a function FE′ ∈ Lm∞(R) with ‖FE′‖Lm∞(R) ≤ 1, such that
FE′ = f on E′. Then there exists a function F ∈ Lm∞(R) with ‖F‖Lm∞(R) ≤ (m − 1) 9m such that F = f
on E.
Furthermore, there exists a closed set E˜ ⊂ R and a function f˜ : E˜ → R such that for every
(m + 1)-point subset E′ ⊂ E˜ there exists a function FE′ ∈ Lm∞(R) with ‖FE′‖Lm∞(R) ≤ 1, such that
FE′ = f˜ on E′, but nevertheless, ‖F‖Lm∞(R) ≥ (pi/2)m−1 for every F ∈ Lm∞(R) such that F = f˜ on E˜.
See Section 6 for more details.
For journal versions of the results presented in this paper we refer the reader to [61], [62].
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2. Main Theorems: necessity.
Let us fix some notation. Throughout the paper C,C1,C2, ... will be generic positive constants
which depend only on m and p. These symbols may denote different constants in different occur-
rences. The dependence of a constant on certain parameters is expressed by the notation C = C(m),
C = C(p) or C = C(m, p). Given constants α, β ≥ 0, we write α ∼ β if there is a constant C ≥ 1
such that α/C ≤ β ≤ C α.
Given a measurable set A ⊂ R, we let |A| denote the Lebesgue measure of A. If A ⊂ R is finite,
by #A we denote the number of elements of A. Given δ > 0, we let [A]δ denote the δ-neighborhood
of the set A.
Given A, B ⊂ R, let
diam A = sup{ | a − a′ | : a, a′ ∈ A} and dist(A, B) = inf{ | a − b | : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.
For x ∈ R we also set dist(x, A) = dist({x}, A). Finally, we put dist(A, ∅) = +∞ provided A , ∅.
The notation
A→ x will mean that diam(A ∪ {x})→ 0. (2.1)
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Given M > 0 and a family I of intervals in R we say that covering multiplicity of I is bounded
by M if every point x ∈ R is covered by at most M intervals from I.
Given a function g ∈ L1,loc(R) we letM[g] denote the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of g:
M[g](x) = sup
I3x
1
|I|
∫
I
|g(y)|dy, x ∈ R. (2.2)
Here the supremum is taken over all closed intervals I in R containing x.
By Pm we denote the space of all polynomials of degree at most m defined on R. Finally, given
a nonnegative integer k, a (k + 1)-point set S ⊂ R and a function f on S , we let LS [ f ] denote the
Lagrange polynomial of degree at most k interpolating f on S ; thus
LS [ f ] ∈ Pk and LS [ f ](x) = f (x) for every x ∈ S .
2.1. Divided differences: main properties.
In this section we recall several useful properties of the divided differences of functions. We refer
the reader to monographs [21, Ch. 4, §7] and [34, Section 1.3] for the proofs of these properties.
Everywhere in this section k is a nonnegative integer and S = {x0, ..., xk} is a (k + 1)-point subset
of R. In (F1)-(F3) by f we denote a function defined on S .
Then the following properties hold:
(F1) ∆0 f [S ] = f (x0) provided S = {x0} is a singleton.
(F2) If k ∈ N then
∆k f [S ] = ∆k f [x0, x1, ..., xk] =
(
∆k−1 f [x1, ..., xk] − ∆k−1 f [x0, ..., xk−1]
)
/(xk − x0). (2.3)
Furthermore,
∆k f [S ] =
k∑
i=0
f (xi)
ω′(xi)
=
k∑
i=0
f (xi)∏
j∈{0,...,k}, j,i
(xi − x j) (2.4)
where ω(x) = (x − x0)...(x − xk).
(F3) We recall that LS [ f ] denotes the Lagrange polynomial of degree at most k = #S − 1
interpolating f on S . Then the following equality
∆k f [S ] =
1
k!
L(k)S [ f ] (2.5)
holds. Thus,
∆k f [S ] = Ak where Ak is the coefficient of xk of the polynomial LS [ f ].
(F4) Let k ∈ N, and let x0 = min{xi : i = 0, ..., k} and xk = max{xi : i = 0, ..., k}. Then for every
function F ∈ Ck[x0, xk] there exists ξ ∈ [x0, xk] such that
∆kF[x0, x1, ..., xk] =
1
k!
F(k)(ξ) . (2.6)
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(F5) Let k ∈ N and let x0 < x1 < ... < xk. Let Mk = Mk[S ](t), t ∈ R, be the B-spline (basis
spline) associated with the set S = {x0, ...xk}. We recall that given t ∈ R, the B-spline Mk[S ](t) is
the divided difference of the function gt(u) = k · (u − t)k−1+ , u ∈ R, over the set S ; thus,
Mk[S ](t) = ∆kgt[S ] = k
k∑
i=0
(xi − t)k−1+
ω′(xi)
. (2.7)
See [20] for this definition and various properties of B-splines. We know that
0 ≤ Mk[S ](t) ≤ kxk − x0 for every t ∈ R, (2.8)
and supp Mk[S ] ⊂ [x0, xk]. Furthermore,
xk∫
x0
Mk[S ](t) dt = 1 . (2.9)
(F6) Let x0 < x1 < ... < xk, and let F be a function on [x0, xk] with absolutely continuous
derivative of order k − 1. Then
∆kF[S ] =
1
k!
xk∫
x0
Mk[S ](t) F(k)(t) dt . (2.10)
See [20] or [21, p. 137]. This equality and inequality (2.8) tell us that
|∆kF[S ]| ≤ 1
(k − 1)! ·
1
xk − x0
xk∫
x0
|F(k)(t)| dt. (2.11)
Hence,
|∆kF[S ]| ≤ 1
(k − 1)!
 1xk − x0
xk∫
x0
|F(k)(t)|p dt

1
p
(2.12)
for every p ∈ [1,∞).
Furthermore, thanks to (2.9) and (2.10), for every {x0, ..., xm} ⊂ R, x0 < ... < xm, and every
F ∈ Lm∞(R) the following inequality
m! |∆mF[x0, ..., xm]| ≤ ‖F‖Lm∞(R) (2.13)
holds.
(F7) Let k, n ∈ N, n ≥ k, and let {s0, ..., sn} ⊂ R, be a strictly increasing sequence. Let g be a
function on {s0, ..., sn}, and let T = {t0, ..., tk} be a (k + 1)-point subset of Y .
(i) ( [34, p. 15]) There exist αi ∈ R, αi ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., n, such that α1 + ... + αn = 1 and
∆kg[T ] =
n−k∑
i=0
αi ∆
kg[si, ..., si+k] . (2.14)
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(ii) ( [20, p. 8], [14, 47]) Suppose that t0 = s0 and tk = sn. There exist numbers
βi ∈ [0, (si+k − si)/(sn − s0)] for all i = 0, ..., n − k,
such that
∆kg[T ] =
n−k∑
i=0
βi ∆
kg[si, ..., si+k] .
2.2. Proofs of the necessity part of the main theorems.
(Theorem 1.7: Necessity) Let 1 < p < ∞ and let f ∈ Lmp (R)|E. Let F ∈ Lmp (R) be an arbitrary
function such that F|E = f . Let n ≥ m and let {x0, ..., xn} ⊂ E, x0 < ... < xn. Then, by (2.12), for
every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − m,
(xi+m − xi) |∆m f [xi, ..., xi+m]|p = (xi+m − xi) |∆mF[xi, ..., xi+m]|p
≤ (xi+m − xi) · 1((m − 1)!)p ·
1
xi+m − xi
xi+m∫
xi
|F(m)(t)|p dt
=
1
((m − 1)!)p
xi+m∫
xi
|F(m)(t)|p dt .
Hence,
n−m∑
i=0
(xi+m − xi) |∆m f [xi, ..., xi+m]|p ≤
n−m∑
i=0
1
((m − 1)!)p
xi+m∫
xi
|F(m)(t)|p dt .
Clearly, the covering multiplicity of the family {(xi, xi+m) : i = 0, ..., n − m} of open intervals is
bounded by m, so that
n−m∑
i=0
(xi+m − xi) |∆m f [xi, ..., xi+m]|p ≤ m((m − 1)!)p
xn∫
x0
|F(m)(t)|p dt .
Hence,
n−m∑
i=0
(xi+m − xi) |∆m f [xi, ..., xi+m]|p ≤ m((m − 1)!)p ‖F‖
p
Lmp (R)
≤ 2p ‖F‖pLmp (R) . (2.15)
Taking the supremum in the left hand side of this inequality over all (n + 1)-point subsets
{x0, ..., xn} ⊂ E with n ≥ m, we obtain the following:
Lm,p( f : E) ≤ 2 ‖F‖Lmp (R) .
See (1.14). Finally, taking the infimum in the right hand side of this inequality over all functions
F ∈ Lmp (R) such that F|E = f , we obtain that Lm,p( f : E) ≤ 2 ‖ f ‖Lmp (R)|E proving the necessity part
of Theorem 1.7. 
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(Theorem 1.8: Necessity) Let f ∈ Lmp (R)|E where p ∈ (1,∞), and let F ∈ Lmp (R) be an arbitrary
function such that F|E = f . Let S = {x0, ..., xm}, x0 < ... < xm, be a subset of E and let x ∈ R.
Thanks to (2.3) and (2.11),
|∆m−1 f [x0, ..., xm−1] − ∆m−1 f [x1, ..., xm]|
|x − x0| + |x − xm|
=
|∆m−1F[x0, ..., xm−1] − ∆m−1F[x1, ..., xm]|
|x − x0| + |x − xm| =
|∆mF[x0, ..., xm]| (xm − x0)
|x − x0| + |x − xm|
≤ 1
(m − 1)! (|x − x0| + |x − xm|)
xm∫
x0
|F(m)(t)| dt .
Let I be the smallest closed interval containing S and x. Clearly, |I| ≤ |x − x0| + |x − xm| and
I ⊃ [x0, xm]. Hence,
|∆m−1 f [x0, ..., xm−1] − ∆m−1 f [x1, ..., xm]|
|x − x0| + |x − xm| ≤
1
(m − 1)!
1
|I|
∫
I
|F(m)(t)| dt ≤ M[F(m)](x) .
(Recall thatM denotes the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function, see (2.2).) Taking the supremum
in the left hand side of this inequality over all subsets S = {x0, ..., xm} ⊂ E, x0 < ... < xm, we obtain
that
(∆m f )]E (x) ≤ M[F(m)](x), x ∈ R .
See (1.16). Hence,
‖ (∆m f )]E ‖Lp(R) ≤ ‖M[F(m)]‖Lp(R)
so that, by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem,
‖ (∆m f )]E ‖Lp(R) ≤ C(p) ‖F(m)‖Lp(R) = C(p) ‖F‖Lmp (R) .
Taking the infimum in the right hand side of this inequality over all functions F ∈ Lmp (R) such
that F|E = f , we finally obtain the required inequality
‖ (∆m f )]E ‖Lp(R) ≤ C(p) ‖ f ‖Lmp (R)|E .
The proof of the necessity part of Theorem 1.8 is complete. 
3. The Whitney extension method in R and traces of Sobolev functions.
In this section we prove the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.8.
Given a function F ∈ Cm(R) and x ∈ R, we let
T mx [F](y) =
m∑
k=0
1
k!
F(k)(x)(y − x)k, y ∈ R,
denote the Taylor polynomial of F of degree m at x.
Let E be a closed subset of R and let P = {Px : x ∈ E} be a family of polynomials of degree at
most m indexed by points of E. (Thus Px ∈ Pm for every x ∈ E.) Following [29], we refer to P as
a Whitney m-field defined on E.
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We say that a function F ∈ Cm(R) agrees with the Whitney m-field P = {Px : x ∈ E} on E, if
T mx [F] = Px for each x ∈ E. In that case we also refer to P as the Whitney m-field on E generated
by F or as the m-jet generated by F. We define the Lmp -“norm” of the m-jet P = {Px : x ∈ E} by
‖P‖m,p,E = inf
{
‖F‖Lmp (R) : F ∈ Lmp (R), T m−1x [F] = Px for every x ∈ E
}
. (3.1)
We prove the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.8 in two steps. At the first step, given m ∈ N we
construct a linear operator which to every function f on E assigns a certain Whitney (m − 1)-field
P(m,E)[ f ] = {Px ∈ Pm−1 : x ∈ E}
such that Px(x) = f (x) for all x ∈ E. We produce P(m,E)[ f ] by a slight modification of Whitney’s
extension construction [67]. See also [34, 35, 43, 48] where similar constructions have been used
for characterization of traces of Lm∞(R)-functions.
At the second step of the proof we show that for every p ∈ (1,∞) and every function f : E → R
such that (∆m f )]E ∈ Lp(R) (see (1.16)) the following inequality
‖P(m,E)[ f ]‖m,p,E ≤ C(m, p)‖ (∆m f )]E ‖Lp(R) (3.2)
holds. One of the main ingredients of the proof of (3.2) is a trace criterion for jets generated by
Sobolev functions. See Theorem 3.17 below.
3.1. Interpolation knots and their properties.
Let E ⊂ R be a closed subset, and let k be a non-negative integer, k ≤ #E. Following [67] (see
also [43, 48]), given x ∈ E we construct an important ingredient of our extension procedure, a
finite set Yk(x) ⊂ E which, in a certain sense, is “well concentrated” around x. This set provides
interpolation knots for Lagrange and Hermite polynomials which we use in our modification of the
Whitney extension method.
We will need the following notion. Let A be a nonempty finite subset of E containing at most
one limit point of E. We assign to A a point aE(A) ∈ E in the closure of E \ A having minimal
distance to A. More specifically:
(i) If A does not contain limit points of E, the set E \ A is closed, so that in this case aE(A) is a
point nearest to A on E \ A. Clearly, in this case aE(A) < A;
(ii) Suppose there exists a (unique) point a ∈ A which is a limit point of E. In this case we set
aE(A) = a.
Note that in both cases
dist(aE(A), A) = dist(A, E \ A).
Now let us construct a family of points {y0(x), y1(x), ..., ynk(x)} in E, 0 ≤ nk(x) ≤ k, using the
following inductive procedure.
First, we put y0(x) = x and Y0(x) = {y0(x)}. If k = 0, we put nk(x) = 0, and stop.
Suppose that k > 0. If y0(x) = x is a limit point of E, we again put nk(x) = 0, and stop. If y0(x)
is an isolated point of E, we continue the procedure.
We define a point y1(x) ∈ E by y1(x) = aE(Y0(x)), and set Y1(x) = {y0(x), y1(x)}. If k = 1 or y1(x)
is a limit point of E, we put nk(x) = 1, and stop.
Let k > 1 and y1(x) is an isolated point of E. In this case we put
y2(x) = aE(Y1(x)) and Y2(x) = {y0(x), y1(x), y2(x)}.
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If k = 2 or y2(x) is a limit point of E, we set nk(x) = 2, and stop. But if k > 2 and y2(x) is an
isolated point of E, we continue the procedure and define y3, etc.
At the j-th step of this algorithm we obtain a j + 1-point set
Y j(x) = {y0(x), ..., y j(x)}.
If j = k or y j(x) is a limit point of E, we put nk(x) = j and stop. But if j < k and y j(x) is an
isolated point of E, we define a point y j+1(x) and a set Y j+1(x) by the formulae
y j+1(x) = aE(Y j(x)) and Y j+1(x) = {y0(x), ..., y j(x), y j+1(x)} . (3.3)
Clearly, for a certain
n = nk(x), 0 ≤ n ≤ k, the procedure stops . (3.4)
This means that either n = k or, whenever n < k, the points y0(x), ..., yn−1(x) are isolated points of
E, but
yn(x) is a limit point of E . (3.5)
We also introduce points y j(x) and sets Y j(x) for nk(x) ≤ j ≤ k by letting
y j(x) = ynk(x)(x) and Y j(x) = Ynk(x)(x). (3.6)
Note that, given x ∈ E the definitions of points y j(x) and the sets Y j(x) do not depend on k, i.e,
y j(x) is the same point and Y j(x) is the same set for every k ≥ j. This is immediate from (3.6).
In the next three lemmas, we describe several important properties of the points y j(x) and the
sets Y j(x).
Lemma 3.1 Given x ∈ E, the points y j(x) and the sets Y j(x), 0 ≤ j ≤ k, have the following
properties:
(a). y0(x) = x and y j(x) = aE(Y j−1(x)) for every 1 ≤ j ≤ k;
(b). Let n = nk(x) ≥ 1. Then y0(x), ..., yn−1(x) are isolated points of E.
Furthermore, if y ∈ Yn(x) and y is a limit point of E, then y = yn(x). In addition, if 0 < n < k,
then yn(x) is a limit point of E;
(c). #Y j(x) = min{ j, nk(x)} + 1 for every 0 ≤ j ≤ k;
(d). For every j = 0, ..., k the following equality
[min Y j(x),max Y j(x)] ∩ E = Y j(x) (3.7)
holds. Furthermore, the point y j(x) is either minimal or maximal point of the set Y j(x).
Proof. Properties (b)-(d) are immediate from the definitions of the points y j(x) and the sets Y j(x).
Let us prove (a). We know that y0(x) = x and, by (3.3), y j(x) = aE(Y j−1(x)) for every j =
1, ..., nk(x). If nk(x) < j ≤ k, then, by (3.6),
Y j(x) = Ynk(x)(x) for every j, nk(x) ≤ j ≤ k.
On the other hand, since nk(x) < k, the point ynk(x) is a unique limit point of E. See (3.5). Hence,
by definition of aE and (3.6), for every j, nk(x) < j ≤ k,
aE(Y j−1(x)) = aE(Ynk(x)(x)) = ynk(x) = y j(x)
proving property (a) in the case under consideration. 
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Lemma 3.2 Let x1, x2 ∈ E and let 0 ≤ j ≤ k. If x1 ≤ x2 then
min Y j(x1) ≤ min Y j(x2) (3.8)
and
max Y j(x1) ≤ max Y j(x2) . (3.9)
Proof. We proceed by induction on j. Since Y0(x1) = {x1} and Y0(x2) = {x2}, inequalities (3.8)
and (3.9) hold for j = 0.
Suppose that these inequalities hold for some j, 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1. Let us prove that
min Y j+1(x1) ≤ min Y j+1(x2) (3.10)
and
max Y j+1(x1) ≤ max Y j+1(x2) . (3.11)
First we prove (3.10). Recall that, by (3.3), for each ` = 1, 2, we have y j+1(x`) = aE(Y j(x`)) and
Y j+1(x`) = Y j(x`) ∪ {y j+1(x`)} . (3.12)
If Y j(x2) contains a limit point of E, then y j+1(x2) ∈ Y j(x2) so that Y j+1(x2) = Y j(x2). This
equality and the assumption (3.8) imply that
min Y j+1(x1) ≤ min Y j(x1) ≤ min Y j(x2) = min Y j+1(x2)
proving (3.10) in the case under consideration.
Now suppose that all points of Y j(x2) are isolated points of E. In particular, this implies that
0 ≤ j ≤ nk(x2), see part (b) of Lemma 3.1 and definitions (3.5) and (3.6). Hence, by part (c) of
Lemma 3.1, #Y j(x2) = j + 1.
Consider two cases. First we assume that
min Y j(x1) < min Y j(x2) . (3.13)
Then for each point a ∈ R nearest to Y j(x2) on the set E \ Y j(x2) we have a ≥ min Y j(x1). This
inequality, definition of aE and (3.3) tell us that
aE(Y j(x2)) = y j+1(x2) ≥ min Y j(x1) .
Combining this inequality with (3.12) and (3.13), we obtain the required inequality (3.10).
Now prove (3.10) whenever min Y j(x1) = min Y j(x2). This equality and inequality (3.9) imply
the following inclusion:
Y j(x1) ⊂ I = [min Y j(x2),max Y j(x2)] .
In turn, equality (3.7) tells us that I ∩ E = Y j(x2) proving that Y j(x1) ⊂ Y j(x2). Recall that in the
case under consideration all points of Y j(x2) are isolated points of E. Therefore, all points of Y j(x1)
are isolated points of E as well. Now, using the same argument as for the set Y j(x2), we conclude
that
#Y j(x1) = j + 1 = #Y j(x2).
Thus Y j(x1) ⊂ Y j(x2) and #Y j(x1) = #Y j(x2) proving that Y j(x1) = Y j(x2). This equality implies
(3.10) completing the proof of inequality (3.10).
In the same fashion we prove inequality (3.11).
The proof of the lemma is complete. 
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Lemma 3.3 ( [43, p. 231]) Let x1, x2 ∈ E, and let Yk(x1) , Yk(x2). Then for all 0 ≤ i, j ≤ k the
following inequality
max{ |yi(x1) − y j(x1)|, |yi(x2) − y j(x2) |} ≤ max{i, j} |x1 − x2|
holds.
This lemma implies the following
Corollary 3.4 For every x1, x2 ∈ E such that Yk(x1) , Yk(x2) the following inequality
diam Yk(x1) + diam Yk(x2) ≤ 2 k |x1 − x2|
holds.
3.2. Lagrange polynomials and divided differences at interpolation knots.
In this section we describe main properties of the Lagrange polynomials on finite subsets of the
set E.
Lemma 3.5 Let k be a nonnegative integer, and let P ∈ Pk. Suppose that P has k real distinct
roots which lie in a set S ⊂ R. Let I ⊂ R be a closed interval.
Then for every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k, the following inequality
max
I
|P(i)| ≤ (diam(I ∪ S ))k−i |P(k)|
holds.
Proof. Let x j, j = 1, ..., k, be the roots of P, and let X = {x1, ..., xk}. By the lemma’s hypothesis,
X ⊂ S . Clearly,
P(x) =
P(k)
k!
k∏
i=1
(x − xi), x ∈ R,
so that for every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k,
P(i)(x) =
i!
k!
P(k)
∑
X′⊂X, #X′=k−i
∏
y∈X′
(x − y), x ∈ R.
Hence,
max
I
|P(i)| ≤ i!
k!
k!
i!(k − i)! (diam(I ∪ X))
k−i |P(k)| ≤ (diam(I ∪ S ))k−i |P(k)|
proving the lemma. 
We recall that, given S ⊂ R with #S = k + 1 and a function f : S → R, by LS [ f ] we denote the
Lagrange polynomial of degree at most k interpolating f on S .
Lemma 3.6 Let S 1, S 2 ⊂ R, S 1 , S 2, and let #S 1 = #S 2 = k + 1 where k is a nonnegative integer.
Let I ⊂ R be a closed interval. Then for every function f : S 1 ∪ S 2 → R and every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k,
max
I
|L(i)S 1[ f ] − L(i)S 2[ f ]| ≤ (k + 1)! (diam(I ∪ S 1 ∪ S 2))k−i A (3.14)
where
A = max
S ′⊂S 1∪S 2
#S ′=k+2
|∆k+1 f [S ′]| diam S ′ ;
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Proof. Let n = k + 1 − #(S 1 ∩ S 2); then n ≥ 1 because S 1 , S 2. Let {Y j : j = 0, ..., n} be a
family of (k + 1)-point subsets of S such that Y0 = S 1, Yn = S 2, and #(Y j ∩ Y j+1) = k for every
j = 0, ..., n − 1.
Let P j = LY j[ f ], j = 0, ..., n. Then
max
I
|L(i)S 1[ f ] − L(i)S 2[ f ]| = maxI |P
(i)
0 − P(i)n | ≤
n−1∑
i=0
max
I
|P(i)j − P(i)j+1| . (3.15)
Note that each point y ∈ Y j ∩ Y j+1 is a root of the polynomial P j − P j+1 ∈ Pk. Thus, if the
polynomial P j − P j+1 is not identically 0, it has precisely k distinct real roots which belong to the
set S 1∪S 2. We apply Lemma 3.5, taking P = P j−P j+1 and S = S 1∪S 2, and obtain the following:
max
I
|P(i)j − P(i)j+1| ≤ (diam(I ∪ S 1 ∪ S 2))k−i |P(k)j − P(k)j+1|. (3.16)
Thanks to (2.5),
|P(k)j − P(k)j+1| = |L(k)Y j [ f ] − L(k)Y j+1[ f ]| = k!|∆k f [Y j] − ∆k f [Y j+1]|
which together with (2.3) imply that
|P(k)j − P(k)j+1| ≤ k!|∆k+1 f [Y j ∪ Y j+1]| diam(Y j ∪ Y j+1) ≤ k! maxS ′⊂S 1∪S 2
#S ′=k+2
|∆k+1 f [S ′]| diam S ′ = k! A .
This inequality, (3.15) and (3.16) together imply the required inequality (3.14) proving the
lemma. 
Lemma 3.7 Let k be a nonnegative integer, ` ∈ N, k < `, and let Y = {y j}`j=0 be a strictly
increasing sequence in R. Let I = [y0, y`], S 1 = {y0, ..., yk}, S 2 = {yl−k, ..., y`}, and let
S ( j) = {y j, ..., yk+ j+1}, j = 0, ..., ` − k − 1. (3.17)
Then for every function f : Y → R, every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k, and every p ∈ [1,∞) the following
inequality
max
I
|L(i)S 1[ f ] − L(i)S 2[ f ]|p ≤ ((k + 2)!)p (diam I)(k−i+1)p−1
`−k−1∑
j=0
|∆k+1 f [S ( j)]|p (diam S ( j)) (3.18)
holds.
Proof. Let Y j = {y j, ..., y j+k}, j = 0, ..., ` − k, so that S 1 = Y0, S 2 = Y`−k, and S ( j) = Y j ∪ Y j+1,
j = 0, ..., ` − k − 1. Let P j = LY j[ f ], j = 0, ..., ` − k. Then
max
I
|L(i)S 1[ f ] − L(i)S 2[ f ]| = maxI |P
(i)
0 − P(i)`−k| ≤
`−k−1∑
i=0
max
I
|P(i)j − P(i)j+1| . (3.19)
Note that every y ∈ Y j ∩ Y j+1 is a root of the polynomial P j − P j+1 ∈ Pk. Thus, if the polynomial
P j − P j+1 is not identically 0, it has precisely k distinct real roots on I. Then, by Lemma 3.5,
max
I
|P(i)j − P(i)j+1| ≤ (diam I)k−i |P(k)j − P(k)j+1|. (3.20)
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Thanks to (2.5),
|P(k)j − P(k)j+1| = |L(k)Y j [ f ] − L(k)Y j+1[ f ]| = k!|∆k f [Y j] − ∆k f [Y j+1]|
so that, by (2.3),
|P(k)j − P(k)j+1| = k!|∆k+1 f [Y j ∪ Y j+1]| diam(Y j ∪ Y j+1) = k!|∆k+1 f [S ( j)]| diam S ( j) .
This inequality, (3.19) and (3.20) together imply that
max
I
|L(i)S 1[ f ] − L(i)S 2[ f ]| ≤ k! (diam I)k−i
`−k−1∑
j=0
|∆k+1 f [S ( j)]| diam S ( j) . (3.21)
Let I j = [y j, yk+ j+1]. Then, thanks to (3.17), diam I j = diam S j = yk+ j+1 − y j. Furthermore, since
{y j}`j=0 is a strictly increasing sequence and #S j = k + 2, the covering multiplicity of the family{I j : j = 0, ..., ` − k − 1} is bounded by k + 2. Hence,
`−k−1∑
j=0
diam S ( j) =
`−k−1∑
j=0
diam I j =
`−k−1∑
j=0
|I j| ≤ (k + 2) |I| = (k + 2) diam I .
Finally, this inequality, the Ho¨lder inequality and (3.21) together imply that
max
I
|L(i)S 1[ f ] − L(i)S 2[ f ]|p ≤ (k!)p (diam I)(k−i)p

`−k−1∑
j=0
|∆k+1 f [S ( j)]| diam S ( j)

p
≤ (k!)p (diam I)(k−i)p

`−k−1∑
j=0
diam S ( j)

p−1 `−k−1∑
j=0
|∆k+1 f [S ( j)]|p diam S ( j)
≤ (k!)p(k + 2)p−1 (diam I)(k−i+1)p−1
`−k−1∑
j=0
|∆k+1 f [S ( j)]|p diam S ( j)
proving inequality (3.18). 
Lemma 3.8 Let k be a nonnegative integer and let 1 < p < ∞. Let f be a function defined on a
closed set E ⊂ R with #E > k + 1. Suppose that
λ = sup
S⊂E, #S =k+2
|∆k+1 f [S ]| (diam S ) 1p < ∞ . (3.22)
Then for every limit point x of E and every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k, there exists a limit
fi(x) = lim
S→x, S⊂E, #S =k+1
L(i)S [ f ](x) . (3.23)
Recall that the notation S → x means diam(S ∪ {x})→ 0 (see (2.1)).
Furthermore, let Px ∈ Pk be a polynomial such that
P(i)x (x) = fi(x) for every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k . (3.24)
Then for every δ > 0 and every set S ⊂ E such that #S = k + 1 and diam(S ∪{x}) < δ the following
inequality
max
[x−δ,x+δ]
|P(i)x − L(i)S [ f ]| ≤ C(k) λ δk+1−i−1/p, 0 ≤ i ≤ k, (3.25)
holds.
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Proof. Let δ > 0 and let S 1, S 2 be two subsets of E such that #S j = k + 1 and diam(S j∪{x}) < δ,
j = 1, 2. Hence, S = S 1 ∪ S 2 ⊂ I = [x − δ, x + δ]. We apply Lemma 3.6 and obtain that
|L(i)S 1[ f ](x) − L(i)S 2[ f ](x)| ≤ (k + 1)! (diam I)k−i maxS ′⊂S , #S ′=k+2 |∆
k+1 f [S ′]| diam S ′ .
Thanks to (3.22),
|∆k+1 f [S ′]| ≤ λ (diam S ′)− 1p (3.26)
for every (k + 2)-point subset S ′ ⊂ E, so that
|L(i)S 1[ f ](x) − L(i)S 2[ f ](x)| ≤ (k + 1)! λ (2δ)k−i maxS ′⊂S , #S ′=k+2 (diam S
′)1−1/p
≤ (k + 1)! λ (2δ)k−i (2δ)1−1/p.
Hence,
|L(i)S 1[ f ](x) − L(i)S 2[ f ](x)| ≤ C(k) λ δk+1−i−1/p . (3.27)
Since p > 1,
|L(i)S 1[ f ](x) − L(i)S 2[ f ](x)| → 0 as δ→ 0
proving the existence of the limit in (3.23).
Let us prove inequality (3.25). Thanks to (3.27), for every two sets S , S˜ ∈ E, with #S = #S˜ =
k + 1 such that diam(S ∪ {x}), diam(S ∪ {x}) < δ, the following inequality
|L(i)
S˜
[ f ](x) − L(i)S [ f ](x)| ≤ C(k) λ δk+1−i−1/p
holds. Passing to the limit in this inequality whenever the set S˜ → x (i.e., diam(S˜ ∪ {x}) → 0) we
obtain the following:
|P(i)x (x) − L(i)S [ f ](x)| ≤ C(k) λ δk+1−i−1/p .
See (3.23) and (3.24). Therefore, for each y ∈ [x − δ, x + δ], we have
|P(i)x (y) − L(i)S [ f ](y)| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
k−i∑
j=0
1
j!
(P(i+ j)x (x) − L(i+ j)S [ f ](x)) (y − x) j
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
k−i∑
j=0
1
j!
|P(i+ j)x (x) − L(i+ j)S [ f ](x)| δ j
≤ C(k) λ
k−i∑
j=0
δk+1−i− j−1/p δ j ≤ C(k) λ δk+1−i−1/p .
The proof of the lemma is complete. 
Lemma 3.9 Let k, p, E, f , λ and x be as in the statement of Lemma 3.8. Then for every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k,
lim
S→x, S⊂E, #S =i+1
i! ∆i f [S ] = fi(x) .
Proof. Let δ > 0 and let S ⊂ E be a finite set such that #S = i + 1 and diam({x}, S ) < δ. Since
x is a limit point of E, there exists a set Y ⊂ E ∩ [x − δ, x + δ] with #Y = k + 1 such that S ⊂ Y .
Then, thanks to (3.25),
max
[x−δ,x+δ]
|P(i)x − L(i)Y [ f ]| ≤ C(k) λ δk+1−i−1/p . (3.28)
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Since the Lagrange polynomial LY[ f ] interpolates f on S , we have ∆i f [S ] = ∆i(LY[ f ])[S ] so that,
by (2.6), there exists ξ ∈ [x − δ, x + δ] such that i! ∆i f [S ] = L(i)Y [ f ](ξ).
This equality and (3.28) imply that
|P(i)x (ξ) − i!∆i f [S ]| = |P(i)x (ξ) − L(i)Y [ f ](ξ)| ≤ C(k) λ δk+1−i−1/p.
Hence,
| fi(x) − i!∆i f [S ]| = |P(i)x (x) − i!∆i f [S ]| ≤ |P(i)x (x) − P(i)x (ξ)| + |P(i)x (ξ) − i!∆i f [S ]|
≤ |P(i)x (x) − P(i)x (ξ)| + C(k) λ δk+1−i−1/p.
Since P(i)x is a continuous function and p > 1, the right hand side of this inequality tends to 0 as
δ→ 0 proving the lemma. 
Lemma 3.10 Let p ∈ (1,∞), k ∈ N, and let f be a function defined on a closed set E ⊂ R with
#E > k + 1. Suppose that f satisfies condition (3.22).
Let x ∈ E be a limit point of E, and let S be a subset of E with #S ≤ k containing x. Then for
every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k + 1 − #S ,
lim
S ′\S→x
S⊂S ′⊂E, #S ′=k+1
L(i)S ′[ f ](x) = fi(x) .
Proof. For S = {x} the statement of the lemma follows from Lemma 3.8.
Suppose that #S > 1. Let I0 = [x − 1/2, x + 1/2] so that diam I0 = 1. We prove that for every
i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, the family of functions
{L(i+1)Y [ f ] : Y ⊂ I0 ∩ E, #Y = k + 1}
is uniformly bounded on I0 provided condition (3.22) holds. Indeed, fix a subset Y0 ⊂ I0 ∩ E with
#Y0 = k + 1. Then for arbitrary Y ⊂ I0 ∩ E, Y , Y0, with #Y = k + 1, by Lemma 3.6 and (3.14),
max
I0
|L(i+1)Y [ f ] − L(i+1)Y0 [ f ]| ≤ (k + 1)! (diam(I0 ∪ Y ∪ Y0))k−i−1 A = (k + 1)! A
where
A = max
S ′⊂Y0∪Y
#S ′=k+2
|∆k+1 f [S ′]| diam S ′ .
Therefore, thanks to (3.26),
max
I0
|L(i+1)Y [ f ] − L(i+1)Y0 [ f ]| ≤ (k + 1)!λ maxS ′⊂Y∪Y0, #S ′=k+2(diam S
′)1−1/p ≤ (k + 1)!λ .
We apply this inequality to an arbitrary set Y ⊂ I0∩E with #Y = k+1 and to every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k−1,
and obtain that
max
I0
|L(i+1)Y [ f ]| ≤ Bi (3.29)
where
Bi = max
I0
|L(i+1)Y0 [ f ]| + (k + 1)!λ.
Fix ε > 0. By Lemma 3.9, there exists δ˜ ∈ (0, 1/2] such that for an arbitrary set V ⊂ E, with
diam({x},V) < δ˜ and #V = i + 1, the following inequality
|i! ∆i f [V] − fi(x)| ≤ ε/2 (3.30)
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holds.
Let S ′ be an arbitrary subset of E such that S ⊂ S ′, #S ′ = k + 1, and
diam({x}, S ′ \ S ) < δ = min{δ˜, ε/(2Bi)} . (3.31)
Recall that #S ′ − #S = k + 1 − #S ≥ i, so that there exists a subset V ⊂ (S ′ \ S ) ∪ {x} with
#V = i + 1. Thanks to (2.6), there exists ξ ∈ [x − δ, x + δ] such that
i! ∆i(LS ′[ f ])[V] = L
(i)
S ′[ f ](ξ).
On the other hand, since the polynomial LS ′[ f ] interpolates f on V , we have
∆i f [V] = ∆i(LS ′[ f ])[V]
so that, i!∆i f [V] = L(i)S ′[ f ](ξ). This and (3.30) imply that
|L(i)S ′[ f ](ξ) − fi(x)| ≤ ε/2 .
Clearly, thanks to (3.31) and (3.29),
|L(i)S ′[ f ](ξ) − L(i)S ′[ f ](x)| ≤
(
max
[x−1/2,x+1/2]
|L(i+1)S ′ [ f ]|
)
· |x − ξ| ≤ Bi δ ≤ Bi (ε/(2Bi)) = ε/2 .
Finally, we obtain that
| fi(x) − L(i)S ′[ f ](x)| ≤ | fi(x) − L(i)S ′[ f ](ξ)| + |L(i)S ′[ f ](ξ) − L(i)S ′[ f ](x)| ≤ ε/2 + ε/2 = ε
proving the lemma. 
3.3. Whitney m-fields and the Hermite polynomials.
Let m ∈ N and let p ∈ (1,∞). In this section, given a function f on E satisfying condition (3.32),
we construct a certain Whitney (m − 1)-field
P(m,E)[ f ] = {Px ∈ Pm−1 : x ∈ E}
such that
Px(x) = f (x) for all x ∈ E.
In the next section we apply to P(m,E)[ f ] a criterion for extensions of Sobolev jets given in
Theorem 3.17 below. This criterion will enable us to show that f ∈ Lmp (R)|E provided (∆m f )]E ∈
Lp(R). This will complete the proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.8.
We turn to constructing the Whitney field P(m,E)[ f ].
Everywhere in this section we assume that the function f satisfies the following condition:
sup
S⊂E, #S =m+1
|∆m f [S ]| (diam S ) 1p < ∞ . (3.32)
Let k = m − 1. Given x ∈ E, let
Sx = Yk(x) = {y0(x), ..., ynk(x)(x)} (3.33)
and let
sx = ynk(x) . (3.34)
We recall that the points y j(x) and the sets Y j(x) are defined by formulae (3.3)-(3.6).
The next two propositions describe the main properties of the sets {Sx : x ∈ E} and the points
{sx : x ∈ E}. These properties are immediate from Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and Corollary 3.4.
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Proposition 3.11 (i) x ∈ Sx and #Sx ≤ m for every x ∈ E. Furthermore,
[min Sx ,max Sx] ∩ E = Sx ; (3.35)
(ii) For every x1, x2 ∈ E such that Sx1 , Sx2 the following inequality
diam Sx1 + diam Sx2 ≤ 2 m |x1 − x2| (3.36)
holds;
(iii). If x1, x2 ∈ E and x1 < x2 then
min Sx1 ≤ min Sx2 and max Sx1 ≤ max Sx2 .
Proposition 3.12 (i) The point
sx belongs to Sx (3.37)
for every x ∈ E. This point is either minimal or maximal point of the set Sx .
(ii) All points of the set Sx \ {sx} are isolated points of E provided #S x > 1. If y ∈ Sx and y is a
limit point of E, then y = sx;
(iii) If #Sx < m then sx is a limit point of E.
Remark 3.13 Let E = {xi}`2i=`1 where `1, `2 ∈ Z ∪ {−∞,+∞}, `1 + m ≤ `2, be a strictly increasing
sequence of points in R. In this case, for each i ∈ Z, `1 ≤ i ≤ `2, the set Sxi consists of m consecutive
elements of the sequence E. In other words, there exists ν ∈ Z, `1 ≤ ν ≤ `2, such that
Sxi = {xν, ..., xν+m−1} . (3.38)
Indeed, let k = m − 1. Since all points of E are isolated, nk(x) = k for every x ∈ E. See (3.4). In
particular, in this case sx = yk(x).
Thus, thanks to (3.33), Sx = Yk(x) = {y0(x), ..., yk(x)} so that #Sx = k +1 = m. On the other hand,
by (3.35), Sx = [min Sx,max Sx] ∩ E proving (3.38). C
Definition 3.14 Given a function f : E → R satisfying condition (3.32), we define the Whitney
(m − 1)-field P(m,E)[ f ] = {Px ∈ Pm−1 : x ∈ E} as follows:
(i) If #Sx < m, part (iii) of Proposition 3.12 tells us that sx is a limit point of E. Then, thanks to
(3.32) and Lemma 3.8, for every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, there exists a limit
fi(sx) = lim
S→sx
S⊂E, #S =m
L(i)S [ f ](sx) . (3.39)
We define a polynomial Px ∈ Pm−1 as the Hermite polynomial satisfying the following condi-
tions:
Px(y) = f (y) for every y ∈ Sx, (3.40)
and
P(i)x (sx) = fi(sx) for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m − #Sx . (3.41)
(ii) If #Sx = m, we put
Px = LSx[ f ]. (3.42)
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The next lemma shows that the Whitney (m−1)-field P(m,E)[ f ] = {Px ∈ Pm−1 : x ∈ E} determined
by Definition 3.14 is well defined.
Lemma 3.15 For each x ∈ E there exists the unique polynomial Px satisfying conditions (3.40)
and (3.41) provided condition (3.32) holds.
Proof. In case (i) (#Sx < m) the existence and uniqueness of Px satisfying (3.40) and (3.41) is
immediate from [2, Ch. 2, Section 11]. See also formula (3.45) below.
Clearly, in case (ii) (#Sx = m) the property (3.40) holds as well, and (3.41) holds vacuously.
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We also note that x ∈ Sx and Px = f on Sx (see (3.40)) which imply that
Px(x) = f (x) for every x ∈ E . (3.43)
For the case #Sx < m, m > 1, we present an explicit formula for the Hermite polynomials
Px, x ∈ E, from Definition 3.14. This formula follows from general properties of the Hermite
polynomials given in [2, Ch. 2, Section 11].
Let n = #Sx − 1 and let yi = yi(x), i = 0, ..., n, so that Sx = {y0, ..., yn}. See (3.33). (Note also that
in these settings sx = yn.)
In this case the Hermite polynomial Px satisfying (3.40) and (3.41) can be represented as a linear
combination of polynomials
H0, ...,Hn, H˜1, ...., H˜m−n−1 ∈ Pm−1
which are uniquely determined by the following conditions:
(i) Hi(yi) = 1 for every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and H j(yi) = 0 for every 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i , j, and
H′i (yn) = ... = H
(m−n−1)
i (yn) = 0 for every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n .
(ii) H˜ j(yi) = 0 for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m − n − 1, and for every 1 ≤ j ≤ m − n − 1,
H˜( j)j (yn) = 1 and H˜
(`)
j (yn) = 0 for every `, 1 ≤ ` ≤ m − n − 1, ` , j .
The existence and uniqueness of the polynomials
Hi and H˜ j, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m − n − 1,
are proven in [2, Ch. 2, Section 11]. It is also shown in [2] that for every P ∈ Pm−1 the following
unique representation
P(y) =
n∑
i=0
P(yi) Hi(y) +
m−n−1∑
j=1
P( j)(yn) H˜ j(y), y ∈ R, (3.44)
holds. In particular,
Px(y) =
n∑
i=0
f (yi) Hi(y) +
m−n−1∑
j=1
f j(yn) H˜ j(y), y ∈ R . (3.45)
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Clearly, Px meets conditions (3.40) and (3.41).
Let I ⊂ R be a bounded closed interval, and let Cm(I) be the space of all m-times continuously
differentiable functions on I. We norm Cm(I) by
‖ f ‖Cm(I) =
m∑
i=0
max
I
| f (i)| .
We will need the following important property of the polynomials {Px : x ∈ E}.
Lemma 3.16 Let f be a function defined on a closed set E ⊂ R with #E > m + 1, and satisfying
condition (3.32). Let I be a bounded closed interval in R. Then for every x ∈ E
lim
S ′\Sx→sx
Sx⊂ S ′⊂E, #S ′=m
‖LS ′[ f ] − Px‖Cm(I) = 0 .
Proof. The lemma is obvious whenever #Sx = m because in this case LSx[ f ] = Px. In particular,
the lemma is trivial for m = 1.
Let now m > 1 and let #Sx < m. In this case the polynomial Px can be represented in the form
(3.45). Since in this case sx is a limit point of E (see part (iii) of Proposition 3.12), Lemma 3.10
and (3.41) imply that
lim
S ′\Sx→sx
Sx⊂ S ′⊂E, #S ′=m
L(i)S ′[ f ](sx) = fi(sx) = P
(i)
x (sx) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ m − n − 1 . (3.46)
Let n = #Sx − 1 and let
Sx = {y0, ..., yn} where yi = yi(x), i = 0, ..., n.
Then, thanks to (3.44), for every set S ′ ⊂ E with #S ′ = m such that Sx ⊂ S ′, the polynomial
LS ′[ f ] has the following representation:
LS ′[ f ](y) =
n∑
i=0
f (yi) Hi(y) +
m−n−1∑
j=1
L( j)S ′ [ f ](sx) H˜ j(y), y ∈ R .
This representation, (3.45) and (3.46) imply that
max
I
|LS ′[ f ] − Px| = max
I
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
m−n−1∑
j=1
(L( j)S ′ [ f ](sx) − P( j)x (sx)) H˜ j
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤
m−n−1∑
j=1
∣∣∣L( j)S ′ [ f ](sx) − P( j)x (sx)∣∣∣ maxI ∣∣∣H˜ j∣∣∣→ 0
as S ′ \ Sx → sx provided Sx ⊂ S ′ ⊂ E and #S ′ = m.
Since the uniform norm on I and the Cm(I)-norm are equivalent norms on the finite dimensional
space Pm, convergence of LS ′[ f ] to Px in the uniform norm on I implies convergence of LS ′[ f ] to
Px in the Cm(I)-norm proving the lemma. 
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3.4. Extension criteria in terms of sharp maximal functions: sufficiency.
Let f be a function on E such that (∆m f )]E ∈ Lp(R). See (1.16) and (1.17).
Let us prove that f satisfies condition (3.32). Indeed, let S = {x0, ..., xm} ⊂ E, x0 < ... < xm.
Clearly, for every x ∈ [x0, xm],
diam({x} ∪ S ) = diam S = xm − x0
so that, thanks to (1.17),
|∆m f [S ]|p diam S = |∆
m f [S ]|p(diam S )p
(diam({x} ∪ S ))p (xm − x0) ≤ 2
p ((∆m f )]E (x))
p (xm − x0).
Integrating this inequality (with respect to x) over the interval [x0, xm], we obtain the following:
|∆m f [S ]|p diam S ≤ 2p
xm∫
x0
((∆m f )]E (x))
p dx ≤ 2p ‖ (∆m f )]E ‖pLp(R).
Hence,
sup
S⊂E, #S =m+1
|∆m f [S ]| (diam S ) 1p ≤ 2 ‖ (∆m f )]E ‖Lp(R) < ∞
proving (3.32).
This condition and Lemma 3.15 guarantee that the Whitney (m − 1)-field P(m,E)[ f ] from Defini-
tion 3.14 is well defined.
Let us to show that inequality (3.2) holds. Its proof relies on Theorem 3.17 below which provides
a criterion for the restrictions of Sobolev jets.
For each family P = {Px ∈ Pm−1 : x ∈ E} of polynomials we let P]m,E denote a certain kind of a
“sharp maximal function” associated with P which is defined by
P]m,E(x) = sup
a1, a2∈E, a1,a2
|Pa1(x) − Pa2(x)|
|x − a1|m + |x − a2|m , x ∈ R.
Theorem 3.17 ( [63]) Let m ∈ N, p ∈ (1,∞), and let E be a closed subset of R. Suppose we are
given a family P = {Px : x ∈ E} of polynomials of degree at most m − 1 indexed by points of E.
Then there exists a Cm−1-function F ∈ Lmp (R) such that T m−1x [F] = Px for every x ∈ E if and
only if P]m,E ∈ Lp(R). Furthermore,
‖P‖m,p,E ∼ ‖P]m,E‖Lp(R) (3.47)
with the constants in this equivalence depending only on m and p.
We recall that the quantity ‖P‖m,p,E is defined by (3.1).
Lemma 3.18 Let f be a function on E such that (∆m f )]E ∈ Lp(R). Then for every x ∈ R the
following inequality
(P(m,E)[ f ])]m,E(x) ≤ C(m) (∆m f )]E (x) (3.48)
holds.
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Proof. Let x ∈ R, a1, a2 ∈ E, a1 , a2, and let r = |x − a1| + |x − a2|. Let S˜ j = S a j and let s j = sa j ,
j = 1, 2. See (3.33) and (3.34). We know that a j, s j ∈ S˜ j, j = 1, 2 (see Propositions 3.11 and 3.12).
Suppose that S˜1 , S˜2. Then inequality (3.36) tells us that
diam S˜1 + diam S˜2 ≤ 2 m |a1 − a2| . (3.49)
Fix an ε > 0. Lemma 3.16 produces m-point subsets S j ⊂ E, j = 1, 2, such that S˜ j ⊂ S j,
diam({s j} ∪ (S j \ S˜ j)) ≤ r (3.50)
and
|Pa j(x) − LS j[ f ](x)| ≤ ε rm/2m+1 . (3.51)
Recall that s j ∈ S˜ j, j = 1, 2, so that, thanks to (3.50),
diam S j ≤ diam S˜ j + diam({s j} ∪ (S j \ S˜ j)) ≤ diam S˜ j + r.
This inequality together with (3.49) imply that
diam S j ≤ 2m |a1 − a2| + r, j = 1, 2. (3.52)
Let I be the smallest closed interval containing S 1 ∪ S 2 ∪ {x}. Since a j ∈ S˜ j ⊂ S j, j = 1, 2,
diam I ≤ |x − a1| + |x − a2| + diam S1 + diam S2
so that, by (3.52),
diam I ≤ |x − a1| + |x − a2| + 4m|a1 − a2| + 2r ≤ (4m + 3) r. (3.53)
(Recall that r = |x − a1| + |x − a2|.)
This inequality and inequality (3.51) imply the following:
|Pa1(x) − Pa2(x)| ≤ |Pa1(x) − LS1[ f ](x)| + |LS1[ f ](x) − LS2[ f ](x)|
+ |Pa2(x) − LS2[ f ](x)| = J + εrm/2m
where J = |LS1[ f ](x) − LS2[ f ](x)|.
Let us estimate J. We may assume that S1 , S2; otherwise J = 0. We apply Lemma 3.6 taking
k = m − 1 and i = 0, and get
J ≤ max
I
|LS1[ f ] − LS2[ f ]| ≤ m! (diam I)m−1 maxS ′⊂S , #S ′=m+1 |∆
m f [S ′]| diam S ′
where S = S1 ∪ S2. This inequality together with (3.53) and (1.17) imply that
J ≤ C(m) rm−1 (∆m f )]E(x) maxS ′⊂S , #S ′=m+1 diam({x} ∪ S
′) ≤ C(m) rm (∆m f )]E(x) .
We are in a position to prove inequality (3.48). We have:
|Pa1(x) − Pa2(x)|
|x − a1|m + |x − a2|m ≤ 2
m r−m |Pa1(x) − Pa2(x)| ≤ 2m r−m (J + εrm/2m)
≤ C(m)2m r−m rm (∆m f )]E(x) + ε = C(m) (∆m f )]E(x) + ε .
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Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, we obtain that
|Pa1(x) − Pa2(x)|
|x − a1|m + |x − a2|m ≤ C(m) (∆
m f )]E(x) (3.54)
provided S˜1 , S˜2. Clearly, this inequality also holds whenever S˜1 = S˜2 because in this case
Pa1 = Pa2 .
Taking the supremum in the right hand side of inequality (3.54) over all a1, a2 ∈ E, a1 , a2, we
obtain (3.48). The proof of the lemma is complete. 
We finish the proof of Theorem 1.8 as follows.
Let f be a function on E such that (∆m f )]E ∈ Lp(R), and let P(m,E)[ f ] = {Px ∈ Pm−1 : x ∈ E} be
the Whitney (m − 1)-field from Definition 3.14. Lemma 3.18 tells us that
‖(P(m,E)[ f ])]m,E‖Lp(R) ≤ C(m) ‖ (∆m f )]E ‖Lp(R) .
Combining this inequality with equivalence (3.47), we obtain inequality (3.2).
This inequality and definition (3.1) imply the existence of a function F ∈ Lmp (R) such that
T m−1x [F] = Px on E and
‖F‖Lmp (R) ≤ 2 ‖P(m,E)[ f ]‖m,p,E ≤ C(m, p) ‖ (∆m f )]E ‖Lp(R) . (3.55)
We also note that Px(x) = f (x) on E, see (3.43), so that
F(x) = T m−1x [F](x) = Px(x) = f (x), x ∈ E .
Thus F ∈ Lmp (R) and F|E = f proving that f ∈ Lmp (R)|E. Furthermore, thanks to (1.9) and (3.55),
‖ f ‖Lmp (R)|E ≤ ‖F‖Lmp (R) ≤ C(m, p) ‖ (∆m f )]E ‖Lp(R).
The proof of Theorem 1.8 is complete. 
Remark 3.19 (i) In [63] given a Whitney (m − 1)-field P = {Px : x ∈ E} satisfying conditions
of Theorem 3.17, we construct a corresponding extension F of f using the standard Whitney’s
extension method [66].
(ii) Examining the proof of Lemma 3.18, we conclude that the construction of the Whitney field
P(m,E)[ f ] described in Definition 3.14, can be generalized considerably. More specifically, we can
modify this definition as follows:
(i′) If #Sx = 1 (i.e., sx = x), we construct Px in the same way as in part (i) of Definition 3.14.
(Thus, P(i)x (sx) = fi(sx) = fi(x), i = 0, ...,m − 1.)
(ii′) Let 1 < #Sx ≤ m, and let εx = diam Sx(> 0). Fix a constant γ ≥ 1.
We pick an m-point set S+ which belongs to the (γεx)-neighborhood of x. (Thus |y − x| ≤ γεx
for every y ∈ S+.)
One can easily see that Lemma 3.18 holds after such a modification of the Whitney field P(m,E)[ f ]
with the constant C in the right hand side of (3.48) depending on m and γ.
This remark shows that there exist a rather wide variety of Whitney-type extension operators
providing almost optimal Sobolev extensions of functions defined on closed subsets of R. Each of
these operators enables us to prove the trace criterion given in Theorem 1.8.
However, only one of these operators enables us to prove the (“stronger”) variational trace crite-
rion presented in Theorem 1.7, namely, the original extension operator with (m − 1)-jets described
in Definition 3.14. See the next section. C
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4. A variational criterion for Sobolev traces.
4.1. A variational criterion for Sobolev jets.
Our proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.7 relies on the following extension theorem for
Sobolev jets.
Theorem 4.1 Let m ∈ N, p ∈ (1,∞), and let E be a closed subset of R. Suppose we are given a
Whitney (m − 1)-field P = {Px : x ∈ E} defined on E.
Then there exists a Cm−1-function F ∈ Lmp (R) such that
T m−1x [F] = Px for every x ∈ E (4.1)
if and only if the following quantity
Nm,p,E(P) = sup

k−1∑
j=1
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)x j (x j) − P(i)x j+1(x j)|p
(x j+1 − x j)(m−i)p−1

1/p
(4.2)
is finite. Here the supremum is taken over all integers k > 1 and all finite strictly increasing
sequences {x j}kj=1 ⊂ E.
Furthermore,
‖P‖m,p,E ∼ Nm,p,E(P) . (4.3)
The constants of equivalence in (4.3) depend only on m.
Theorem 4.1 is a refinement of Theorem 3.17.
Proof. (Necessity.) Let {x j}kj=1 ⊂ E be a strictly increasing sequence. Let P = {Px : x ∈ E} be a
Whitney (m− 1)-field on E, and let F ∈ Lmp (R) be a function satisfying condition (4.1). The Taylor
formula with the reminder in the integral form tells us that for every x ∈ R and every a ∈ E the
following equality
F(x) − T m−1a [F](x) =
1
(m − 1)!
x∫
a
F(m)(t) (x − t)m−1 dt
holds.
Let 0 ≤ i ≤ m−1. Differentiating this equality i times (with respect to x) we obtain the following:
F(i)(x) − (T m−1a [F])(i)(x) =
1
(m − 1 − i)!
x∫
a
F(m)(t) (x − t)m−1−i dt.
From this and (4.1), we have
P(i)x (x) − P(i)a (x) =
1
(m − 1 − i)!
x∫
a
F(m)(t) (x − t)m−1−i dt for every x ∈ E.
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Therefore, for every j ∈ {1, ..., k − 1} the following equality
P(i)x j (x j) − P(i)x j+1(x j) =
1
(m − 1 − i)!
x j∫
x j+1
F(m)(t) (x j − t)m−1−i dt
holds. Hence, ∣∣∣∣P(i)x j (x j) − P(i)x j+1(x j)∣∣∣∣p ≤ (x j+1 − x j)(m−1−i)p((m − 1 − i)!)p

x j+1∫
x j
|F(m)(t)| dt

p
proving that
|P(i)x j (x j) − P(i)x j+1(x j)|p
(x j+1 − x j)(m−i)p−1 ≤
(x j+1 − x j)1−p
((m − 1 − i)!)p

x j+1∫
x j
|F(m)(t)| dt

p
≤ 1
((m − 1 − i)!)p
x j+1∫
x j
|F(m)(t)|p dt.
Consequently,
k−1∑
j=1
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)x j (x j) − P(i)x j+1(x j)|p
(x j+1 − x j)(m−i)p−1 ≤
k−1∑
j=1
m−1∑
i=0
1
((m − 1 − i)!)p
x j+1∫
x j
|F(m)(t)|p dt
=

m−1∑
i=0
1
((m − 1 − i)!)p

xk∫
x1
|F(m)(t)|p dt
which implies that
k−1∑
j=1
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)x j (x j) − P(i)x j+1(x j)|p
(x j+1 − x j)(m−i)p−1 ≤ e
p ‖F‖pLmp (R) .
Taking the supremum in the left hand side of this inequality over all finite strictly increasing
sequences {x j}kj=1 ⊂ E, and then the infimum in the right hand side over all function F ∈ Lmp (R)
satisfying (4.1), we obtain the required inequality
Nm,p,E(P) ≤ e ‖P‖m,p,E .
The proof of the necessity is complete.
(Sufficiency.) Let P = {Px : x ∈ E} be a Whitney (m − 1)-field defined on E such that
λ = Nm,p,E(P) < ∞.
See (4.2). Thus, for every strictly increasing sequence {x j}kj=1 ⊂ E the following inequality
k−1∑
j=1
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)x j (x j) − P(i)x j+1(x j)|p
(x j+1 − x j)(m−i)p−1 ≤ λ
p (4.4)
holds.
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Our aim is to prove the existence of a function F ∈ Lmp (R) such that
T m−1x [F] = Px for every x ∈ E and ‖F‖Lmp (R) ≤ C(m) λ.
We construct F with the help of the classical Whitney extension method [66]. It is proven in [63]
that this method provides an almost optimal extension of the restrictions of Whitney (m− 1)-fields
generated by Sobolev Wmp (R
n)-functions. In this paper we will use a special one dimensional
version of this method suggested by Whitney in [67, Section 4].
Since E is a closed subset of R, the complement of E, the set R \ E, can be represented as a
union of a certain finite or countable family
JE = {Jk = (ak, bk) : k ∈ K} (4.5)
of pairwise disjoint open intervals (bounded or unbounded). Thus, ak, bk ∈ E∪{±∞} for all k ∈ K ,
R \ E = ∪{Jk = (ak, bk) : k ∈ K} and Jk′∩ Jk′′ = ∅ for every k′, k′′ ∈ K , k′ , k′′. (4.6)
To each interval J ∈ JE we assign a polynomial HJ ∈ P2m−1 as follows:
(•1) Let J = (a, b) be an unbounded open interval, i.e., either a = −∞ and b is finite, or a is
finite and b = +∞. In the first case (i.e., J = (a, b) = (−∞, b)) we set HJ = Pb, while in the second
case (i.e., J = (a, b) = (a,+∞)) we set HJ = Pa.
(•2) Let J = (a, b) ∈ JE be a bounded interval so that a, b ∈ E. In this case we define the
polynomial HJ ∈ P2m−1 as the Hermite polynomial satisfying the following conditions:
H(i)J (a) = P
(i)
a (a) and H
(i)
J (b) = P
(i)
b (b) for all i = 0, ...,m − 1. (4.7)
For the proof of the existence and uniqueness of the polynomial HJ we refer the reader to [2, Ch.
2, Section 11].
Let us note an explicit formula for HJ proven in [1, Lemma 1, p. 316]. To its formulation given
a ∈ E and non-negative integer k ≤ m − 1 we let Pa,k denote a polynomial of degree at most k
defined by
Pa,k(x) =
k∑
i=0
P(i)a (a)
i!
(x − a)i, x ∈ R.
Clearly, Pa,m−1 = Pa.
Proposition 4.2 For every bounded interval J = (a, b) ∈ JE the following equality
HJ(x) =
(
b − x
b − a
)m m−1∑
k=0
(
m + k − 1
m − 1
) ( x − a
b − a
)k
Pa,m−k−1(x)
+
( x − a
b − a
)m m−1∑
k=0
(
m + k − 1
m − 1
) (
b − x
b − a
)k
Pb,m−k−1(x)
holds.
Finally, we define the extension F by the formula:
F(x) =

Px(x), x ∈ E,∑
J∈JE
HJ(x) χJ(x), x ∈ R \ E. (4.8)
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Let us note that inequality (4.4) implies the following: for every x, y ∈ E and every i, 0 ≤ i ≤
m − 1,
|P(i)x (x) − P(i)y (x)| ≤ λ |x − y|m−i−1/p.
Hence,
P(i)x (x) − P(i)y (x) = o(|x − y|m−1−i) provided x, y ∈ E and 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. (4.9)
(Recall that p > 1.)
Whitney [67] proved that for every (m − 1)-field P = {Px : x ∈ E} satisfying (4.9), the extension
F defined by formula (4.8) is a Cm−1-function on R which agrees with P on E, i.e., F(i)(x) = P(i)x (x)
for every x ∈ E and every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1.
Let us show that
F ∈ Lmp (R) and ‖F‖Lmp (R) ≤ C(m) λ . (4.10)
Our proof of these facts relies on the following description of L1p(R)-functions.
Theorem 4.3 Let p > 1 and let τ > 0. Let G be a continuous function on R satisfying the following
condition: There exists a constant A > 0 such that for every finite family I = {I = [uI , vI]} of
pairwise disjoint closed intervals of diameter at most τ the following inequality∑
I=[uI ,vI ]∈I
|G(uI) −G(vI)|p
(vI − uI)p−1 ≤ A
holds. Then G ∈ L1p(R) and
‖G‖L1p(R) ≤ C A
1
p (4.11)
where C is an absolute constant.
Proof. The Riesz theorem [51] tells us that G ∈ L1p(R). See also [40].
For τ = ∞ inequality (4.11) follows from [4, Theorem 2] and [5, Theorem 4]. (See also a
description of Sobolev spaces obtained in [5, § 4, 3◦].)
For the case 0 < τ < ∞ we refer the reader to [63, Section 7, Theorem 7.3]. 
We will also need the following auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 4.4 Let J = (a, b) ∈ JE be a bounded interval. Then for every n ∈ {0, ...,m} and every
x ∈ [a, b] the following inequality
|H(n)J (x)| ≤ C(m) min {Y1(x),Y2(x)}
holds. Here
Y1(x) = |P(n)a (x)| +

m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)b (b) − P(i)a (b)|
(b − a)m−i
 · (x − a)m−n
and
Y2(x) = |P(n)b (x)| +

m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)b (a) − P(i)a (a)|
(b − a)m−i
 · (b − x)m−n .
(Recall that HJ ∈ P2m−1 is the Hermite polynomial defined by equalities (4.7).)
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Proof. Definition (4.7) implies the existence of γm, γm+1, ..., γ2m−1 ∈ R such that
HJ(x) = Pa(x) +
2m−1∑
k=m
1
k!
γk (x − a)k for every x ∈ [a, b] .
Hence, for every n ∈ {0, ...,m} and every x ∈ [a, b],
H(n)J (x) = P
(n)
a (x) +
2m−1∑
k=m
1
(k − n)! γk (x − a)
k−n . (4.12)
In particular,
H(n)J (b) = P
(n)
a (b) +
2m−1∑
k=m
1
(k − n)! γk (b − a)
k−n
which together with (4.7) implies that
2m−1∑
k=m
γk
(b − a)k−n
(k − n)! = P
(n)
b (b) − P(n)a (b), for all n = 0, ...,m − 1 .
Thus the tuple (γm, γm+1, ..., γ2m−1) is a solution of the above system of m linear equations with
respect to m unknowns. It is proven in [67] that this solution can be represented in the following
form:
γk =
m−1∑
i=0
Kk,i
P(i)b (b) − P(i)a (b)
(b − a)k−i , k = m, ..., 2m − 1, (4.13)
where Kk,i are certain constants depending only on m.
This representation enables us to estimate H(n)J as follows: Thanks to (4.13),
|γk| ≤ C(m)
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)b (b) − P(i)a (b)|
(b − a)k−i , k = m, ..., 2m − 1 .
On the other hand, (4.12) tells us that
|H(n)J (x)| ≤ |P(n)a (x)| +
2m−1∑
k=m
1
(k − n)! |γk| (x − a)
k−n for every x ∈ [a, b].
Hence,
|H(n)J (x)| ≤ |P(n)a (x)| + C(m)
2m−1∑
k=m
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)b (b) − P(i)a (b)|
(b − a)k−i (x − a)
k−n
= |P(n)a (x)| + C(m)
m−1∑
i=0
2m−1∑
k=m
|P(i)b (b) − P(i)a (b)|
(b − a)k−i (x − a)
k−n
= |P(n)a (x)| + C(m)
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)b (b) − P(i)a (b)|
(x − a)m−n
(b − a)m−i ·
2m−1∑
k=m
( x − a
b − a
)k−m
≤ |P(n)a (x)| + C(m) m
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)b (b) − P(i)a (b)|
(x − a)m−n
(b − a)m−i
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proving that |H(n)J (x)| ≤ C(m) m Y1(x) for all x ∈ [a, b].
By interchanging the roles of a and b we obtain that |H(n)J (x)| ≤ C(m) Y2(x) on [a, b] proving the
lemma. 
Lemma 4.5 Let J = (a, b) ∈ JE be a bounded interval. Then for every x ∈ [a, b] the following
inequality
|H(m)J (x)| ≤ C(m) min

m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)b (b) − P(i)a (b)|
(b − a)m−i ,
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)b (a) − P(i)a (a)|
(b − a)m−i

holds.
Proof. The proof is immediate from Lemma 4.4 because Pa and Pb belong to Pm−1. 
Lemma 4.6 Let I be a finite family of pairwise disjoint closed intervals I = [uI , vI] such that
(uI , vI) ⊂ R \ E for every I ∈ I. Then∑
I=[uI ,vI ]∈I
| F(m−1)(vI) − F(m−1)(uI)|p
(vI − uI)p−1 ≤ C(m)
p λp . (4.14)
Here F is the function defined by (4.8).
Proof. Let I = [uI , vI] ∈ I. Since (uI , vI) ⊂ R \ E, there exist an interval J = (a, b) ∈ JE
containing (uI , vI). (Recall that the family JE is defined by (4.5)). The extension formula (4.8)
tells us that F|J = HJ. Therefore, by Lemma 4.5,
| F(m−1)(uI) − F(m−1)(vI)| = |H(m−1)J (uI) − H(m−1)J (vI)| ≤ (maxI |H
(m)|) · (vI − uI)
≤ C(m) (vI − uI)
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)a (a) − P(i)b (a)|
(b − a)m−i .
Hence,
| F(m−1)(uI) − F(m−1)(vI)|p
(vI − uI)p−1 ≤ C(m)
p m (vI − uI)1−p(vI − uI)p
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)a (a) − P(i)b (a)|p
(b − a)(m−i)p
so that
| F(m−1)(uI) − F(m−1)(vI)|p
(vI − uI)p−1 ≤ C(m)
p m (vI − uI)
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)a (a) − P(i)b (a)|p
(b − a)(m−i)p . (4.15)
For every J = (a, b) ∈ JE by IJ we denote a subfamily of I defined by
IJ = {I ∈ I : I ⊂ [a, b]} .
Let J˜ = {J ∈ J : IJ , ∅}. Then, thanks to (4.15), for every J = (aJ, bJ) ∈ J˜
QJ =
∑
I=[uI ,vI ]∈IJ
| F(m−1)(vI) − F(m−1)(uI)|p
(vI − uI)p−1 ≤ C
p
∑
I∈IJ
diam I


m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)aJ (aJ) − P(i)bJ (aJ)|p
(bJ − aJ)(m−i)p

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where C = C(m) is a constant depending only on m.
Since the intervals of the family IJ are pairwise disjoint (because the intervals of the family I
are pairwise disjoint),
QJ ≤ Cp (bJ − aJ)

m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)aJ (aJ) − P(i)bJ (aJ)|p
(bJ − aJ)(m−i)p
 = Cp
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)aJ (aJ) − P(i)bJ (aJ)|p
(bJ − aJ)(m−i)p−1 .
Finally,
Q =
∑
I=[uI ,vI ]∈I
| F(m−1)(vI) − F(m−1)(uI)|p
(vI − uI)p−1 =
∑
J=(aJ ,bJ)∈J˜
∑
I=[uI ,vI ]∈IJ
| F(m−1)(vI) − F(m−1)(uI)|p
(vI − uI)p−1
=
∑
J=(aJ ,bJ)∈J˜
QJ ≤ Cp
∑
J=(aJ ,bJ)∈J˜
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)aJ (aJ) − P(i)bJ (aJ)|p
(bJ − aJ)(m−i)p−1 .
Since the intervals of the family J˜ are pairwise disjoint, assumption (4.4) implies that Q ≤ Cp λp
proving the lemma. 
Lemma 4.7 Let I = {I = [uI , vI]} be a finite family of closed intervals such that uI , vI ∈ E for
each I ∈ I. Suppose that the open intervals {(uI , vI) : I ∈ I} are pairwise disjoint. Then inequality
(4.14) holds.
Proof. Since F agrees with the Whitney (m − 1)-field P = {Px : x ∈ E}, we have F(m−1)(x) =
P(m−1)x (x) for every x ∈ E. Hence,
A =
∑
I=[uI ,vI ]∈I
| F(m−1)(uI) − F(m−1)(vI)|p
(vI − uI)p−1 =
∑
I=[uI ,vI ]∈I
| P(m−1)uI (uI) − P(m−1)vI (vI)|p
(vI − uI)p−1 .
Since the intervals {(uI , vI) : I ∈ I} are pairwise disjoint, assumption (4.4) implies that A ≤ λp
proving the lemma. 
We are in a position to finish the proof of the sufficiency. Let I be a finite family of pairwise
disjoint closed intervals. We introduce the following notation: given an interval I = [u, v], u , v,
we put
Y(I; F) =
| F(m−1)(uI) − F(m−1)(vI)|p
(vI − uI)p−1 .
We put Y(I; F) = 0 whenever u = v, i.e., I = [u, v] is a singleton.
Let I = [uI , vI] ∈ I be an interval such that
I ∩ E , ∅ and {uI , vI} 1 E .
Thus either uI or vI belongs to R \ E.
Let u′I and v
′
I be the points of E nearest to uI and vI on I∩E respectively. Then [u′I , v′I] ⊂ [uI , vI].
Let
I(1) = [uI , u′I], I
(2) = [u′I , v
′
I] and I
(3) = [v′I , vI] .
Note that u′I , v
′
I ∈ E and (uI , u′I), (v′I , vI) ⊂ R \ E provided uI < E and vI < E. Furthermore,
Y(I; F) ≤ 3p
{
Y(I(1); F) + Y(I(2); F) + Y(I(3); F)
}
.
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If I ∈ I and (uI , vI) ⊂ R \ E, or uI , vI ∈ E, we put I(1) = I(2) = I(3) = I.
Clearly, in all cases
A(F;I) =
∑
I∈I
Y(I; F) ≤ 3p
∑
I∈I
{
Y(I(1); F) + Y(I(2); F) + Y(I(3); F)
}
proving that
A(F;I) ≤ 3p
∑
I∈I˜
Y(I; F) where I˜ =
{
I(1), I(2), I(3) : I ∈ I
}
.
We know that for each I = [uI , vI] ∈ I˜ either (uI , vI) ∈ R \ E, or uI , vI ∈ E, or uI = vI (and so
Y(I; F) = 0). Furthermore, the sets {(uI , vI) : I ∈ I˜} are pairwise disjoint.
We apply Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 to the family I˜ and obtain that A(F;I) ≤ C(m)p λp. Since I is
an arbitrary finite family of pairwise disjoint closed intervals, the function G = F(m−1) satisfies the
hypothesis of Theorem 4.3. This theorem tells us that F(m−1) ∈ L1p(R) and ‖F(m−1)‖L1p(R) ≤ C(m) λ.
Hence we conclude that (4.10) holds proving the sufficiency part of Theorem 4.1.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete. 
4.2. The Main Lemma: from jets to Lagrange polynomials.
Until the end of Section 4.3, we assume that f is a function defined on a closed set E ⊂ R with
#E ≥ m + 1, which satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.7. This hypothesis tells us that
λ = Lm,p( f : E) < ∞. (4.16)
See (1.14). This enables us to make the following assumption.
Assumption 4.8 For every finite strictly increasing sequence of points {x0, ..., xn} ⊂ E, n ≥ m, the
following inequality
n−m∑
i=0
(xi+m − xi) |∆m f [xi, ..., xi+m]|p ≤ λp (4.17)
holds.
Our aim is to prove that
there exists F ∈ Lmp (R) such that F|E = f and ‖F‖Lmp (R) ≤ C(m) λ .
Clearly, by (4.17),
sup
S⊂E, #S =m+1
|∆m f [S ]| (diam S ) 1p ≤ λ,
so that inequality (3.32) holds. In Section 3 we have proved that for any function f : E → R
satisfying this inequality the Whitney (m − 1)-field
P(m,E)[ f ] = {Px ∈ Pm−1 : x ∈ E} satisfying conditions (3.39)-(3.42) of Definition 3.14 (4.18)
is well defined.
We prove the existence of the function F with the help of Theorem 4.1 which we apply to the
field P(m,E)[ f ]. To enable us to do this, we first have to check that the hypothesis of this theorem
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holds, i.e., we must show that for every integer k > 1 and every strictly increasing sequence {x j}kj=1
in E the following inequality
k−1∑
j=1
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)x j+1(x j) − P(i)x j (x j)|p
(x j+1 − x j)(m−i)p−1 ≤ C(m)
p λp (4.19)
holds. We prove this inequality in Lemma 4.16 below. One of the main ingredients of this proof is
the following
Main Lemma 4.9 Let k ∈ N, ε > 0, and let X = {x1, ..., xk} ⊂ E, x1 < ... < xk, be a sequence of
points in E.
There exist a positive integer ` ≥ m, a finite strictly increasing sequence V = {v1, ..., v`} of points
in E, and a mapping H : X → 2V such that:
(1) For every x ∈ X the set H(x) consists of m consecutive points of the sequence V. Thus,
H(x) = {v j1(x), ..., v j2(x)}
where 1 ≤ j1(x) ≤ j2(x) = j1(x) + m − 1 ≤ `;
(2) x ∈ H(x) for each x ∈ X. In particular, X ⊂ V.
Furthermore, given i ∈ {1, ..., k − 1} let xi = vκi and xi+1 = vκi+1 . Then 0 < κi+1 − κi ≤ 2m.
(3) Let x′, x′′ ∈ X, x′ < x′′. Then
min H(x′) ≤ min H(x′′) and max H(x′) ≤ max H(x′′) ;
(4) For every x′, x′′ ∈ X such that H(x′) , H(x′′) the following inequality
diam H(x′) + diam H(x′′) ≤ 2(m + 1) |x′ − x′′| (4.20)
holds;
(5) For every x, y ∈ X and every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, we have
|P(i)x (y) − L(i)H(x)[ f ](y)| < ε. (4.21)
Proof. We proceed by steps.
STEP 1. At this step we introduce the sequence V and the mapping H.
We recall that, given x ∈ E, by Sx and sx we denote a subset of E and a point in E whose
properties are described in Propositions 3.11 and 3.12. In particular, #Sx ≤ m. Let
SX =
⋃
x∈X
Sx and let n = #SX. (4.22)
Clearly, one can consider SX as a finite strictly increasing sequence of points {ui}ni=1 in E. Thus
SX = {u1, ..., un} and u1 < u2 < ... < un . (4.23)
If #Sx = m for every x ∈ X, we set V = SX and H(x) = Sx, x ∈ X. In this case the required
properties (1)-(5) of the Main Lemma are immediate from Propositions 3.11 and 3.12.
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However, in general, the set X may have points x with #Sx < m. For those x we construct the
required set H(x) by adding to Sx a certain finite set H˜(x) ⊂ E. In other words, we define H(x) as
H(x) = H˜(x) ∪ Sx, x ∈ X, (4.24)
where H˜(x) is a subset of E such that
H˜(x) ∩ Sx = ∅ and #H˜(x) = m − #Sx.
Finally, we set
V = ∪ {H(x) : x ∈ X} . (4.25)
We construct H˜(x) by picking (m − #Sx) points of E in a certain small neighborhood of sx.
Propositions 3.11, 3.12, and Lemma 3.16 enable us to prove that this neighborhood can be chosen
so small that V and H will satisfy conditions (1)-(5) of the Main Lemma.
We turn to the precise definition of the mapping H˜.
First, we set H˜(x) = ∅ whenever #Sx = m. Thus,
H(x) = Sx provided #Sx = m . (4.26)
Note, that in this case Px = LSx[ f ] = LH(x)[ f ] (see (3.42)), so that (4.21) trivially holds.
Let us define the sets H(x) for all points x ∈ X such that #Sx < m.
We recall that part (iii) of Proposition 3.12 tells us that
for each x ∈ X with #Sx < m the point sx is a limit point of E. (4.27)
In turn, part (i) of this proposition tells us that
either sx = min Sx or sx = max Sx .
Let
ZX = {sx : x ∈ X, #Sx < m}.
Then, thanks to (4.27),
every point z ∈ ZX is a limit point of E. (4.28)
Given z ∈ ZX, let
K(z) = {x ∈ X : sx = z} . (4.29)
The following lemma describes main properties of the sets K(z), z ∈ ZX.
Lemma 4.10 Let z ∈ ZX. Suppose that K(z) , {z}. Then:
(1) The set K(z) lies on one side of z, i.e.,
either max K(z) ≤ z or min K(z) ≥ z ; (4.30)
(2) If min K(z) ≥ z , then for every r > 0 the interval
(z − r, z) contains an infinite number of points of E . (4.31)
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If max K(z) ≤ z then each interval (z, z + r) contains an infinite number of points of E;
(3) If min K(z) ≥ z then
[z, y] ∩ X ⊂ K(z) for every y ∈ K(z) . (4.32)
Furthermore,
min Sy = z for all y ∈ K(z), (4.33)
and
Sx ⊂ Sy for every y ∈ K(z) and every x ∈ [z, y] ∩ E. (4.34)
If max K(z) ≤ z then [y, z] ∩ X ⊂ K(z) for each y ∈ K(z). Moreover, Sx ⊂ Sy for every y ∈ K(z)
and every x ∈ [y, z] ∩ E. In addition, max Sy = z for all y ∈ K(z);
(4) Assume that min K(z) ≥ z. Let z¯ = max K(z). Then
K(z) = [z, z¯] ∩ X. (4.35)
Furthermore, in this case K(z) ⊂ S z¯.
If max K(z) ≤ z then K(z) = [z˜, z] ∩ X where z˜ = min K(z). In this case K(z) ⊂ S z˜;
(5) #K(z) ≤ m.
Proof. (1) Suppose that (4.30) does not hold so that there exist z′, z′′ ∈ K(z) such that z′′ < z < z′.
Thanks to (4.29), z = sz′′ = sz′ . We also know that z′, sz′ ∈ Sz′ , see part (i) of Proposition 3.11
and part (i) of Proposition 3.12. This property and (3.35) tell us that
[z, z′] ∩ E = [sz′ , z′] ∩ E ⊂ [min Sz′ ,max Sz′] ∩ E = Sz′ . (4.36)
Part (i) of Proposition 3.11 also tells us that #Sz′ ≤ m proving that the interval
(z, z′) contains at most m points of E. (4.37)
In the same way we show that the interval (z′′, z) contains at most m points of E.
Thus, the interval (z′′, z′) contains a finite number of points of E proving that z is an isolated point
of E. On the other hand, z ∈ ZX so that, thanks to (4.28), z is a limit point of E, a contradiction.
(2) Let z′ ∈ K(z), z′ , z. Then z < z′ so that, thanks to (4.37), the interval (z, z′) contains at most
m points of E. But z is a limit point of E, see (4.28), so that the interval (z− r, z) contains an infinite
number of points of E. This proves (4.31).
In the same fashion we prove the second statement of part (2).
(3) Let min K(z) ≥ z, and let y ∈ K(z), y , z. Prove that sx = z for every x ∈ [z, y] ∩ E.
We know that z = sy < y. Furthermore, property (4.36) tells us that
[z, y] ∩ E ⊂ Sy. (4.38)
We recall that, thanks to (4.28), z is a limit point of E so that Sz = {z}. Part (iii) of Proposition
3.11 tells us that
z = min Sz ≤ min Sx and max Sx ≤ max Sy,
so that
Sx ⊂ [z,max Sy] ∩ E. (4.39)
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In particular, z ≤ min Sy. But z = sy ∈ Sy, so that z = min Sy proving (4.33).
In turn, thanks to (3.35),
[min Sy,max Sy] ∩ E = [z,max Sy] ∩ E = Sy.
This and (4.39) imply that Sx ⊂ Sy for every x ∈ [z, y] ∩ E proving (4.34).
Moreover, thanks to (4.27), if #Sx < m then sx is a limit point of E. But sx ∈ Sx ⊂ Sy, therefore,
part (ii) of Proposition 3.12 implies that sx = sy = z.
If #Sx = m then Sx = Sy (because Sx ⊂ Sy and #Sy ≤ m). Hence, z = sy ∈ Sx. But z is a limit
point of E which together with part (ii) of Proposition 3.12 imply that sx = z = sy.
Thus, in all cases sx = z proving property (3) of the lemma in the case under consideration.
Using the same ideas we prove the second statement of the lemma related to the case max K(z) ≤ z.
(4) Thanks to (4.32)
[z, z¯] ∩ X ⊂ K(z) .
On the other hand, K(z) ⊂ [z, z¯] because z ≤ min K(z) and z¯ = max K(z). Since K(z) ⊂ X, see
(4.29), K(z) ⊂ [z, z¯] ∩ X proving (4.35).
Furthermore, thanks to (4.38) (with y = z¯), [z, z¯] ∩ E ⊂ S z¯ so that
K(z) = [z, z¯] ∩ X ⊂ [z, z¯] ∩ E ⊂ S z¯ .
In the same way we prove the last statement of part (4) related to the case z ≥ max K(z).
(5) We recall that #Sx ≤ m for every x ∈ E, see part (i) of Proposition 3.11. Part (4) of the present
lemma tells us that K(z) ⊂ Sy where y = max K(z) or y = min K(z). Hence #K(z) ≤ #Sy ≤ m.
The proof of Lemma 4.10 is complete. 
Let us fix a point z ∈ ZX and define the set H(x) for every x ∈ K(z). Thanks to property (4.30),
it suffices to consider the following three cases:
Case (F1). Suppose that
K(z) , {z} and min K(z) ≥ z. (4.40)
Let y ∈ K(z). Thus y ∈ X and sy = z; we also know that y ≥ z. Then property (4.32) tells us that
[z, y] ∩ X ⊂ K(z).
We also note that K(z) = [z, z¯] ∩ X where z¯ = max K(z), and K(z) ⊂ S z¯, see part (4) of Lemma
4.10. Furthermore, part (5) of this lemma tells us that #K(z) ≤ m.
Let us fix several positive constants which we need for definition of the sets {H(x) : x ∈ X}.
We recall that X = {x1, ...xk} and x1 < ... < xk. Let IX = [x1, xk].
We also recall that inequality (3.32) holds, and sx = z provided x ∈ K(z). This enables us to
apply Lemma 3.16 to the interval I = IX and the point x ∈ K(z). This lemma tells us that
lim
S ′\Sx→z
Sx⊂ S ′⊂E, #S ′=m
‖LS ′[ f ] − Px‖Cm(IX) = 0 .
Thus, there exists a constant δ˜x = δ˜x(ε) > 0 satisfying the following condition: for every m-point
set S ′ such that Sx ⊂ S ′ ⊂ E and S ′ \ Sx ⊂ (z − δ˜x, z + δ˜x) we have
|P(i)x (y) − L(i)S ′[ f ](y)| < ε for every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, and every y ∈ IX .
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We recall that SX = {u1, ..., un} is the set defined by (4.22) and (4.23). Let
τX =
1
4 mini=1,...,n−1
(ui+1 − ui). (4.41)
Thus,
|x − y| ≥ 4τX provided x, y ∈ SX, x , y . (4.42)
Finally, we set
δz = min {τX, min
x∈K(z)
δ˜x} . (4.43)
Clearly, δz > 0 (because K(z) is finite).
Definition (4.43) implies the following: Let x ∈ K(z). Then for every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ m−1, and every
m-point set S ′ such that
Sx ⊂ S ′ ⊂ E and S ′ \ Sx ⊂ (z − δz, z + δz)
the following inequality
|P(i)x (y) − L(i)S ′[ f ](y)| < ε, y ∈ X, (4.44)
holds.
Inequality by (4.31) tells us that the interval (z − δz, z) contains an infinite number of points of
E. Let us pick m − 1 distinct points a1 < a2 < ... < am−1 in (z − δz, z) ∩ E and set
W(z) = {a1, a2, ..., am−1}.
Thus,
W(z) = {a1, a2, ..., am−1} ⊂ (z − δz, z) ∩ E. (4.45)
In particular,
z − τX < a1 < a2 < ... < am−1 < z (4.46)
(because δz ≤ τX).
Let x ∈ K(z), and let `x = #Sx. We introduce the set H˜(x) as follows: we set
H˜(x) = ∅ and H(x) = Sx provided `x = m. (4.47)
If `x < m, we define H˜(x) by letting
H˜(x) = {a`x , a`x+1, ..., am−1}. (4.48)
Clearly, #H˜(x) + #Sx = m.
Then we define H(x) by formula (4.24), i.e., we set H(x) = H˜(x) ∪ Sx. This definition, property
(4.45) and inequality (4.44) imply that for every y ∈ X and every i, 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, the following
inequality
|P(i)x (y) − L(i)H(x)[ f ](y)| < ε (4.49)
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holds. Furthermore, property (4.34) tells us that Sx′ ⊂ Sx′′ provided x′, x′′ ∈ K(z), x′ < x′′. This
property and definition (4.48) imply that
min H(x′) ≤ min H(x′′) for every x′, x′′ ∈ K(z), x′ < x′′. (4.50)
Let us also note the following property of the set H(x) which directly follows from its definition:
Let
Ĥ(x) = H˜(x) ∪ {sx} . (4.51)
Then
[min H(x),max H(x)] = [min Sx,max Sx] ∪ [min Ĥ(x),max Ĥ(x)] (4.52)
and
[min Sx,max Sx] ∩ [min Ĥ(x),max Ĥ(x)] = {sx}. (4.53)
Case (F2). Suppose that
K(z) , {z} and max K(z) ≤ z. (4.54)
Using the same approach as in Case (F1), see (4.40), given x ∈ K(z), we define a corresponding
constant δz, a set W(z) = {a1, ..., am−1} and sets H˜(x) and H(x). More specifically, we pick a strictly
increasing sequence
W(z) = {a1, a2, ..., am−1} ⊂ (z, z + δz) ∩ E. (4.55)
In particular, this sequence has the following property:
z < a1 < a2 < ... < am−1 < z + τX. (4.56)
(Recall that τX is defined by (4.41).) Then we set H˜(x) = ∅ and H(x) = Sx if `x = m, and
H˜(x) = {a1, a2, ..., am−`x} if `x < m. (4.57)
(Recall that `x = #Sx.) Finally, we define the set H(x) by formula (4.24).
As in Case (F1), see (4.40), our choice of δz, H˜(x) and H(x) provides inequality (4.49) and
properties (4.50), (4.52) and (4.53).
Case (F3). Suppose that
K(z) = {z}. (4.58)
Note that in this case z ∈ X is a limit point of E and Sz = z. This enables us to pick an m − 1
point set
W(z) = {a1, ..., am−1} ⊂ E
such that either (4.45) or (4.55) hold. (We may assume that the sequence {ai}m−1i=1 is strictly increa-
sing so that inequalities (4.46) and (4.56) hold as well.)
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We set H˜(z) = W(z). Thus, in this case the set H(z) is defined by formula (4.24) with
H˜(z) = {a1, a2, ..., am−1}, (4.59)
i.e., H(z) = {z, a1, a2, ..., am−1}.
It is also clear that properties (4.52), (4.53) hold in the case under consideration. Moreover, our
choice of the set W(z) provides inequality (4.49) with x = z and H(x) = {z, a1, a2, ..., am−1}.
We have defined the set H(x) for every x ∈ X. Then we define the set V by formula (4.25).
Clearly, V is a finite subset of E. Let us enumerate the points of this set in increasing order: thus,
we represent V in the form
V = {v1, v2, ..., v`}
where ` is a positive integer and {v j}`j=1 is a strictly increasing sequence of points in E.
STEP 2. At this step we prove two auxiliary lemmas which describe a series of important
properties of the mappings H˜ and H.
Lemma 4.11 (i) For each x ∈ X the following inclusion
Ĥ(x) ⊂ (sx − τX, sx + τX) (4.60)
holds. (Recall that Ĥ(x) = H˜(x) ∪ {sx}, see (4.51).)
(ii) The following property
[min H(x),max H(x)] ⊂ [min S(x) − τX,max S(x) + τX]
holds for every x ∈ X.
Proof. Property (i) is immediate from (4.46), (4.51), (4.56). In turn, property (ii) is immediate
from (3.37), (4.24) and (4.60). 
Lemma 4.12 Let x, y ∈ X. Suppose that #Sx < m and
[min Ĥ(x),max Ĥ(x)] ∩ [min H(y),max H(y)] , ∅ . (4.61)
Then sx = sy.
Proof. Part (iii) of Proposition 3.12 tells us that the point
sx is a limit point of E.
If y = sx, part (ii) of Proposition 3.12 implies that sy = y so that in this case the lemma holds.
Let us prove the lemma for y , sx. To do so, we assume that
sx , sy. (4.62)
Prove that
sx < [min Sy,max Sy]. (4.63)
Indeed, otherwise, part (i) of Proposition 3.11 tells us that
sx ∈ [min Sy,max Sy] ∩ E = Sy.
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But sx is a limit point of E. In this case part (ii) of Proposition 3.12 tells us that sx = sy. This
contradicts (4.62) proving (4.63).
In particular, sx , min Sy and sx , max Sy. Furthermore, sx,min Sy,max Sy ∈ SX, see (4.22).
Therefore, thanks to (4.42), |sx −min Sy| ≥ 4τX and |sx −max Sy| ≥ 4τX. Hence,
dist(sx, [min Sy,max Sy]) ≥ 4τX.
On the other hand, part (i) and part (ii) of Lemma 4.11 tell us that Ĥ(x) ⊂ (sx − τX, sx + τX) and
[min H(y),max H(y)] ⊂ [min Sy − τX,max Sy + τX].
Hence,
[min Ĥ(x),max Ĥ(x)] ∩ [min H(y),max H(y)] = ∅.
This contradicts (4.61) proving that assumption (4.62) does not hold.
The proof of the lemma is complete. 
STEP 3. We are in a position to prove properties (1)-(5) of the Main Lemma 4.9.
 Proof of property (1). This property is equivalent to the following statement: for every x ∈ X
the following equality
[min H(x),max H(x)] ∩ V = H(x) (4.64)
holds.
Let us assume that (4.64) does not hold for certain x ∈ X, and show that this assumption leads
to a contradiction.
Thanks to definition (4.25), if (4.64) does not hold then there exist y ∈ X and u ∈ H(y) such that
u ∈ [min H(x),max H(x)] \ H(x). (4.65)
Prove that #Sx < m. Indeed, otherwise, Sx = H(x) (see (4.26)). In this case (3.35) implies that
[min H(x),max H(x)] ∩ E = H(x)
so that
[min H(x),max H(x)] \ H(x) = ∅.
This contradicts (4.65) proving that #Sx < m.
Furthermore, property (3.35) tells us that
[min Sx,max Sx] ∩ E = Sx ⊂ H(x)
so that
u < [min Sx,max Sx]. (4.66)
Hence, thanks to (4.52),
u ∈ [min Ĥ(x),max Ĥ(x)]. (4.67)
We conclude that the hypothesis of Lemma 4.12 holds for x and y because #Sx < m, u ∈ H(y)
and (4.67) holds. This lemma tells us that sx = sy.
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Let z = sx so that x, y ∈ K(z), see (4.29). Clearly, K(z) , {z}; otherwise x = y which contradicts
(4.65).
We know that either min K(z) ≥ z (i.e., z satisfies the condition of the case (F1) of STEP 1) or
max K(z) ≤ z (the case (F2) of STEP 1 holds).
Suppose that min K(z) ≥ z, see (F1). Then min Sx = sx = z so that
[min Sx,max Sx] = [z,max Sx]. (4.68)
Moreover, thanks to (4.48) and (4.51),
H˜(x) = {a`x , a`x+1, ..., am−1} and Ĥ(x) = {a`x , ..., am−1, z}. (4.69)
Here `x = #Sx and a1, ..., am−1 are m − 1 distinct points of E satisfying inequality (4.46).
Properties (4.66) and (4.68) tell us that u , z = sx. This, (4.67) and (4.69) imply that
u ∈ [a`x , z). (4.70)
On the other hand, u ∈ H(y). Since y ∈ K(z), definitions (4.24) and (4.48) tell us that
H(y) = {a`y , ..., am−1} ∪ Sy.
But min Sy = z, see (4.33). This and (4.70) imply that
u ∈ {a`y , ..., am−1} and u ∈ [a`x , z).
Hence, u ∈ {a`x , ..., am−1} ⊂ H(x) which contradicts (4.65).
In the same way we obtain a contradiction whenever z satisfies the condition of the case (F2).
The proof of property (1) of the Main Lemma is complete.
 Proof of property (2). Part (i) of Proposition 3.12 tells us that x ∈ Sx for every x ∈ E. In turn,
definition (4.24) implies that Sx ⊂ H(x) so that x ∈ H(x). Hence, x ∈ V for each x ∈ X, see (4.25),
proving that X ⊂ V .
Let us prove that 0 < κi+1 − κi ≤ 2m provided xi = vκi and xi+1 = vκi+1 . The first inequality is
obvious because xi < xi+1 and V = {v j}`j=1 is a strictly increasing sequence.
Our proof of the second inequality relies on the following fact:
V ∩ [xi, xi+1] ⊂ H(xi) ∪ H(xi+1). (4.71)
Indeed, let v ∈ V ∩ [xi, xi+1]. Then definition (4.25) implies the existence of a point x¯ ∈ X such
that H(x¯) 3 v. Hence, v ≤ max H(x¯).
Suppose that x¯ < xi. In this case property (3) of the Main Lemma 4.9 (which we prove below)
tells us that max H(x¯) ≤ max H(xi) so that xi ≤ v ≤ max H(xi). Hence, v ∈ [min H(xi),max H(xi)]
(because xi ∈ H(xi)). We also know that v ∈ V . This and property (4.64) (which is equivalent to
property (1) of the Main Lemma) imply that
v ∈ [min H(xi),max H(xi)] ∩ V = H(xi).
In the same way we show that v ∈ H(xi+1) provided x¯ > xi+1, and the proof of (4.71) is complete.
Since #H(xi) = #H(xi+1) = m, property (4.71) tells us that the interval [xi, xi+1] contains at most
2m points of the set V . This implies the required second inequality κi+1 − κi ≤ 2m completing the
proof of part (2) of the Main Lemma.
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 Proof of property (3). Let x′, x′′ ∈ X, x′ < x′′. Prove that
min H(x′) ≤ min H(x′′). (4.72)
We recall that
H(x′) = H˜(x′) ∪ Sx′ and H(x′′) = H˜(x′′) ∪ Sx′′ ,
see (4.24). Here H˜ is the set defined by formulae (4.47), (4.48), (4.57) and (4.59).
Part (iii) of Proposition 3.11 tells us that min Sx′ ≤ min Sx′′ . Since sx′′ ∈ Sx′′ , we have
min Sx′ ≤ min Sx′′ ≤ sx′′ . (4.73)
We proceed the proof of (4.72) by cases.
Case 1. Assume that min Sx′ < sx′′ .
Since the points min Sx′ and sx′′ belong to the set SX (see (4.22)), inequality (4.42) tells us that
sx′′ − Sx′ > 4τX . (4.74)
On the other hand, part (i) of Lemma 4.11 implies that
H˜(x′′) ⊂ Ĥ(x′′) ⊂ (sx′′ − τX, sx′′ + τX).
(Recall that Ĥ(x′′) = H˜(x′′) ∪ {sx′′}, see (4.51).) This inclusion and (4.74) imply that
min H˜(x′′) > sx′′ − τX > min Sx′ + 3τX > min Sx′ .
This inequality and (4.73) tell us that
min H(x′′) = min (H˜(x′′) ∪ Sx′′) = min {min H˜(x′′), min Sx′′}
≥ min Sx′ ≥ min (H˜(x′) ∪ Sx′) = min H(x′)
proving (4.72) in the case under consideration.
Case 2. Suppose that min Sx′ = sx′′ , and consider two cases.
Case 2.1: #Sx′′ = m. Then H(x′′) = Sx′′ , see (4.26), which together with (4.73) imply that
min H(x′) ≤ min Sx′ ≤ min Sx′′ = min H(x′′)
proving (4.72).
Case 2.2: #Sx′′ < m. In this case part (iii) of Proposition 3.12 tells us that sx′′ is a limit point of
E. Thanks to the assumption of Case 2, sx′′ = min Sx′ so that the point min Sx′ is a limit point of E
as well. Hence, min Sx′ = sx′ , see part (ii) of Proposition 3.12.
Thus, sx′ = sx′′ = min Sx′ . Let z = sx′ = sx′′ . We know that
z = min Sx′ ≤ x′ < x′′
so that x′, x′′ ∈ K(z), see (4.29). In particular, K(z) , {z} proving that the point z satisfies
the condition of Case (F1) of STEP 1, see (4.40). In this case inequality (4.48) tells us that
min H(x′) ≤ min H(x′′) proving (4.72) in Case 2.2.
Thus, (4.72) holds in all cases.
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Since each of the sets H(x′) and H(x′′) consists of m+1 consecutive points of the strictly increa-
sing sequence V = {vi}`i=1 and min H(x′) ≤ min H(x′′), we conclude that max H(x′) ≤ max H(x′′).
The proof of property (3) is complete.
 Proof of property (4). Let x′, x′′ ∈ X, x′ , x′′, and let
H(x′) , H(x′′). (4.75)
Part (i) of Lemma 3.11 and definition (4.22) tell us that
x′ ∈ Sx′ , x′′ ∈ Sx′′ and Sx′ , Sx′′ ∈ SX.
Hence, x′, x′′ ∈ SX so that, thanks to (4.42), |x′ − x′′| ≥ 4τX. In turn, definition (4.24) implies that
diam H(x′) ≤ diam H˜(x′) + diam Sx′ and diam H(x′′) ≤ diam H˜(x′′) + diam Sx′′ .
Furthermore, part (i) of Lemma 4.11 tells us that
max {diam H˜(x′), diam H˜(x′′)} ≤ 2τX < |x′ − x′′|.
Hence,
diam H(x′) ≤ diam Sx′ + |x′ − x′′| and diam H(x′′) ≤ diam Sx′′ + |x′ − x′′| . (4.76)
Prove that Sx′ , Sx′′ . Indeed, suppose that Sx′ = Sx′′ and prove that this equality contradicts
(4.75).
If #Sx′ = #Sx′′ = m then Sx′ = Hx′ and Sx′′ = Hx′′ , see (4.26), which implies the required
contradiction H(x′) = H(x′′).
Let now #Sx′ = #Sx′′ < m. In this case sx′ is the unique limit point of E which belongs to Sx′ , see
part (ii) of Proposition 3.12. A similar statement is true for sx′′ and Sx′′ . Hence sx′ = sx′′ .
Let z = sx′ = sx′′ . Thus, x′, x′′ ∈ K(z), see (4.29). Since x′ , x′′, we have K(z) , {z}, so that the
point z satisfies either the condition of Case (F1) (see (4.40)) or the condition of Case (F2) (see
(4.54)) holds. Furthermore, since #Sx′ = #Sx′′ < m, the sets H˜(x′), H˜(x′′) are determined by the
formula (4.48) or (4.57) respectively. In both cases the definitions of the sets H˜(x′), H˜(x′′) depend
only on the point z (which is the same for x′ and x′′ because z = sx′ = sx′′) and the number of
points in the sets Sx′ and Sx′′ (which of course is also the same because Sx′ = Sx′′).
Thus, H˜(x′) = H˜(x′′) proving that
H(x′) = H˜(x′) ∪ Sx′ = H˜(x′′) ∪ Sx′′ = H(x′′),
a contradiction.
This contradiction proves that Sx′ , Sx′′ . In this case part (ii) of Proposition 3.11 tells us that
diam Sx′ + diam Sx′′ ≤ 2 m |x′ − x′′| .
Combining this inequality with (4.76), we obtain the required inequality (4.20) proving the prop-
erty (4) of the Main Lemma.
 Proof of property (5). Constructing the sets H(x), x ∈ X, we have noted that in all cases of
STEP 1 (Case (F1) (see (4.40)), Case (F2) (see (4.54)), Case (F3) (see (4.58))) inequality (4.49)
holds for all y ∈ X and all i, 0 ≤ i ≤ m−1. This inequality coincides with inequality (4.21) proving
property (5) of the Main Lemma.
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The proof of Main Lemma 4.9 is complete. 
Remark 3.13 tells us that whenever E is a sequence of points in R, for each x ∈ E the set Sx con-
sists of m consecutive terms of the sequence E. This enables us to set H(x) = Sx in formulation of
the Main Lemma 4.9 which leads to the following version of this lemma for the case of sequences.
Lemma 4.13 (Main Lemma for sequences) Let E = {xi}`2i=`1 where `1, `2 ∈ Z∪ {−∞,+∞}, `1 + m ≤
`2, be a strictly increasing sequence of points in R.
There exists a mapping H : E → 2E having the following properties:
(1) For every x ∈ E the set H(x) consists of m consecutive points of the sequence E;
(2) x ∈ H(x) for each x ∈ E;
(3) Let x′, x′′ ∈ E, x′ < x′′. Then
min H(x′) ≤ min H(x′′) and max H(x′) ≤ max H(x′′);
(4) For every x′, x′′ ∈ E such that H(x′) , H(x′′) the following inequality
diam H(x′) + diam H(x′′) ≤ 2m |x′ − x′′|
holds;
(5) Px = LH(x) for every x ∈ E.
Proof. The proof is immediate from Proposition 3.11 and definition (3.42). 
4.3. Proof of the sufficiency part of the variational criterion.
We will need the following result from the graph theory.
Lemma 4.14 Let ` ∈ N and let A = {Aα : α ∈ I} be a family of subsets of R such that every set
Aα ∈ A has common points with at most ` sets Aβ ∈ A.
Then there exist subfamilies Ai ⊂ A, i = 1, ..., n with n ≤ ` + 1, each consisting of pairwise
disjoint sets such that
A =
n⋃
i=1
A j.
Proof. The proof is immediate from the following well-known statement (see, e.g. [39]): Every
graph can be colored with one more color than the maximum vertex degree. 
Let P(m,E)[ f ] = {Px ∈ Pm−1 : x ∈ E} be the Whitney (m − 1)-field determined by (4.18). We
recall that our aim is to prove inequality (4.19) for an arbitrary finite strictly increasing sequence
X = {x j}kj=1 ⊂ E.
We fix ε > 0 and apply Main Lemma 4.9 to the set X = {x1, ..., xk} and the Whitney (m− 1)-field
P(m,E)[ f ]. The Main Lemma 4.9 produces a finite strictly increasing sequence V = {v j}`j=1 ⊂ E
and a mapping H : X → 2V which to every x ∈ X assigns m consecutive points of V possessing
properties (1)-(5) of the Main Lemma.
Using these objects, the sequence V and the mapping H, in the next two lemmas we prove the
required inequality (4.19).
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Lemma 4.15 Let
A+ =
k−1∑
j=1
m−1∑
i=0
|L(i)H(x j+1)[ f ](x j) − L(i)H(x j)[ f ](x j)|p
(x j+1 − x j)(m−i)p−1 . (4.77)
Then A+ ≤ C(m)p λp. (We recall that Assumption 4.8 holds for the function f .)
Proof. Let I j be the smallest closed interval containing H(x j)∪H(x j+1), j = 1, ..., k − 1. Clearly,
diam I j = diam(H(x j) ∪ H(x j+1)) and x j+1, x j ∈ I j (because x j ∈ H(x j) and x j+1 ∈ H(x j+1), see
property (2) of the Main Lemma 4.9). Furthermore, property (3) of the Main Lemma 4.9 tells us
that
I j = [min H(x j),max H(x j+1)]. (4.78)
Let us prove that for every j = 1, ..., k − 1, and every i = 0, ...,m − 1, the following inequality
|L(i)H(x j+1)[ f ](x j) − L(i)H(x j)[ f ](x j)|p
(x j+1 − x j)(m−i)p−1 ≤ C(m)
p
max
I j
|L(i)H(x j+1)[ f ] − L(i)H(x j)[ f ]|p
(diam I j)(m−i)p−1
(4.79)
holds. Indeed, this inequality is obvious if H(x j) = H(x j+1). Prove it for every j ∈ {1, ..., k − 1}
such that H(x j) , H(x j+1).
Properties (2) and (4) of the Main Lemma 4.9 tell us that x j ∈ H(x j), x j+1 ∈ H(x j+1), and
diam H(x j) + diam H(x j+1) ≤ 2(m + 1)(x j+1 − x j) .
Hence,
diam I j = diam(H(x j) ∪ H(x j+1)) ≤ diam H(x j) + diam H(x j+1) + (x j+1 − x j)
≤ 2(m + 1)(x j+1 − x j) + (x j+1 − x j) = (2m + 3)(x j+1 − x j)
proving (4.79).
This inequality and definition (4.77) imply that
A+ ≤ C(m)p
k−1∑
j=1
m−1∑
i=0
max
I j
|L(i)H(x j+1)[ f ] − L(i)H(x j)[ f ]|p
(diam I j)(m−i)p−1
. (4.80)
Note that each summand in the right hand side of inequality (4.80) equals zero provided H(x j) =
H(x j+1). Therefore, in our proof of the inequality A+ ≤ C(m)p λp, without loss of generality, we
may assume that
H(x j) , H(x j+1) for all j = 1, ..., k − 1 . (4.81)
Property (1) of the Main Lemma 4.9 tells us that for every j = 1, ..., k, the set H(x j) consists of
m consecutive points of the sequence
V = {vn}`n=1 ⊂ E. (4.82)
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Let n j be the index of the minimal point of H(x j) in the sequence V . Thus
H(x j) = {vn j , ..., vn j+m−1}, j = 1, ..., k − 1.
In particular, thanks to (4.78),
I j = [vn j , vn j+1+m−1], j = 1, .., k − 1. (4.83)
Let us apply Lemma 3.7 with k = m − 1 to the sequence Y = {vi}n j+1+m−1i=n j , the sets
S 1 = H(x j) = {vn j , ..., vn j+m−1}, S 2 = H(x j+1) = {vn j+1 , ..., vn j+1+m−1},
and the closed interval I = I j = [vn j , vn j+1+m−1].
Let
S (n)j = {vn, ..., vn+m}, n j ≤ n ≤ n j+1 − 1 .
Lemma 3.7 tells us that
max
I j
|L(i)H(x j+1)[ f ] − L(i)H(x j)[ f ]|p ≤ ((m + 1)!)p (diam I j)(m−i)p−1
n j+1∑
n=n j
|∆m f [S (n)j ]|p diam S (n)j .
This inequality and (4.80) imply that
A+ ≤ C(m)p
k−1∑
j=1
n j+1∑
n=n j
(vn+m − vn) |∆m f [vn, ..., vn+m]|p.
To apply Assumption 4.8 to the right hand side of this inequality and prove in this way the
required inequality A+ ≤ C(m)p λp, we need some additional properties of the intervals I j. In
particular, let us prove that each interval I j contains at most 4m elements of the sequence V , i.e.,
n j+1 + m − n j ≤ 4m for every j = 1, .., k − 1. (4.84)
Indeed, let x j = vκ j and x j+1 = vκ j+1 . Property (2) of the Main Lemma 4.9 tells us that
0 < κ j+1 − κ j ≤ 2m and x j ∈ H(x j), x j+1 ∈ H(x j+1).
But #H(x j) = #H(x j+1) = m so that
n j ≤ κ j ≤ n j + m − 1 and n j+1 ≤ κ j+1 ≤ n j+1 + m − 1.
These inequalities imply that
n j+1 + m − n j ≤ n j+1 + m − κ j + m − 1 ≤ n j+1 − (κ j+1 − 2m) + 2m − 1 ≤ 4m
proving (4.84).
Property (3) of Main Lemma 4.9 and (4.81) tell us that
{vn j}k−1j=1 is a strictly increasing subsequence of the sequence V. (4.85)
Let I = {I j : j = 1, ..., k − 1}. Properties (4.83), (4.84) and (4.85) imply the following: every
interval I j0 ∈ I has common points with at most 8m intervals I j ∈ I. This property and Lemma
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4.14 tell us that there exist subfamilies Iν ⊂ I, ν = 1, ..., υ, with υ ≤ 8m + 1, each consisting of
pairwise disjoint intervals, such that I = ∪{Iν : ν = 1, ..., υ}.
This and (4.80) imply the following:
A+ ≤ C(m)p
υ∑
ν=1
Aν (4.86)
where
Aν =
∑
j:I j∈Iν
n j+1∑
n=n j
(vn+m − vn) |∆m f [vn, ..., vn+m]|p.
Since the intervals of each family Iν, ν = 1, ..., υ, are pairwise disjoint, the following inequality
Aν ≤
`−m∑
n=1
(vn+m − vn) |∆m f [vn, ..., vn+m]|p
holds. (We recall that ` = #V , see (4.82).)
Applying Assumption 4.8 to the right hand side of this inequality, we obtain that Aν ≤ λp for
every ν = 1, ..., υ. This and (4.86) imply that
A+ ≤ C(m)p υ λp ≤ (8m + 1) C(m)p λp
proving the lemma. 
Lemma 4.16 Inequality (4.19) holds for every finite strictly increasing sequence X = {x j}kj=1 ⊂ E.
Proof. Using property (5) of the Main Lemma 4.9, let us replace the Hermite polynomials
{Px j : j = 1, ..., k}
in the left hand side of inequality (4.19) with corresponding Lagrange polynomials LH(x j).
For every j = 1, ..., k − 1 and every i = 0, ...,m − 1 we have
|P(i)x j (x j) − P(i)x j+1(x j)| ≤ |P(i)x j (x j) − L(i)H(x j)[ f ](x j)| + |L(i)H(x j)[ f ](x j) − L(i)H(x j+1)[ f ](x j)|
+ |L(i)H(x j+1)[ f ](x j) − P(i)x j+1(x j)|.
Property (5) of the Main Lemma (see (4.21)) tells us that
|P(i)x j (x j) − L(i)H(x j)[ f ](x j)| + |L(i)H(x j+1)[ f ](x j) − P(i)x j+1(x j)| ≤ 2ε
proving that
|P(i)x j (x j) − P(i)x j+1(x j)| ≤ |L(i)H(x j)[ f ](x j) − L(i)H(x j+1)[ f ](x j)| + 2ε .
Hence,
|P(i)x j (x j) − P(i)x j+1(x j)|p ≤ 2p |L(i)H(x j)[ f ](x j) − L(i)H(x j+1)[ f ](x j)|p + 4pεp. (4.87)
Let A1 be the left hand side of inequality (4.19), i.e.,
A1 =
k−1∑
j=1
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)x j+1(x j) − P(i)x j (x j)|p
(x j+1 − x j)(m−i)p−1 ,
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and let
A2 = 4p
k−1∑
j=1
m−1∑
i=0
(x j+1 − x j)1−(m−i)p.
We apply inequality (4.87) to each summand from the right hand side of (4.19), and get the
following estimate of A1:
A1 ≤ 2p A+ + εp A2 .
Here A+ is the quantity defined by (4.77).
Lemma 4.15 tells us that
A+ ≤ C(m)p λp so that A1 ≤ C(m)p λp + εp A2.
Since ε is an arbitrary positive number, A1 ≤ C(m)p λp proving the required inequality (4.19).
The proof of Lemma 4.16 is complete. 
We recall that the quantity Nm,p,E is defined by (4.2). We also recall that
P(m,E)[ f ] = {Px ∈ Pm−1 : x ∈ E}
is the Whitney (m − 1)-field determined by formulae (3.39)-(3.42), see Definition 3.14. We know
that
Px(x) = f (x) for every x ∈ E. (4.88)
We are in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 1.7.
Proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.7. Lemma 4.16 and (4.2) tell us that
Nm,p,E
(
P(m,E)[ f ]
)
≤ C(m) λ = C(m)Lm,p( f : E) . (4.89)
See (1.14) and (4.16). This inequality and the sufficiency part of Theorem 4.1 imply that
‖P(m,E)[ f ]‖m,p,E ≤ C(m)Nm,p,E
(
P(m,E)[ f ]
)
≤ C(m)Lm,p( f : E) . (4.90)
We recall that the quantity ‖ · ‖m,p,E is defined by (3.1). This definition and inequality (4.90) tell
us that there exists a function
F ∈ Lmp (R) such that T m−1x [F] = Px on E (4.91)
and
‖F‖Lmp (R) ≤ 2 ‖P(m,E)[ f ]‖m,p,E ≤ C(m)Lm,p( f : E) . (4.92)
Since Px(x) = f (x) on E, see (4.88), we have
F(x) = T m−1x [F](x) = Px(x) = f (x) for all x ∈ E .
Thus, F ∈ Lmp (R) and F|E = f proving that f ∈ Lmp (R)|E. Furthermore, definition (1.9) and
inequality (4.92) imply that
‖ f ‖Lmp (R)|E ≤ ‖F‖Lmp (R) ≤ C(m)Lm,p( f : E) (4.93)
proving the sufficiency.
The proof of Theorem 1.7 is complete. 
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Remark 4.17 Note that the extension algorithm providing given a function f on E the extension
F from (4.91), includes three main steps:
Step 1. We construct the family of sets {Sx : x ∈ E} and the family of points {sx : x ∈ E}
satisfying conditions of Proposition 3.11 and Proposition 3.12.
Step 2. At this step we construct the Whitney (m − 1)-field P(m,E)[ f ] = {Px ∈ Pm−1 : x ∈ E}
satisfying conditions (i), (ii) of Definition 3.14.
Step 3. We define the extension F by the formula (4.8).
We denote the extension F by
F = ExtE( f : Lmp (R)). (4.94)
Clearly, F depends on f linearly proving that ExtE(· : Lmp (R)) is a linear extension operator.
Theorem 1.7 states that its operator norm is bounded by a constant depending only on m. C
4.4. Lmp -functions on increasing sequences of the real line.
In this section we give an alternative proof of of Theorem 1.6.
(Necessity.) The necessity part of Theorem 1.6 is immediate from the necessity part of Theorem
1.7. More specifically, let p ∈ (1,∞), and let `1, `2 ∈ Z ∪ {±∞}, `1 + m ≤ `2. Let f be a function
defined on a strictly increasing sequence of points E = {xi}`2i=`1 .
Definitions (1.13) and (1.14) imply that L˜m,p( f : E) ≤ Lm,p( f : E). On the other hand, the
necessity part of Theorem 1.7 and equivalence (1.15) tell us that for every function f ∈ Lmp (R)|E
the following inequality
Lm,p( f : E) ≤ C(m) ‖ f ‖Lmp (R)|E
holds. Hence, L˜m,p( f : E) ≤ C(m) ‖ f ‖Lmp (R)|E proving the necessity part of Theorem 1.6. 
(Sufficiency) We assume that f is a function defined on a strictly increasing sequence E = {xi}`2i=`1
with `1, `2 ∈ Z ∪ {±∞}, `1 + m ≤ `2 such that
λ˜ = L˜m,p( f : E) < ∞. (4.95)
This inequality and definition (1.13) of L˜m,p( f : E) enable us to make the following assumption.
Assumption 4.18 The following inequality
`2−m∑
i=`1
(xi+m − xi) |∆m f [xi, ..., xi+m]|p ≤ λ˜p
holds.
Our task is to show that there exists of a function
F ∈ Lmp (R) such that F|E = f and ‖F‖Lmp (R) ≤ C(m) λ˜.
We prove the existence of F by a certain modification of the proof of the sufficiency part of
Theorem 1.7 given in Sections 4.1 - 4.3. We will see that, for the case of sequences that proof
can be simplified considerably. In particular, in this case we can replace the Main Lemma 4.9 (the
most technically difficult part of our proof) with its simpler version given in Lemma 4.13.
We begin with a version of Theorem 4.1 for the case of sequences.
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Theorem 4.19 Let m ∈ N, p ∈ (1,∞), `1, `2 ∈ Z∪{±∞}, `1+m ≤ `2, and let E = {xi}`2i=`1 be a strictly
increasing sequence of points. Suppose we are given a Whitney (m − 1)-field P = {Px : x ∈ E}
defined on E.
Then there exists a Cm−1-function F ∈ Lmp (R) which agrees with the field P on E if and only if
the following quantity
N˜m,p,E(P) =

`2−1∑
j=`1
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)x j (x j) − P(i)x j+1(x j)|p
(x j+1 − x j)(m−i)p−1

1/p
(4.96)
is finite. Furthermore, ‖P‖m,p,E ∼ N˜m,p,E(P) with constants of equivalence depending only on m.
(Recall that the quantity ‖P‖m,p,E is defined in (3.1).)
Proof. The necessity part of this theorem and the inequality N˜m,p,E(P) ≤ C(m) ‖P‖m,p,E are
immediate from the necessity part of Theorem 4.1.
We prove the sufficiency using the same extension construction as in the proof of the sufficiency
part of Theorem 4.1. More specifically, we introduce a family of open intervals by letting
J j = (x j, x j+1), j = `1, ..., `2 − 1.
Then we define a smooth function F interpolating f on E as follows:
If `1 > −∞, we introduce an interval J	 = (−∞, `1), and set
F|J	 = Px`1 . (4.97)
If `2 < ∞, we put J⊕ = (`2,+∞), and set
F|J⊕ = Px`2 . (4.98)
We define F on each intervals J j, j = `1, ..., `2−1, in the same way as in (4.7): we let HJ j ∈ P2m−1
denote the Hermite polynomial such that
H(i)J j (x j) = P
(i)
x j (x j) and H
(i)
J j
(x j+1) = P(i)x j+1(x j+1) for all i = 0, ...,m − 1. (4.99)
(We recall that the existence and uniqueness of the Hermite polynomial HJ j satisfying (4.99) fol-
lows from a general result proven in [2, Ch. 2, Section 11].)
Finally, we set
F|[x j,x j+1] = HJ j , j = `1, ..., `2 − 1. (4.100)
Now, the function F is well defined on all of R. Furthermore, definitions (4.97), (4.98), (4.100)
and (4.99) tell us that F is Cm−1-smooth function on R which agrees with the Whitney (m−1)-field
P = {Px : x ∈ E} on E.
Note that F is a piecewise polynomial function which coincides with a polynomial of degree at
most 2m−1 on each subinterval J j = (x j, x j+1). Let us estimate the Lmp (R)-seminorm of F. Clearly,
F(m)|J	 = F(m)|J⊕ ≡ 0 because the restrictions of F to J	 and to J⊕ are polynomials of degree at
most m − 1. In turn, Lemma 4.5 tells us that
|F(m)(x)| = |H(m)J j (x)| ≤ C(m)
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)x j (x j) − P(i)x j+1(x j)|
(x j+1 − x j)m−i
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for every j ∈ Z, `1 ≤ j < `2 and every x ∈ J j = (x j, x j+1). Hence,
∫
J j
|F(m)(x)|p dx ≤ C(m)p
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)x j (x j) − P(i)x j+1(x j)|p
(x j+1 − x j)(m−i)p−1
so that ∫
R
|F(m)(x)|p dx =
`2∑
j=`1
∫
J j
|F(m)(x)|p dx ≤ C(m)p
`2∑
j=`1
m−1∑
i=0
|P(i)x j (x j) − P(i)x j+1(x j)|p
(x j+1 − x j)(m−i)p−1 .
This inequality and definition (4.96) imply that ‖F‖Lmp (R) ≤ C(m) N˜m,p,E(P).
Since F agrees with the Whitney (m − 1)-field P = {Px : x ∈ E} on E, definition (3.1) of the
quantity ‖P‖m,p,E implies that ‖P‖m,p,E ≤ C(m, p) N˜m,p,E(P), proving the sufficiency part of Theorem
4.19.
The proof of Theorem 4.19 is complete. 
Remark 4.20 As we have noted above, the extension F is a piecewise polynomial function which
coincides with a polynomial of degree at most 2m − 1 on each interval (xi, xi+1). This enables
us to reformulate this property of F in terms of Spline Theory as follows: The extension F is an
interpolating Cm−1-smooth spline of order 2m with knots {xi}`2i=`1 . C
We continue the proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.6 as follows. Given x ∈ E we let
Sx and sx denote the subset of E and the point in E determined by formulae (3.33) and (3.34)
respectively. We know that the sets {Sx : x ∈ E} and the points {sx : x ∈ E} possesses properties
given in Proposition 3.11 and Proposition 3.12. Furthermore, Remark 3.13 tells us that if
E = {xi}`2i=`1 , `1, `2 ∈ Z ∪ {−∞,+∞}, `1 + m ≤ `2,
is a strictly increasing sequence of points, each set Sxi consists of m consecutive points of E.
Now, let us define a Whitney (m − 1)-field P(m,E)[ f ] = {Px : x ∈ E} on E by letting
Px = LSx[ f ], x ∈ E. (4.101)
Thus Px ∈ Pm−1(R), and Px(y) = f (y) for all y ∈ Sx. In particular, Px(x) = f (x) (because x ∈ Sx).
We see that the Whitney (m − 1)-field P(m,E)[ f ] = {Px : x ∈ E} is defined in the same way as in
the proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.7, see formulae (4.18) and definition (3.42).
The following lemma is an analogue of Lemma 4.16.
Lemma 4.21 Let P(m,E)[ f ] be the Whitney (m − 1)-field determined by (4.101). Then
N˜m,p,E(P(m,E)[ f ]) ≤ C(m) λ˜. (4.102)
Recall that the quantities N˜m,p,E and λ˜ are determined by (4.96) and (4.95) respectively.
Proof. We follow the same scheme as in the proof of Lemma 4.16. In particular, we use the
version of the Main Lemma 4.9 for sequences given in Lemma 4.13.
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We recall that, whenever E is a sequence of points, H(x) = Sx for each x ∈ E, see Lemma 4.13.
This property and definition (4.101) imply that
Px j = LS x j [ f ] = LH(x j)[ f ] for every j ∈ Z, `1 ≤ j ≤ `2.
Hence,
N˜m,p,E(P) =

`2−1∑
j=`1
m−1∑
i=0
|LH(x j+1)[ f ](x j) − LH(x j)[ f ](x j)|p
(x j+1 − x j)(m−i)p−1

1/p
. (4.103)
See (4.96).
This equality and definition (4.77) tell us that N˜m,p,E(P)p is an analog of the quantity A+ defined
by formula (4.77). This enables us to prove the present lemma by repeating the proof of Lemma
4.15 (with minor changes in the notation). Of course, in this modification of the proof of Lemma
4.15 we use the Lemma 4.13 rather than the Main Lemma 4.9, and Assumption 4.18 rather than
Assumption 4.8.
We leave the details of this obvious modification to the interested reader.
For the reader’s convenience, in this long version of our paper we give a complete proof of
Lemma 4.21.
Prove that for every j ∈ Z, `1 ≤ i ≤ `2, every i = 0, ...,m − 1, the following inequality
|L(i)H(x j+1)[ f ](x j) − L(i)H(x j)[ f ](x j)|p
(x j+1 − x j)(m−i)p−1 ≤ C(m)
p
|L(i)H(x j+1)[ f ](x j) − L(i)H(x j)[ f ](x j)|p
(diam I j)(m−i)p−1
(4.104)
holds. Here
I j = [min(H(x j) ∪ H(x j+1)),max(H(x j) ∪ H(x j+1))]
is the smallest closed interval containing H(x j)∪H(x j+1). Clearly, diam I j = diam(H(x j)∪H(x j+1)).
Furthermore, property (3) of Lemma 4.13 tells us that
I j = [min H(x j),max H(x j+1)]. (4.105)
Note that inequality (4.104) is obvious whenever H(x j) = H(x j+1), so we may assume that
H(x j) , H(x j+1). In this case properties (2) and (4) of Lemma 4.13 tell us that x j ∈ H(x j),
x j+1 ∈ H(x j+1) and
diam H(x j) + diam H(x j+1) ≤ 2(m + 1)(x j+1 − x j) .
Hence,
diam I j = diam(H(x j) ∪ H(x j+1)) ≤ diam H(x j) + diam H(x j+1) + (x j+1 − x j)
≤ 2m (x j+1 − x j) + (x j+1 − x j) = (2m + 1)(x j+1 − x j)
proving (4.104). In turn, this inequality implies that
N˜m,p,E(P)p ≤ C(m)p
`2−1∑
j=`1
m−1∑
i=0
max
I j
|L(i)H(x j+1)[ f ] − L(i)H(x j)[ f ]|p
(diam I j)(m−i)p−1
. (4.106)
See (4.103).
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Note that each summand in the right hand side of inequality (4.106) equals zero provided
H(x j) = H(x j+1). Therefore, in the proof of inequality (4.102), without loss of generality, one
may assume that H(x j) , H(x j+1) for all j = `1, ..., `2 − 1.
Property (1) of Lemma 4.13 tells us that for every j ∈ Z, `1 ≤ i ≤ `2, the set H(x j) consists of m
consecutive points of the sequence E = {x j}`2j=`1 .
Let n j be the index of the minimal point of H(x j) in the sequence E. Thus
H(x j) = {xn j , ..., xn j+m−1}, `1 ≤ j ≤ `2 .
In particular, thanks to (4.105), I j = [xn j , xn j+1+m−1], `1 ≤ j ≤ `2.
Let us apply Lemma 3.7 with k = m − 1 to the sequence Y = {xi}n j+1+m−1i=n j , the sets
S 1 = H(x j) = {xn j , ..., xn j+m−1}, S 2 = H(x j+1) = {xn j+1 , ..., xn j+1+m−1},
and the closed interval I = I j = [xn j , xn j+1+m−1].
Let
S (n)j = {xn, ..., xn+m}, n j ≤ n ≤ n j+1 − 1.
Lemma 3.7 tells us that for every i = 0, ...,m − 1, the following inequality
max
I j
|L(i)H(x j+1)[ f ] − L(i)H(x j)[ f ]|p ≤ ((m + 1)!)p (diam I j)(m−i)p−1
n j+1∑
n=n j
|∆m f [S (n)j ]|p diam S (n)j
holds. This inequality and (4.106) imply that
N˜m,p,E(P)p ≤ C(m)p
`2−1∑
j=`1
n j+1∑
n=n j
(xn+m − xn) |∆m f [xn, ..., xn+m]|p.
To apply Assumption 4.18 to the right hand side of this inequality and prove in this way the
required inequality (4.102) we need some additional properties of the intervals I j. In particular,
since each set H(x j) consists of m consecutive points of E, each interval I j (see (4.105)) contains
at most 2m elements of the sequence E.
This property implies the following: Let I = {I j : `1 ≤ j ≤ `2}. Then every interval I j0 ∈ I has
common points with at most 4m intervals I j ∈ I. In turn, this property and Lemma 4.14 tell us that
there exist subfamilies Iν ⊂ I, ν = 1, ..., υ, with υ ≤ 4m + 1, each consisting of pairwise disjoint
intervals, such that I = ∪{Iν : ν = 1, ..., υ}.
This and (4.106) imply that
N˜m,p,E(P)p ≤ C(m)p
υ∑
ν=1
Aν (4.107)
where
Aν =
∑
j:I j∈Iν
n j+1∑
n=n j
(xn+m − xn) |∆m f [xn, ..., xn+m]|p.
Since the intervals of the family Iν are pairwise disjoint, for each ν = 1, ..., υ, the following
inequality
Aν ≤
`−m∑
n=`1
(xn+m − xn) |∆m f [xn, ..., xn+m]|p
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holds. Applying Assumption 4.18 to the right hand side of this inequality, we obtain that Aν ≤ λ˜p
for every ν = 1, ..., υ. This and (4.107) imply that
N˜m,p,E(P)p ≤ C(m)p υ λ˜p ≤ (4m + 1) C(m)p λ˜p
proving the lemma. 
We complete the proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.6 in the same way as we did this at
the end of the proof of Theorem 1.7. More specifically, we simply replace in inequalities (4.89),
(4.90), (4.92) and (4.93) the quantitiesNm,p,E andLm,p( f : E) with the quantities N˜m,p,E (see (4.96))
and L˜m,p( f : E) (see (1.13)) respectively. This leads us to the existence of a function F ∈ Lmp (R)
such that F|E = f and ‖F‖Lmp (R) ≤ C(m) L˜m,p( f : E) proving the sufficiency. 
The proof of Theorem 1.6 is complete. 
Below we give an alternative proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.6 by showing that the
(weaker) hypothesis of Theorem 1.6 implies the (stronger) hypothesis of Theorem 1.7 provided E
is a sequences in R.
We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.22 Let k, ` ∈ N, k ≤ `. Let {s j}`j=0 be a strictly increasing sequence in R, and let {ti}ki=0
be a strictly increasing subsequence of the sequence {s j}`j=0 such that t0 = s0 and tk = s`.
Then for every function g defined on the set S = {s0, ..., s`} the following inequality
(tk − t0) |∆kg[t0, ..., tk]|p ≤ kp−1
`−k∑
j=0
(s j+k − s j) |∆kg[s j, ..., s j+k]|p
holds.
Proof. We apply the statement (F7), (ii), of Section 2.1 to the sets {s0, ..., s`} and T = {t0, ..., tk}
(with n = `). This statement tells us that there exist numbers
β j ∈ [0, (s j+k − s j)/(s` − s0)], j = 0, ..., ` − k,
such that the following equality
∆kg[t0, ..., tk] =
`−k∑
j=0
βi ∆
kg[s j, ..., s j+k]
holds. Hence,
∆kg[t0, ..., tk] ≤ (s` − s0)−1
`−k∑
j=0
(s j+k − s j) |∆kg[s j, ..., s j+k]|.
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Therefore, by Ho¨lder’s inequality,
|∆kg[t0, ..., tm]|p ≤ (sk − s0)−p

`−k∑
j=0
(s j+k − s j)

p−1
·
`−k∑
j=0
(s j+k − s j) |∆kg[s j, ..., s j+k]|p
≤ kp−1(sk − s0)−p · (sk − s0)p−1
`−k∑
j=0
(s j+k − s j) |∆kg[s j, ..., s j+k]|p
= kp−1(tk − t0)−1
`−k∑
j=0
(s j+k − s j) |∆kg[s j, ..., s j+k]|p
proving the lemma. 
The sufficiency part of Theorem 1.6. An alternative proof. Let m ∈ N, p ∈ (1,∞), `1, `2 ∈
Z ∪ {±∞}, `1 + m ≤ `2, and let E = {xi}`2i=`1 be a strictly increasing sequence of points.
Let f be a function on E such that Assumption 4.18 holds with λ˜ determined by (4.95).
Let us prove that f satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.7. More specifically, let us show that
for every n ∈ N, n ≥ m, and every strictly increasing subsequence {yν}nν=0 = {xiν}nν=0 of the sequence
E = {xi}`2i=`1 the following inequality
A =
n−m∑
ν=0
(yν+m − yν) |∆m f [yν, ..., yν+m]|p ≤ C(m)p λ˜p (4.108)
holds.
Fix ν ∈ {0, ..., n − m} and set
s j = xiν+ j, j = 0, ..., `ν, with `ν = iν+m − iν,
and ti = yν+i, i = 0, ...,m. Clearly, `ν ≥ m because {yν} is a subsequence of {xi}. It is also clear that
t0 = s0 and tm = s`ν . In these settings,
Iν = (yν+m − yν) |∆m f [yν, ..., yν+m]|p = (tm − t0) |∆m f [t0, ..., tm]|p .
Lemma 4.22 tells us that
Iν ≤ mp−1
`ν−m∑
j=0
(s j+m − s j) |∆m f [s j, ..., s j+m]|p
= mp−1
`ν−m∑
j=0
(xiν+ j+m − xiν+ j) |∆m f [xiν+ j, ..., xiν+ j+m]|p .
This inequality and (4.108) imply that
A ≤ mp−1
n−m∑
ν=0
`ν−m∑
j=0
(xiν+ j+m − xiν+ j) |∆m f [xiν+ j, ..., xiν+ j+m]|p. (4.109)
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Let Tν = [yν, yν+m], and let T = {Tν : ν = 0, ..., n − m}. Clearly, each interval
Tν0 ∈ T has at most 2m + 2 common points with each interval Tν ∈ T . (4.110)
This observation and Lemma 4.14 imply the existence of subfamilies Tk ⊂ T , k = 1, ..., κ, with
κ ≤ 2m + 3, each consisting of pairwise disjoint intervals, such that T = ∪{Tk : k = 1, ..., κ}.
This property and (4.109) tell us that
A ≤ mp−1
κ∑
k=1
Ak (4.111)
where
Ak =
∑
ν:Tν∈Tk
`ν−m∑
j=0
(xiν+ j+m − xiν+ j) |∆m f [xiν+ j, ..., xiν+ j+m]|p.
Since the intervals of each family Tk, k = 1, ..., κ, are pairwise disjoint, the following inequality
Ak ≤
ivn−m∑
j=iv0
(x j+m − x j) |∆m f [x j, ..., x j+m]|p
holds.
We apply Assumption 4.18 to the right hand side of this inequality and obtain that Ak ≤ λ˜p for
every k = 1, ..., κ. This and (4.111) imply that
A ≤ mp−1 κ λ˜p ≤ (2m + 2) mp−1 λ˜p
proving (4.108). In turn, (4.108) and definition (1.14) of Lm,p( f : E) tell us that
Lm,p( f : E) ≤ C(m) λ˜
proving that f satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.7. The sufficiency part of this theorem pro-
duces the required function F ∈ Lmp (R) with
‖F‖Lmp (R) ≤ C(m) λ˜ = C(m) L˜m,p( f : E) (see (4.95))
whose restriction to E coincides with f .
The alternative proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.6 is complete. 
4.5. The variational criterion and the sharp maximal function-type criterion.
In this section we compare the variational trace criterion for the space Lmp (R) given in Theorem
1.7 with the trace criterion in terms of sharp maximal functions, see Theorem 1.8.
Statement 4.23 Let p ∈ [1,∞), and let E be a closed subset of R with #E ≥ m + 1. Let f be a
function on E. Then the following inequality
Lm,p( f : E) ≤ C(m) ‖ (∆m f )]E ‖Lp(R) (4.112)
holds. See (1.14).
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Proof. Let n ∈ N, n ≥ m + 1, and let S = {x0, ..., xn} ⊂ E, x0 < ... < xn, be a strictly increasing
sequence of points in E. Let i ∈ {0, ..., n − m}, and let S i = {xi, ..., xi+m}.
Clearly, |x − xi| + |x − xi+m| = xi+m − xi for every x ∈ [xi, xi+m]. In this case definition (1.16) tells
us that
|∆m f [S i]| ≤ [(∆m f )]E](x) for every x ∈ [xi, xi+m].
Hence,
|∆m f [S i]|p ≤ [(∆m f )]E]p(x) on [xi, xi+m].
Integrating this inequality on the interval [xi, xi+m] (with respect to x), we obtain that
(xi+m − xi) |∆m f [S i]|p ≤
xi+m∫
xi
[(∆m f )]E]
p(x) dx .
This implies the following inequality:
n−m∑
i=0
(xi+m − xi) |∆m f [S i]|p ≤
∫
R
ϕ(x) [(∆m f )]E]
p(x) dx .
Here, given x ∈ R the function
ϕ(x) =
n−m∑
i=0
χTi(x)
denotes the number of intervals from the family
T = {Ti = [xi, xi+m] : i = 0, ..., n − m}
containing x. It follows from (4.110) that ϕ(x) ≤ 2m + 3 on R, so that
n−m∑
i=0
(xi+m − xi) |∆m f [S i]|p ≤ (2m + 3)
∫
R
[(∆m f )]E]
p(x) dx = (2m + 3) ‖ (∆m f )]E ‖pLp(R) .
Taking the supremum in the left hand side of this inequality over all strictly increasing sequences
{x0, ..., xn} ⊂ E with n ≥ m, and recalling definition (1.14) of the quantity Lm,p( f : E), we obtain
the required inequality (4.112).
The proof of the statement is complete. 
Remark 4.24 Inequality (4.112) tells us that the necessity part of Theorem 1.8 implies the neces-
sity part of Theorem 1.7, and the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.7 implies the sufficiency part of
Theorem 1.8. However, for the reader’s convenience, in Sections 2-4 we present the direct and
independent proofs of the necessity and sufficiency parts of these theorems. C
5. Extension criteria for Sobolev Wmp -functions.
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2 (see Sections 5.1, 5.2) and Theorem 1.3 (Section 5.3).
Everywhere in this section we assume that m is a positive integer and p ∈ (1,∞). In Section 5.1
and 5.2 we also assume that E is a closed subset of R containing at least m + 1 points.
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5.1. The variational criterion for Wmp -traces: necessity.
In this section we proof the necessity part of Theorem 1.2.
Let f ∈ Wmp (R)|E, and let F ∈ Wmp (R) be a function such that F|E = f . Let n ≥ m and let
{x0, ..., xn} be a finite strictly increasing sequences in E. We have to prove that for each k = 0, ...,m,
the following inequality
Lk =
n−k∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p ≤ C(m)p ‖F‖pWmp (R) (5.1)
holds. Note that
Lm =
n−m∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+m]∣∣∣p ≤ n−m∑
i=0
(xi+m − xi) |∆m f [xi, ..., xi+m]|p .
This inequality and inequality (2.15) tell us that
Lm ≤ 2p ‖F‖pLmp (R) ≤ 2p ‖F‖
p
Wmp (R)
proving (5.1) for k = m.
We turn to the proof of inequality (5.1) for k ∈ {0, ...,m − 1}.
Lemma 5.1 Let k ∈ {0, ...,m − 1}, and let S be a (k + 1)-point subset of a closed interval I ⊂ R
(bounded or unbounded). Let G ∈ Ck[I] and let G(k) be absolutely continuous on I. Then for every
q ∈ [1,∞) the following inequality
min{1, |I|} · |∆kG[S ]|q ≤ 2q
∫
I
(
|G(k)(y)|q + |G(k+1)(y)|q
)
dy (5.2)
holds.
Proof. Let S = {y0, ..., yk} with y0 < ... < yk. Property (2.6) tells us that there exists s ∈ [y0, yk]
such that
k! ∆kG[S ] = G(k)(s).
Let t = min{1, |I|}. Since s ∈ I and t ≤ |I|, there exists a closed interval J ⊂ I with |J| = t such
that s ∈ J. Then, for every y ∈ J,
|∆kG[S ]|q ≤ |G(k)(s)|q ≤ 2q |G(k)(s) −G(k)(y)|q + 2q |G(k)(y)|q ≤ 2q

∫
J
|G(k+1)(x)| dx

q
+ 2q |G(k)(y)|q.
Hence, by Ho¨lder’s inequality,
|∆kG[S ]|q ≤ 2q |J|q−1
∫
J
|G(k+1)(x)|qdx + 2q |G(k)(y)|q, y ∈ J.
Integrating this inequality on J with respect to y, we obtain that
|J| |∆kG[S ]|q ≤ 2q |J|q
∫
J
|G(k+1)(x)|qdx + 2q
∫
J
|G(k)(y)|q dy.
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Since |J| = t = min{1, |I|} ≤ 1 and J ⊂ I, this inequality implies (5.2) proving the lemma. 
Fix k ∈ {0, ...,m − 1}. Let i ∈ {0, ..., n − k}, and let Ti = [xi, xi+m] and
ti = min{1, |Ti|} = min{1, xi+m − xi}.
We recall convention (1.2) which tells us that
xi+m = +∞ if i + m > n. (5.3)
Let
Ai = min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p .
We apply Lemma 5.1 to G = F, t = ti, q = p, and S = {xi, ..., xi+k} and obtain that
Ai ≤ 2p
∫
Ti
(
|F(k)(y)|p + |F(k+1)(y)|p
)
dy.
Hence,
Lk =
n−k∑
i=0
Ai ≤ 2p
n−k∑
i=0
∫
Ti
(
|F(k)(y)|p + |F(k+1)(y)|p
)
dy
= 2p
∫
R
ϕ(y)
(
|F(k)(y)|p + |F(k+1)(y)|p
)
dy.
Here, given y ∈ R the function
ϕ(y) =
n−k∑
i=0
χTi(y)
denotes the number of intervals from the family T = {Ti : i = 0, ..., n − k} containing y.
Let us see that ϕ(y) ≤ 2m for every y ∈ R. Indeed, thanks to (5.3), the number of intervals
Ti = [xi, xi+m], 0 ≤ i ≤ n, such that xi+m > xn is bounded by m.
Let now y ∈ Ti = [xi, xi+m] where 0 ≤ i ≤ i + m ≤ n. Thus xi ≤ y ≤ xi+m. Let y ∈ [x j, x j+1] for
some j ∈ {0, ..., n}. Then i ≤ j ≤ i + m− 1 so that j−m + 1 ≤ i ≤ j. Clearly, the number of indexes
i satisfying these inequalities is bounded by m.
This proves that 0 ≤ ϕ(y) ≤ m + m = 2m for each y ∈ R. Hence,
Lk ≤ 2p 2m
∫
R
(
|F(k)(y)|p + |F(k+1)(y)|p
)
dy ≤ C(m)p ‖F‖pWmp (R)
proving (5.1). This inequality and definition (1.3) tell us that
Wm,p( f : E) ≤ C(m) ‖F‖Wmp (R)
for every F ∈ Wmp (R) such that F|E = f . Hence,
Wm,p( f : E) ≤ C(m) ‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E ,
and the proof of the necessity part of Theorem 1.2 is complete. 
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5.2. The variational criterion for Wmp -traces: sufficiency.
In this section we proof the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.2.
Let f be a function on E such that
λ =Wm,p( f : E) < ∞. (5.4)
See definition (1.3). This definition enables us to make the following assumption.
Assumption 5.2 For every finite strictly increasing sequence {xi}ni=0 ⊂ E, n ≥ m, the following
inequality
m∑
k=0
n−k∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p ≤ λp (5.5)
holds.
Our aim is to prove that
f ∈ Wmp (R)|E and ‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E ≤ C λ
where C is a constant depending only on m.
In this section we will need the following extended version of convention (1.2).
Convention 5.3 Given a finite strictly increasing sequence {yi}ni=0 ⊂ R we put
y j = −∞ if j < 0, and y j = +∞ if j > n (as in (1.2)).
Our proof of the sufficiency relies on a series of auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 5.4 Let n ∈ N and let S = {y0, ...yn} where {yi}ni=0 is a strictly increasing sequence of points
in R such that diam S = yn − y0 ≥ 1. Let h be a function on S .
Then there exist k ∈ {0, ..., n − 1} and i ∈ {0, ..., n − k} such that yi+k − yi ≤ 1 and
|∆nh[S ]| ≤ 2n |∆kh[yi, ..., yi+k]|/ diam S . (5.6)
Furthermore,
either i + k + 1 ≤ n and yi+k+1 − yi ≥ 1, or i ≥ 1 and yi+k − yi−1 ≥ 1 . (5.7)
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. Let n = 1, and let S = {y0, y1} where y0 < y1 and
y1 − y0 ≥ 1. Then for every function h on S the following inequality
|∆1h[y0, y1]| = |h(y1) − h(y0)|y1 − y0 ≤
|h(y1)| + |h(y0)|
y1 − y0 ≤
2 max{|h(y0)|, |h(y1)|}
y1 − y0
holds.
Let us pick i ∈ {0, 1} such that |h(yi)| = max{|h(y0)|, |h(y1)|}. Then
|∆1h[y0, y1]| ≤ 2 max{|∆
0h[y0]|, |∆0h[y1]|}
y1 − y0 = 2|∆
0h[yi]|/(y1 − y0)
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proving (5.6) for n = 1 with k = 0. It is also clear that i + k + 1 ≤ n and yi+k+1 − yi ≥ 1 if i = 0, and
i ≥ 1 and yi+k − yi−1 ≥ 1 if i = 1 proving (5.7) and the lemma for n = 1.
For the induction step, we fix n ≥ 1 and suppose the lemma holds for n; we then prove it for
n + 1.
Let {xi}n+1i=0 be a strictly increasing sequence in R such that xn+1 − x0 ≥ 1, and let h : S → R be a
function on the set S = {x0, ...xn+1}. Then, thanks to (2.3),
∆n+1h[S ] = ∆n+1h[x0, ..., xn+1] = (∆nh[x1, ..., xn+1] − ∆nh[x0, ..., xn]) /(xn+1 − x0)
so that
|∆n+1h[S ]| ≤ (|∆nh[x1, ..., xn+1]| + |∆nh[x0, ..., xn]|)/ diam S . (5.8)
Let
S 1 = {x0, ..., xn} and S 2 = {x1, ..., xn+1} .
If diam S 1 = xn − x0 ≥ 1, then, by the induction hypothesis, there exists k1 ∈ {0, ..., n − 1} and
i1 ∈ {0, ..., n − k1} such that xi1+k1 − xi1 ≤ 1 and
|∆nh[S 1]| ≤ 2n |∆k1h[xi1 , ..., xi1+k1]|/ diam S 1 ≤ 2n |∆k1h[xi1 , ..., xi1+k1]| . (5.9)
Moreover,
either i1 + k1 + 1 ≤ n and xi1+k1+1 − xi1 ≥ 1, or i1 ≥ 1 and xi1+k1 − xi1−1 ≥ 1 . (5.10)
Clearly, if diam S 1 ≤ 1, then the inequality xi1+k1 − xi1 ≤ 1 and (5.9) hold provided k1 = n and
i1 = 0. It is also clear that in this case
i1 + k1 + 1 ≤ n + 1 and xi1+k1+1 − xi1 = xn+1 − x0 ≥ 1 .
This observation and (5.10) imply the following statement: k ∈ {0, ..., n} and i ∈ {0, ..., n + 1− k},
and
either i + k + 1 ≤ n + 1 and xi+k+1 − xi ≥ 1, or i ≥ 1 and xi+k − xi−1 ≥ 1 (5.11)
provided i = i1 and k = k1.
In the same way we prove the existence of k2 ∈ {0, ..., n} and i2 ∈ {0, ..., n + 1 − k2} such that
xi2+k2 − xi2 ≤ 1,
|∆nh[S 2]| ≤ 2n |∆k2h[xi2 , ..., xi2+k2]|, (5.12)
and (5.11) holds provided i = i2 and k = k2.
Let us pick ` ∈ {1, 2} such that
|∆k`h[xi` , ..., xi`+k`]| = max{|∆k1h[xi1 , ..., xi1+k1]|, |∆k2h[xi2 , ..., xi2+k2]|} .
Inequalities (5.8), (5.9) and (5.12) tell us that
|∆n+1h[S ]| ≤ 2n (|∆k1h[xi1 , ..., xi1+k1]| + |∆k2h[xi2 , ..., xi2+k2]|)/ diam S ≤ 2n+1
|∆k`h[xi` , ..., xi`+k`]|
diam S
.
Thus,
|∆n+1h[S ]| ≤ 2n+1 |∆kh[xi, ..., xi+k]|/ diam S
provided i = i` and k = k`. Furthermore, k ∈ {0, ..., n}, i ∈ {0, ..., n + 1− k}, and the statement (5.11)
holds for these i and k. This proves the lemma for n + 1 completing the proof. 
The next two lemmas are variants of results proven in [22].
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Lemma 5.5 Let m ∈ N, p ∈ [1,∞) and k ∈ {0, ...,m − 1}. Let I ⊂ R be a bounded interval, and
let z0, ..., zm−1 be m distinct points in I. Then for every function F ∈ Lmp (R) and every x ∈ I the
following inequality
|F(k)(x)|p ≤ C(m)p
|I|(m−k)p−1
∫
I
|F(m)(s)|p ds +
m−1∑
j=k
|I|( j−k)p |∆ jF[z0, ..., z j]|p
 (5.13)
holds.
Proof. Since F|I ∈ C j[I] for every j ∈ {k, ...,m − 1}, property (2.6) implies the existence of a
point y j ∈ I such that
∆ jF[z0, ..., z j] =
1
j!
F( j)(y j). (5.14)
The Newton-Leibniz formula tells us that
F( j)(y) = F( j)(y j) +
y∫
y j
F( j+1)(s) ds for every y ∈ I .
Hence,
|F( j)(y)| ≤ |F( j)(y j)| +
∫
I
|F( j+1)(s)| ds, y ∈ I. (5.15)
We apply this inequality to y = x and j = k, and obtain that
|F(k)(x)| ≤ |F(k)(yk)| +
∫
I
|F(k+1)(s)| ds .
Inequality (5.15) implies that
|F(k+1)(s)| ≤ |F(k+1)(yk+1)| +
∫
I
|F(k+2)(t)| dt for every s ∈ I,
so that
|F(k)(x)| ≤ |F(k)(yk)| + |I| |F(k+1)(yk+1)| + |I|
∫
I
|F(k+2)(t)| dt.
Repeating this inequality m − k − 1 times, we get
|F(k)(x)| ≤
m−1∑
j=k
|I| j−k |F( j)(y j)| + |I|m−k−1
∫
I
|F(m)(s)| ds.
Hence, by the Ho¨lder inequality,
|F(k)(x)| ≤
m−1∑
j=k
|I| j−k |F( j)(y j)| + |I|m−k−1 |I|1−1/p

∫
I
|F(m)(s)|p ds

1/p
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so that
|F(k)(x)|p ≤ (m − k + 1)p−1

m−1∑
j=k
|I|( j−k)p |F( j)(y j)|p + |I|(m−k)p−1
∫
I
|F(m)(s)|p ds
 .
This inequality together with (5.14) imply (5.13) proving the lemma. 
Lemma 5.6 Let Z = {z0, ..., zm} be an (m + 1)-point subset of R, and let g be a function on Z. Then
for every k = 0, ...,m − 1, and every S ⊂ Z with #S = k + 1 the following inequality
|∆kg[S ]| ≤ C(m)
m∑
j=k
(diam Z) j−k · |∆ jg[z0, ..., z j]|
holds.
Proof. Let I = [min Z,max Z]. Then I ⊃ Z and |I| = diam Z. Let LZ[g] be the Lagrange
polynomial of degree at most m which agrees with g at Z. We know that
∆mg[Z] =
1
m!
(LZ[g])(m), (5.16)
see (2.5). We also know that there exists ξ ∈ I such that
∆kg[S ] =
1
k!
(LZ[g])(k)(ξ). (5.17)
We apply Lemma 5.5 to the function F = LZ[g], points {z0, ..., zm} and p = 1. This lemma and
(5.17) tell us that
|∆kg[S ]| ≤ C(m)
|I|(m−k)−1
∫
I
|(LZ[g])(m)(s)| ds +
m−1∑
j=k
|I| j−k |∆ j(LZ[g])[z0, ..., z j]|
 .
This inequality and (5.16) imply that
|∆kg[S ]| ≤ C(m)
|I|m−k |∆mg[Z]| +
m−1∑
j=k
|I| j−k |∆ jg[z0, ..., z j]|

proving the lemma. 
Integrating both sides of inequality (5.13) on I (with respect to x), we obtain the following
Lemma 5.7 In the settings of Lemma 5.5, the following inequality
∫
I
|F(k)(x)|p dx ≤ C(m)p
|I|(m−k)p
∫
I
|F(m)(s)|p ds +
m−1∑
j=k
|I|( j−k)p+1 |∆ jF[z0, ..., z j]|p

holds.
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Lemma 5.8 Let p ∈ [1,∞) and m, n ∈ N, m < n. Let S = {y0, ..., yn} where {yi}ni=0 is a strictly
increasing sequence of points in R. Suppose that there exists ` ∈ N, m ≤ ` ≤ n, such that
y` − y0 ≤ 2 but y`+1 − y0 > 2.
Then for every function g defined on S and every k ∈ {0, ...,m − 1} the following inequality
|∆kg[y0, ..., yk]|p ≤ C(m)p
m∑
j=k
`− j∑
i=0
min {1, yi+m − yi}
∣∣∣∆ jg[yi, ..., yi+ j]∣∣∣p (5.18)
holds. (We recall that, according to our convention (1.2), yi = +∞ provided i > n.)
Proof. Let
A =
m∑
j=k
`− j∑
i=0
min {1, yi+m − yi}
∣∣∣∆ jg[yi, ..., yi+ j]∣∣∣p , (5.19)
and let V = {y0, ..., y`}. Theorem 1.6 tells us that there exists a function G ∈ Lmp (R) such that
G|V = g|V and
‖G‖pLmp (R) ≤ C(m)p
`−m∑
i=0
(yi+m − yi) |∆mg[yi, ..., yi+m]|p.
Note that yi+m − yi ≤ y` − y0 ≤ 2 provided 0 ≤ i ≤ ` − m, so that yi+m − yi ≤ 2 min{1, yi+m − yi}.
Hence,
‖G‖pLmp (R) ≤ C(m)p
`−m∑
i=0
min{1, yi+m − yi} |∆mg[yi, ..., yi+m]|p ≤ C(m)p A . (5.20)
We also note that, thanks to (2.6), for every there exists x¯ ∈ [y0, yk] such that
∆kg[y0, ..., yk] =
1
k!
G(k)(x¯) . (5.21)
(Recall that 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1.)
Let I = [y0, y`]. We proceed by cases.
The first case: y` − y0 ≤ 1.
Let
z j = y`−m+1+ j, j = 0, ...,m − 1. (5.22)
Since x¯, z0, ..., zm−1 ∈ I, property (5.21) and Lemma 5.5 imply that
|∆kg[y0, ..., yk]|p ≤ C(m)p
|I|(m−k)p−1
∫
I
|G(m)(s)|p ds +
m−1∑
j=k
|I|( j−k)p |∆ jG[z0, ..., z j]|p
 . (5.23)
Note that |I| = y` − y0 ≤ 1 and (m − k)p − 1 ≥ 0 because 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1 and p ≥ 1. Therefore,
|I|(m−k)p−1 ≤ 1 and |I|( j−k)p ≤ 1 for every j = k, ...,m − 1.
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This observation and inequalities (5.23), (5.22) and (5.20) tell us that
|∆kg[y0, ..., yk]|p ≤ C(m)p
A +
m−1∑
j=k
|∆ jg[y`−m+1, ..., y`−m+1+ j]|p
 .
Since y` − y0 ≤ 1 and y`+1 − y0 > 2, we have min{1, y`+1 − y`−m+1} = 1 so that
|∆kg[y0, ..., yk]|p ≤ C(m)p
A +
m−1∑
j=k
min{1, y`+1 − y`−m+1} |∆ jg[y`−m+1, ..., y`−m+1+ j]|p

≤ C(m)p {A + A}
proving inequality (5.18) in the case under consideration.
The second case: y` − y0 > 1.
We know that 1 < |I| = y` − y0 ≤ 2. In this case inequality (5.2) and (5.21) tell us that
|∆kg[y0, ..., yk]| = 1k! |G
(k)(x¯)| ≤ 2p
∫
I
(
|G(k)(y)|p + |G(k+1)(y)|p
)
dy. (5.24)
Let
Jν = [yν, yν+m], ν = 0, ..., ` − m.
Since Jν ⊂ I = [y0, y`], we have
|Jν| ≤ |I| = y` − y0 ≤ 2 for every ν = 0, ..., ` − m. (5.25)
Let us apply Lemma 5.7 to the interval Jν, points zi = yν+i, i = 0, ...,m − 1, and the function
F = G. This lemma tells us that
∫
Jν
|G(k)(y)|p dy ≤ C(m)p
|Jν|(m−k)p
∫
Jν
|G(m)(s)|p ds +
m−1∑
j=k
|Jν|( j−k)p+1 |∆ jg[yν, ..., yν+ j]|p

≤ C(m)p

∫
Jν
|G(m)(s)|p ds +
m−1∑
j=k
|Jν| |∆ jg[yν, ..., yν+ j]|p
 .
Since |Jν| ≤ 2, see (5.25), the following inequality
∫
Jν
|G(k)(y)|p dy ≤ C(m)p

∫
Jν
|G(m)(s)|p ds +
m−1∑
j=k
min{1, yν+m − yν} |∆ jg[yν, ..., yν+ j]|p
 (5.26)
holds for every ν = 0, ..., ` − m.
In the same way we prove that
∫
Jν
|G(k+1)(y)|p dy ≤ C(m)p

∫
Jν
|G(m)(s)|p ds +
m−1∑
j=k+1
min{1, yν+m − yν} |∆ jg[yν, ..., yν+ j]|p
 (5.27)
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provided k ≤ m − 2 and ν = 0, ..., ` − m.
Finally, we note that I = [y0, y`] ⊂ ∪{Jν : ν = 0, ..., ` − m}. This inclusion, inequalities (5.24),
(5.26) and (5.27) imply that
|∆kg[y0, ..., yk]|p ≤ C(m)p

`−m∑
ν=0
∫
Jν
|G(m)(s)|p ds +
`−m∑
ν=0
m−1∑
j=k
min{1, yν+m − yν} |∆ jg[yν, ..., yν+ j]|p

= C(m)p {A1 + A2}.
Clearly,
A2 =
`−m∑
ν=0
m−1∑
j=k
min{1, yν+m − yν} |∆ jg[yν, ..., yν+ j]|p =
m−1∑
j=k
`−m∑
i=0
min{1, yi+m − yi} |∆ jg[yi, ..., yi+ j]|p
so that A2 ≤ A, see definition (5.19).
Since the covering multiplicity of the family {Jν}`−mν=0 is bounded by m + 1,
A1 =
`−m∑
ν=0
∫
Jν
|G(m)(s)|p ds ≤ (m + 1)
∫
R
|G(m)(s)|p ds = (m + 1) ‖G‖pLmp (R) ≤ C(m)p A.
See (5.20). Hence,
|∆kg[y0, ..., yk]|p ≤ C(m)p {A1 + A2} ≤ C(m)p A
proving the lemma in the second case.
The proof of the lemma is complete. 
The next lemma shows that inequality (5.5) of Assumption 5.2 has a certain self-improvement
property.
Lemma 5.9 Let {xi}ni=0, n ≥ m, be a finite strictly increasing sequence in R, and let S = {x0, ..., xn}.
Then for every function g on S and every k ∈ {0, ...,m} the following inequality
n−k∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi+k−m}
∣∣∣∆kg[xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p ≤ C(m)p m∑
j=k
n− j∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆ jg[xi, ..., xi+ j]∣∣∣p
holds. (We recall our Convention 5.3: xi = −∞, if i < 0, and xi = +∞ if i > n).
Proof. For k = m the lemma is obvious.
Fix k ∈ {0, ...,m − 1} and set
αk =
m∑
j=k
n− j∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆ jg[xi, ..., xi+ j]∣∣∣p (5.28)
and
Ak =
n−k∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi+k−m}
∣∣∣∆kg[xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p .
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Clearly, Ak ≤ αk + Bk where
Bk =
n−k∑
i=0
min {1, xi+k − xi+k−m}
∣∣∣∆kg[xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p .
Prove that Bk ≤ C(m)p αk.
We introduce a partition {I j : j = 1, 2, 3} of the set {0, ..., n − k} as follows: Let
I1 = {i ∈ {0, ..., n − k} : xi+k − xi+k−m ≤ 2},
I2 = {i ∈ {0, ..., n − k} : xi+k − xi+k−m > 2 and xi+m − xi > 1}
and
I3 = {i ∈ {0, ..., n − k} : xi+k − xi+k−m > 2 and xi+m − xi ≤ 1}.
Let
B(ν)k =
∑
i∈Iν
min {1, xi+k − xi+k−m}
∣∣∣∆kg[xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p , ν = 1, 2, 3 (5.29)
provided Iν , ∅; otherwise, we set B(ν)k = 0.
Clearly, Bk = B
(1)
k + B
(2)
k + B
(3)
k . Prove that
B(ν)k ≤ C(m)p αk for every ν = 1, 2, 3.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that Iν , ∅ for each ν = 1, 2, 3.
First we estimate B(1)k . We note that i + k − m ≥ 0 for each i ∈ I1; otherwise xi+k−m = −∞ (see
Convention 5.3) which contradicts the inequality xi+k − xi+k−m ≤ 2.
Fix i ∈ I1 and put
z j = xi+k−m+ j, j = 0, ...,m.
Let and Z = {z0, ..., zm}. Note that diam Z = xi+k − xi+k−m ≤ 2 because i ∈ I1. We apply Lemma 5.6
to the set Z and set S = {xi, ..., xi+k}, and obtain that
|∆kg[xi, ..., xi+k]|p ≤ C(m)p

m∑
j=k
(diam Z) j−k |∆ jg[z0, ..., z j]|

p
≤ C(m)p
m∑
j=k
|∆ jg[z0, ..., z j]|p = C(m)p
m∑
j=k
|∆ jg[xi+k−m, ..., xi+k−m+ j]|p.
This enables us to estimate B(1)k as follows:
B(1)k =
∑
i∈I1
min {1, xi+k − xi+k−m}
∣∣∣∆kg[xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p
≤ C(m)p
∑
i∈I1
min {1, xi+k − xi+k−m}
m∑
j=0
|∆ jg[xi+k−m, ..., xi+k−m+ j]|p
= C(m)p
m∑
j=0
∑
i∈I1
min {1, xi+k − xi+k−m} |∆ jg[xi+k−m, ..., xi+k−m+ j]|p ≤ C(m)p αk.
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See (5.28).
Let us estimate B(2)k . Since xi+k − xi+k−m > 2 for every i ∈ I2, we have
B(2)k =
∑
i∈I2
∣∣∣∆kg[xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p .
See (5.29). We also know that xi+m − xi > 1 for each i ∈ I2 so that
B(2)k =
∑
i∈I2
min{1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆kg[xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p .
This equality and definition (5.28) imply that B(2)k ≤ αk.
It remains to prove that B(3)k ≤ C(m)p αk. We recall that
xi+k − xi+k−m > 2 and xi+m − xi ≤ 1 for every i ∈ I3. (5.30)
Let
Ti = [xi+k−m, xi+k], i ∈ I3.
We recall that xi+k−m = −∞ if i + k − m < 0 according to our convention given in the formulation
of the lemma. Thus, Ti = (−∞, xi+k] for each i ∈ I3, i < m − k.
Let T = {Ti : i ∈ I3}. Note that
|T | > 2 for each T ∈ T , see (5.30).
We also note that i ≤ n−m provided i ∈ I3; in fact, otherwise i+m > n and xi+m = +∞ (according
to Convention 5.3) which contradicts to inequality xi+m − xi ≤ 1. In particular, i + k ≤ n for every
i ∈ I3 so that xi+k < +∞, i ∈ I3. Thus,
T is a finite family of bounded from above intervals.
Clearly, given i0 ∈ I3, there are at most 2m + 2 intervals Ti from T such that Ti0 ∩ Ti , ∅. This
property and Lemma 4.14 imply the existence of subfamilies {T1, ...,Tκ}, κ ≤ 2m+3, of the family
T such that:
(i) For each j ∈ {1, ..., κ} the intervals of the family T j are pairwise disjoint;
(ii) T j1 ∩ T j2 = ∅ for distinct j1, j2 ∈ {0, ..., κ};
(iii) T = ∪{T j : j = 0, ..., κ}.
Fix j ∈ {0, ..., κ} and consider the family T j. This is a finite family of pairwise disjoint closed
and bounded from above intervals in R. We know that |T | > 2 for each T ∈ T j. This enables us to
partition T j into two families, say T (1)j and T (2)j , with the following properties:
the distance between any two distinct intervals T,T ′ ∈ T (ν)j is at least 2.
Here ν = 1 or 2.
For instance, we can produce the families T (1)j and T (2)j by (i) enumerating the intervals from T j
in “increasing order” (recall that these intervals are disjoint) and (ii) setting T (1)j to be the family of
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intervals from T j with the odd index, and T (2)j to be the family of intervals from T j with the even
index.
These observations enables us to make the following assumption:
Without loss of generality, we may suppose that the family T = {Ti : i ∈ I3} has the following
property:
dist(T,T ′) > 2 for every T,T ′ ∈ T , T , T ′. (5.31)
We recall that Ti = [xi+k−m, xi+k], so that xi ∈ Ti, i ∈ I3. This and property (5.31) imply that
|xi − x j| > 2 provided i, j ∈ I3 and i , j. Hence,
[xi, xi + 2] ∩ [x j, x j + 2] = ∅, i, j ∈ I3, i , j. (5.32)
We also note that, given i ∈ I3 there exists a positive integer `i ∈ [m, n] such that
x`i − xi ≤ 2 but x`i+1 − xi > 2. (5.33)
This is immediate from inequality xi+m − xi ≤ 1, i ∈ I3, see (5.30). (In general, it may happen that
`i = n; in this case, according to Convention 5.3, x`i+1 = +∞.)
Let us apply Lemma 5.8 to the function g, points yi = xi+ j, j = 0, ..., n− i, and the number ` = `i.
This lemma tells us that the following inequality
|∆kg[xi, ..., xi+k]|p ≤ C(m)p
m∑
j=k
`i− j∑
ν=i
min {1, xν+m − xν}
∣∣∣∆ jg[xν, ..., xν+ j]∣∣∣p
holds. This inequality and the property xi+k − xi+k−m > 2, i ∈ I3, imply that
B(3)k =
∑
i∈I3
min {1, xi+k − xi+k−m}
∣∣∣∆kg[xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p = ∑
i∈I3
∣∣∣∆kg[xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p
≤ C(m)p
m∑
j=k
∑
i∈I3
`i− j∑
ν=i
min {1, xν+m − xν}
∣∣∣∆ jg[xν, ..., xν+ j]∣∣∣p = C(m)p m∑
j=k
Y j .
Note that, given j ∈ {0, ...,m} and i ∈ I3, the points xi, ..., x`i ∈ [xi, xi + 2], see (5.33). By this
property and by (5.32), for every i′, i′′ ∈ I3, i′ , i′′, the families of indexes {i′, ..., `i′} and {i′′, ..., `i′′}
are disjoint. Hence,
Y j =
∑
i∈I3
`i− j∑
ν=i
min {1, xν+m − xν}
∣∣∣∆ jg[xν, ..., xν+ j]∣∣∣p ≤ n− j∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆ jg[xi, ..., xi+ j]∣∣∣p .
This inequality and (5.28) imply that
B(3)k ≤ C(m)p
m∑
j=k
n− j∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆ jg[xi, ..., xi+ j]∣∣∣p = C(m)p αk.
We have proved that B(ν)k ≤ C(m)p αk for each ν = 1, 2, 3. Hence,
Bk = B
(1)
k + B
(2)
k + B
(3)
k ≤ C(m)p αk
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proving that Ak ≤ αk + Bk ≤ C(m)p αk.
The proof of the lemma is complete. 
We turn to constructing of an almost optimal Wmp (R)-extension of the function f : E → R. We
recall that Assumption 5.2 holds for the function f .
We recall that JE = {Jk = (ak, bk) : k ∈ K}, see (4.5), is the family of pairwise disjoint
open intervals (bounded or unbounded) satisfying condition (4.6). We introduce a (perhaps empty)
subfamily GE of JE defined by
GE = {J ∈ JE : |J| > 4}. (5.34)
Given a bounded interval J = (aJ, bJ) ∈ GE, we put
nJ = b|J|/2c (5.35)
where b·c denotes the greatest integer function. Let `(J) = |J|/nJ; then 2 ≤ `(J) ≤ 3. We associate
to the interval J points
Y (J)n = aJ + `(J) · n, n = 1, ..., nJ − 1. (5.36)
We set Y (J)0 = aJ and Y
(J)
nJ = bJ and put
S J = {Y (J)1 , ...,Y (J)nJ−1} for every bounded interval J ∈ GE. (5.37)
Thus, the points Y (J)0 , ...,Y
(J)
nJ divide J = (aJ, bJ) in nJ subintervals (Y
(J)
n ,Y
(J)
n+1), n = 0, ..., nJ − 1,
of equal length (= `(J)). We know that
2 ≤ `(J) = Y (J)n+1 − Y (J)n ≤ 3 for every n = 0, ..., nJ − 1. (5.38)
Let J = (aJ, bJ) be an unbounded interval. (Clearly, J ∈ GE). In this case we set
Y (J)n = aJ + 2 · n, n ∈ N, (5.39)
provided J = (aJ,+∞), and
Y (J)n = bJ − 2 · n, n ∈ N, (5.40)
provided J = (−∞, bJ). In other words, we divide J in subintervals of length 2. Finally, we set
S J = {Y (J)n : n ∈ N} for every unbounded interval J ∈ GE. (5.41)
Let
G =
⋃
J∈GE
S J (5.42)
whenever GE , ∅, and G = ∅ otherwise. Clearly,
dist(E,G) ≥ 2. (5.43)
(Recall that dist(A, ∅) = +∞ provided A , ∅, so that (5.43) includes the case of G = ∅ as well).
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Let
E˜ = E ∪G. (5.44)
Note an important property of the set E˜ which is immediate from our construction of the families
S J, J ∈ GE:
dist(x, E˜) ≤ 2 for every x ∈ R. (5.45)
By f˜ : E˜ → R we denote the extension of f from E to E˜ by zero; thus,
f˜ (x) =
{
f (x), if x ∈ E,
0, if x ∈ G. (5.46)
Let us show that
f˜ ∈ Wmp (R)|E˜ and ‖ f˜ ‖Wmp (R)|E˜ ≤ C(m) λ.
Our proof of this statement relies on a series of auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 5.10 Let k ∈ {0, ...,m − 1} and let {yi}ki=0 be a strictly increasing sequence in E. Then
|∆k f [y0, ..., yk]| ≤ C(m) λ . (5.47)
Proof. We know that E contains at least m + 1 distinct points. Therefore, there exists a strictly
increasing sequence {xν}mν=0 in E containing the points y0, ..., yk. Thus, the set Y = {y0, ..., yk} is a
(k + 1)-point subset of the set X = {x0, ..., xm} ⊂ E such that x0 < ... < xm.
Property (F7) (i), Section 2.1 (with n = m) tells us that there exist non-negative numbers αν,
ν = 0, ...,m − k, such that α0 + ... + αm−k = 1, and
∆k f [Y] =
m−k∑
ν=0
αν ∆
k f [xν, ..., xν+k] .
Hence,
|∆k f [Y]|p ≤ (m + 1)p
m−k∑
ν=0
|∆k f [xν, ..., xν+k]|p.
We note that for every ν ∈ {0, ...,m − k} either ν + m > m or v + k − m < 0 (because 0 ≤ k < m).
Therefore, according to Convention 5.3, either xν+m = +∞ or xν+k−m = −∞ proving that
min{1, xν+m − xν+k−m} = 1 for all ν = 0, ...,m − k.
Thus,
|∆k f [Y]|p ≤ (m + 1)p
m−k∑
ν=0
min{1, xν+m − xν+k−m} |∆k f [xν, ..., xν+k]|p.
This inequality and Lemma 5.9 (with n = m) imply that
|∆k f [Y]|p ≤ C(m)p
m∑
j=k
m− j∑
i=0
min{1, xi+m − xi} |∆ j f [xi, ..., xi+ j]|p.
Finally, applying Assumption 5.2 to the right hand side of this inequality, we get the required
inequality (5.47) proving the lemma. 
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Lemma 5.11 For every finite strictly increasing sequence of points {yi}ni=0 ⊂ E˜, n ≥ m, the follow-
ing inequality
n−m∑
i=0
(yi+m − yi)
∣∣∣∆m f˜ [yi, ..., yi+m]∣∣∣p ≤ C(m)p λp
holds.
Proof. Let
A =
n−m∑
i=0
(yi+m − yi)
∣∣∣∆m f˜ [yi, ..., yi+m]∣∣∣p
and let
I1 = {i ∈ {0, ..., n − m} : yi+m − yi < 2} and I2 = {i ∈ {0, ..., n − m} : yi+m − yi ≥ 2}. (5.48)
Given j ∈ {1, 2}, let
A j =
∑
i∈I j
(yi+m − yi)
∣∣∣∆m f˜ [yi, ..., yi+m]∣∣∣p
provided I j , ∅, and let A j = 0 otherwise. Clearly, A = A1 + A2.
Prove that A1 ≤ 2 λp. This inequality is trivial if I1 = ∅. Let us assume that I1 , ∅. We introduce
two (perhaps empty) subfamilies of I1 by letting
I1,E = {i ∈ I1 : yi ∈ E} and I1,G = {i ∈ I1 : yi ∈ G}.
We recall that yi+m − yi < 2 for every i ∈ I1, and that dist(E,G) ≥ 2 (see (5.43)). These
inequalities imply that
yi, ..., yi+m ∈ E for every i ∈ I1,E, (5.49)
and
yi, ..., yi+m ∈ G for every i ∈ I1,G. (5.50)
Recall that f˜ |G ≡ 0 and f˜ |E = f , so that A1 = 0 if I1,E = ∅.
Suppose that I1,E , ∅. In this case (5.49), (5.50) and the property f˜ |G ≡ 0 imply that
A1 =
∑
i∈I1
(yi+m − yi)
∣∣∣∆m f˜ [yi, ..., yi+m]∣∣∣p = ∑
i∈I1,E
(yi+m − yi) |∆m f [yi, ..., yi+m]|p .
Hence,
A1 ≤ 2
∑
i∈I1,E
min{1, yi+m − yi} |∆m f [yi, ..., yi+m]|p (5.51)
because yi+m − yi < 2 for each i ∈ I1,E ⊂ I1.
Let
S =
⋃
i∈I1,E
{yi, ..., yi+m}. (5.52)
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We know that S ⊂ E, see (5.49). Furthermore, since {yi}ni=0 is a strictly increasing sequence, one
can consider S as a strictly increasing subsequence of {yi}ni=0. In other words, S can be represented
in the form
S = {yiν : ν = 0, ..., `}
where ` = #S and {iν}`ν=0 is a strictly increasing subsequence of non-negative integers. Since
I1,E , ∅ and S is a subsequence of {yi}ni=0, we have m ≤ ` ≤ n.
Let xν = yiν , ν = 0, ..., `. Definition (5.52) tells us that xν+ j = yiν+ j for every ν ∈ {0, ..., `} such
that iν ∈ I1,E. This property and (5.51) imply that
A1 ≤ 2
∑
ν: iν∈I1,E
min{1, yiν+m − yiν}
∣∣∣∆m f [yiν , ..., yiν+m]∣∣∣p = 2 ∑
ν: iν∈I1,E
min{1, xν+m − xν} |∆m f [xν, ..., xν+m]|p .
Hence,
A1 ≤ 2
∑`
v=0
min{1, xν+m − xν} |∆m f [xν, ..., xν+m]|p
so that, thanks to Assumption 5.2,
A1 ≤ 2 λp. (5.53)
Prove that A2 ≤ C(m)p λp. We may assume that the set I2 determined in (5.48) is not empty;
otherwise, A2 = 0.
Let i ∈ I2 and let Ti = [yi−m, yi+2m]. (We recall our Convention 5.3 concerning the values of y j
whenever i < {0, ..., n}.) Let
T = {Ti : i ∈ I2}.
Note that for each interval Ti0 ∈ T , there exist at most 6m + 1 intervals Ti ∈ T such that
Ti ∩ Ti0 , ∅. Lemma 4.14 tells us that we can partition T in at most κ ≤ 6m + 2 subfamilies
{T1, ...,Tκ} each consisting of pairwise disjoint intervals.
Using the same argument as at the end of the proof of Lemma 4.15, without loss of generality,
we may assume that
the family T itself consists of pairwise disjoint intervals, (5.54)
i.e., Ti ∩ T j , ∅ for every i, j ∈ I2, i , j. In particular, this property implies that
|i − j| > 3m for every i, j ∈ I2, i , j.
Fix i ∈ I2 and apply Lemma 5.4 to points {yi, ..., yi+m} and the function f˜ . (Recall that yi+m−yi > 2
for all i ∈ I2.) By this lemma,
there exist ki ∈ {0, ...,m − 1} and αi ∈ {0, ...,m − ki} such that yαi+ki − yαi ≤ 1
and
|∆m f˜ [yi, ..., yi+m]| ≤ 2m |∆ki f˜ [yαi , ..., yαi+ki]|/(yi+m − yi). (5.55)
Furthermore,
either αi + ki + 1 ≤ i + m and yαi+ki+1 − yαi ≥ 1, or αi ≥ i + 1 and yαi+ki − yαi−1 ≥ 1. (5.56)
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Since yi+m − yi > 2 and p > 1, inequality (5.55) implies that
(yi+m − yi)|∆m f˜ [yi, ..., yi+m]|p ≤ 2mp |∆ki f˜ [yαi , ..., yαi+ki]|p/(yi+m − yi)p−1 ≤ 2mp |∆ki f˜ [yαi , ..., yαi+ki]|p.
Moreover, since yαi+ki − yαi ≤ 1 and dist(E,G) ≥ 2 (see (5.43)), either the set {yαi , ..., yαi+ki} ⊂ E or
{yαi , ..., yαi+ki} ⊂ G.
Since f˜ ≡ 0 on G, we have
A2 =
∑
i∈I2
(yi+m − yi)
∣∣∣∆m f˜ [yi, ..., yi+m]∣∣∣p ≤ 2mp ∑
i∈I2,E
|∆ki f [yαi , ..., yαi+ki]|p (5.57)
where
I2,E = {i ∈ I2 : yαi , ..., yαi+ki ∈ E}. (5.58)
We recall that ki ∈ {0, ...,m − 1}, αi ∈ {0, ...,m − ki} for each i ∈ I2,E so that
yαi+m − yαi+ki−m ≥ max{yαi+ki+1 − yαi , yαi+ki − yαi−1}.
This inequality and property (5.56) imply that
yαi+m − yαi+ki−m ≥ 1 for every i ∈ I2,E. (5.59)
Let
H =
⋃
i∈ I2,E
{yαi , ..., yαi+ki} (5.60)
and let κ = #H.
We know that H ⊂ E, see (5.58). In turn, assumption (5.54) tells us that Ti ∩ T j = ∅ for every
i, j ∈ I2,E, i , j, which implies the following property:
{yαi , ..., yαi+ki}
⋂{yα j , ..., yα j+k j} = ∅ for all i, j ∈ I2,E, i , j.
In particular, {αi}i∈I2,E is a strictly increasing sequence, and
#I2,E ≤ #H = κ. (5.61)
Consider two cases.
The first case: κ ≥ m + 1.
Since {yi}ni=0 is a strictly increasing sequence, and H ⊂ E, we can consider the set H as a strictly
increasing subsequence of the sequence {yi}ni=0 whose elements lie in E. This enables us to represent
H in the form H = {x0, ..., xκ} where x0 < ... < xκ.
Furthermore, we know that for each i ∈ I2,E there exists a unique νi ∈ {0, ..., κ} such that yαi = xνi .
The sequence {νi}i∈I2,E is a strictly increasing sequence such that αi + j = νi + j for every j = 0, ..., ki.
See (5.58). Moreover, Since {xν}κν=0 is a strictly increasing subsequence of {yi}ni=0, we have
xνi+ j ≥ yαi+ j and xνi− j ≤ yαi− j for every j = 0, ...,m. (5.62)
Hence,
∆ki f [yαi , ..., yαi+ki] = ∆
ki f [xνi , ..., xνi+ki] for all i ∈ I2,E.
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Inequalities (5.59) and (5.62) imply that
xνi+m − xνi+ki−m ≥ yαi+m − yαi+ki−m ≥ 1
so that
|∆ki f [yαi , ..., yαi+ki]|p = min{1, xνi+m − xνi+ki−m}|∆ki f [xνi , ..., xνi+ki]|p, i ∈ I2,E.
This equality and (5.57) imply the following estimate of A2:
A2 ≤ 2mp
∑
i∈I2,E
min{1, xνi+m − xνi+ki−m}|∆ki f [xνi , ..., xνi+ki]|p.
Hence,
A2 ≤ 2mp
m∑
k=0
n−k∑
ν=0
min{1, xν+m − xν+k−m}|∆k f [xν, ..., xν+k]|p (5.63)
where n = κ − 1. We know that in the case under consideration n ≥ m.
We apply Lemma 5.9 which tells us that for every k ∈ {0, ...,m} the following inequality
n−k∑
ν=0
min {1, xν+m − xν+k−m}
∣∣∣∆k f [xν, ..., xν+k]∣∣∣p ≤ C(m)p m∑
j=k
n− j∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆ j f [xi, ..., xi+ j]∣∣∣p
holds. On the other hand, by Assumption 5.2,
m∑
j=k
n−k∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆ j f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p ≤ λp (5.64)
proving that
n−k∑
ν=0
min {1, xν+m − xν+k−m}
∣∣∣∆k f [xν, ..., xν+k]∣∣∣p ≤ C(m)p λp for every k ∈ {0, ...,m}.
This inequality and (5.63) imply the required inequality
A2 ≤ 2mp(m + 1) C(m)p λp.
The second case: κ ≤ m.
Let us see that in this case A2 ≤ C(m)p λp as well. We prove this by showing that each item in
the right hand side of inequality (5.57) is bounded by C(m)p λp.
Let us fix i ∈ I2,E, and consider the sequence {yαi , ..., yαi+ki} ⊂ E. Definition (5.60) tells us that
0 < ki ≤ #H − 1 = κ − 1 ≤ m − 1.
We apply Lemma 5.10 to the sequence {yαi , ..., yαi+ki} ⊂ E and obtain the following inequality:
|∆ki f [yαi , ..., yαi+ki]| ≤ C(m) λ. (5.65)
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This and (5.57) imply that
A2 ≤ 2mp C(m)p λp · #I2,E.
But #I2,E ≤ #H = κ ≤ m, see (5.61), proving the required inequality A2 ≤ C(m)p λp in the
second case.
Thus, we have proved that in the both cases A2 ≤ C(m)p λp. Finally,
A = A1 + A2 ≤ 2λ + C(m)p λ = (2 + C(m)p) λp,
and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Combining Lemma 5.11 with Theorem 1.7, we conclude that there exists a function F ∈ Lmp (R)
with
‖F‖Lmp (R) ≤ C(m) λ (5.66)
such that F|E˜ = f˜ . Since f˜ |E = f , the function F is an extension of f from E to all of R, i.e.,
F|E = f . We denote the extension F by
F = ExtE( f : Wmp (R)). (5.67)
Thus,
ExtE( f : Wmp (R)) = ExtE˜ ( f˜ : L
m
p (R)), (5.68)
see definition (4.94).
Let ε = 3 and let A be a maximal ε-net in E˜; thus A is a subset of E˜ having the following
properties:
(F1) |a − a′| ≥ 3 for every a, a′ ∈ A, a , a′;
(F2) dist(y, A) < 3 for every y ∈ E˜.
Now, properties (5.45) and (F2) imply that
dist(x, A) ≤ 5 for every x ∈ R. (5.69)
This inequality and property (F1) enable us to represent the set A as a certain bi-infinite strongly
increasing sequence {ai}+∞i=−∞ in E˜. Thus,
A = {ai}+∞i=−∞ where ai ∈ E˜ and ai < ai+1 for all i ∈ Z. (5.70)
Furthermore, thanks to (F1) and(5.69),
ai → −∞ as i→ −∞, and ai → +∞ as i→ +∞, (5.71)
and
3 ≤ ai+1 − ai ≤ 10 for every i ∈ Z. (5.72)
Of course, the first inequality in (5.72) is immediate from (F1). Prove the second inequality.
Let bi = (ai + ai+1)/2. Since ai, ai+1 are two consecutive points of the sequence A = {ai}+∞i=−∞ ⊂ E˜,
and bi ∈ [ai, ai+1], we have
dist(bi, A) = dist(bi, {ai, ai+1}).
Hence, by (5.69), dist(bi, {ai, ai+1}) ≤ 5, so that (ai+1 − ai)/2 ≤ 5 proving (5.72).
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Lemma 5.12 For every function g ∈ Lmp (R) such that g|G ≡ 0 (see (5.42)) the following inequality
‖g‖pLp(R) ≤ C(m)p
‖g‖pLmp (R) +
i=+∞∑
i=−∞
|g(ai)|p
 (5.73)
holds.
Proof. Fix N > m and prove that
IntN =
aN∫
a−N
|g(t)|p dt ≤ C(m)p
‖g‖pLmp (R) +
i=+∞∑
i=−∞
|g(ai)|p
 . (5.74)
In the proof of this inequality we use some ideas of the work [22, p. 451]. Let i ∈ Z, −N ≤
i ≤ N − m + 1, and let Ti = [ai, ai+m−1]. We apply Lemma 5.7 to the interval Ti and the function g
taking k = 0 and z j = ai+ j, j = 0, ...,m − 1. This lemma tells us that
∫
Ti
|g(t)|p dt ≤ C(m)p
|Ti|mp
∫
Ti
|g(m)(s)|p ds +
m−1∑
j=0
|Ti| jp+1 |∆ jg[ai, ..., ai+ j]|p
 .
We note that |aν − aµ| ≥ 3 for every ν, µ ∈ {i, ..., i + m − 1}, ν , µ, see (5.72), so that, by (2.4),
|∆ jg[ai, ..., ai+ j]| ≤
m−1∑
j=0
|g(ai+ j)|.
Since ai+1 − ai ≤ 10 for every i ∈ Z (see again (5.72)), we have |Ti| = ai+m−1 − ai ≤ 10(m − 1).
Hence,
∫
Ti
|g(t)|p dt ≤ C(m)p

∫
Ti
|g(m)(s)|p ds +
m−1∑
j=0
|g(ai+ j)|p
 for every − N ≤ i ≤ N − m + 1.
This inequality implies the following estimate of IntN (see (5.74)):
IntN ≤
N−m+1∑
i=−N
∫
Ti
|g(t)|p dt ≤ C(m)p

N−m+1∑
i=−N
∫
Ti
|g(m)(s)|p ds +
N−m+1∑
i=−N
m−1∑
j=0
|g(ai+ j)|p
 .
Note that given i0 ∈ Z, −N ≤ i0 ≤ N, there exist at most 2(m − 1) intervals from the family
of intervals {Ti : i = −N, ...,N − m + 1} which have common points with the interval Ti0 . This
observation implies the following estimate of IntN:
IntN ≤ C(m)p

aN∫
a−N
|g(m)(s)|p ds +
N∑
i=−N
|g(ai)|p
 ≤ C(m)p

∫
R
|g(m)(s)|p ds +
+∞∑
i=−∞
|g(ai)|p
 .
But, thanks to (5.71), IntN → ‖g‖pLp(R) as N → ∞ proving inequality (5.73).
The proof of the lemma is complete. 
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Lemma 5.13 The following inequality
‖F‖Lp(R) ≤ C(m) λ (5.75)
holds.
Proof. Let {ai}+∞i=−∞ be the strictly increasing sequence defined in (5.70), and let
L = {i ∈ Z : ai ∈ E}. (5.76)
We know that
F|E˜ = f˜ , f˜ |E˜\E ≡ 0 and f˜ |E = f .
Thus, F(ai) = f (ai) for each i ∈ L, and F(ai) = 0 for each i ∈ Z \ L. We apply Lemma 5.12 (taking
g = F) and get
‖F‖pLp(R) ≤ C(m)p
{
‖F‖pLmp (R) + B
}
(5.77)
where
B =
∑
i∈L
| f (ai)|p provided L , ∅, and B = 0 otherwise. (5.78)
Inequalities (5.66) and (5.77) imply that
‖F‖pLp(R) ≤ C(m)p {λp + B}. (5.79)
Prove that
B ≤ C(m)p λp. (5.80)
Indeed, this is trivial whenever L = ∅ (because B = 0.) Assume that L , ∅. Without loss of
generality, we may also assume that L is finite.
Lemma 5.10 (with k = 0) tells us that
| f (ai)| ≤ C(m) λ for every i ∈ L,
so that (5.80) holds provided #L ≤ m.
Suppose that #L ≥ m+1. For simplicity of notation, we may assume that in this case L = {0, ..., n}
where n = #L ≥ m + 1. Thus
B =
n∑
i=0
| f (ai)|p
where {ai}ni=0 is a strictly increasing sequence in E such that ai+1 − ai ≥ 3 for all i = 0, ..., n− 1. See
(5.72). Hence,
B =
n∑
i=0
min{1, ai+m − ai} |∆0 f [ai]|p.
(We recall our Convention 5.3 which for the case of the sequence {ai}ni=0 states that ai = +∞
provided i > n.) Therefore, by Assumption 5.2, B ≤ λp.
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Thus, (5.80) holds. This inequality together with (5.79) imply (5.75) proving the lemma. 
Proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.2.
It is well known that
‖F‖Wmp (R) =
m∑
k=0
‖F(k)‖Lp(R) ≤ C(m) (‖F‖Lp(R) + ‖F‖Lmp (R)). (5.81)
We have proved that every function f on E can be extended to a function F : R→ R such that
‖F‖Lmp (R) + ‖F‖Lp(R) ≤ C(m) λ
provided Assumption 5.2 holds. See (5.66) and Lemma 5.13. Hence we conclude that F ∈ Wmp (R)
and ‖F‖Wmp (R) ≤ C(m) λ.
Since F|E = f , we have f ∈ Wmp (R)|E. Furthermore, by definitions (1.1) and (5.4),
‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E ≤ ‖F‖Wmp (R) ≤ C(m) λ = C(m)Wm,p( f : E)
proving the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.2. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete. 
5.3. Wmp (R)-functions on sequences of points.
In this section we prove Theorem 1.3. Let p ∈ (1,∞) and let E = {xi}`2i=`1 be a strictly increasing
sequence of points in R where `1, `2 ∈ Z∪{±∞}, `1 ≤ `2. In this case we assume that the following
version of convention (1.2) holds.
Convention 5.14 xi = +∞ whenever i > `2.
In particular, this convention leads us to a certain simplification of the formula (1.6) for the
quantity W˜m,p( f : E) whenever E is a finite subset of R consisting of at most m points.
Indeed, let 0 ≤ n < m and let E = {x0, ..., xn} where x0 < ... < xn. In this case
mE = min{m, #E − 1} = n
(see (1.5)), so that
W˜m,p( f : E) =

n∑
k=0
n−k∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p

1
p
.
Clearly, i + m > n for each 0 ≤ i ≤ n so that, according to Convention 5.14, xi+m = +∞.
Therefore min{1, xi+m − xi} = 1 for every i = 0, ..., n, proving that
W˜m,p( f : E) =

n∑
k=0
n−k∑
i=0
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p

1/p
.
Hence,
W˜m,p( f : E) ∼ max{ |∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]| : k = 0, ..., n, i = 0, ..., n − k} (5.82)
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with constants in this equivalence depending only m.
We turn to the proof of the necessity part of Theorem 1.3.
(Necessity.) First, consider the case of a set E ⊂ R with #E ≤ m. Let 0 ≤ n < m, and let
E = {x0, ..., xn}, x0 < ... < xn.
Let f be a function on E, and let F ∈ Wmp (R) be a function on R such that F|E = f . Fix
k ∈ {0, ..., n} and i ∈ {0, ..., n− k}. Let us apply Lemma 5.1 to the function G = F, I = R, q = p and
S = {xi, ..., xi+k}. This lemma tells us that
|∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]|p ≤ 2p
∫
R
(
|F(k)(y)|p + |F(k+1)(y)|p
)
dy ≤ 2p+1 ‖F‖pWmp (R)
proving that
|∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]| ≤ 4 ‖F‖Wmp (R) for all k ∈ {0, ..., n} and i ∈ {0, ..., n − k}.
These inequalities and equivalence (5.82) imply that W˜m,p( f : E) ≤ C(m) ‖F‖Wmp (R). Taking the
infimum in this inequality over all function F ∈ Wmp (R) such that F|E = f , we obtain the required
inequality
W˜m,p( f : E) ≤ C(m) ‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E . (5.83)
This proves the necessity in the case under consideration.
We turn to the case of a sequence E containing at least m + 1 elements. In this case
mE = min{m, #E − 1} = m (see (1.5)).
The necessity part of Theorem 1.2 tells us that for every function f ∈ Wmp (R)|E the following
inequality
Wm,p( f : E) ≤ C(m) ‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E (5.84)
holds. We recall thatWm,p( f : E) is the quantity defined by (1.3).
Comparing (1.3) with (1.6) we conclude that W˜m,p( f : E) ≤ Wm,p( f : E). This inequality and
inequality (5.84) imply (5.83) completing the proof of the necessity part of Theorem 1.3. 
(Sufficiency.) We will consider the following two main cases.
Case 1. #E > m.
We recall that E = {xi}`2i=`1 is a strictly increasing sequence in R. Since E contains at least m + 1
element, `1 + m ≤ `2. Furthermore, in this case mE = min{m, #E − 1} = m.
Let f be a function on E satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1.3, i.e.,
λ˜ = W˜m,p( f : E) < ∞.
This inequality and definition (1.6) enable us to make the following
Assumption 5.15 The following inequality
m∑
k=0
`2−k∑
i=`1
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p ≤ λ˜p
holds.
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Our aim is to show that
f ∈ Wmp (R)|E and ‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E ≤ C(m) λ˜.
We prove these properties of f using a slight modification of the proof of the sufficiency part
of Theorem 1.2 given in Section 5.2. More specifically, we only implement minor changes into
Lemma 5.10 and Lemma 5.11 related to replacing in their proofs the constant λwith the constant λ˜,
Assumption 5.2 with Assumption 5.15, and using tuples of consecutive elements of the sequence
E = {xi}`2i=`1 (rather then arbitrary finite subsequences of E which we used in Lemmas 5.10 and
5.11.)
We begin with an analogue of Lemma 5.10.
Lemma 5.16 Let k ∈ {0, ...,m−1}, ν ∈ Z, `1 ≤ ν ≤ `2−k, and let {yi}ni=0 = {xν+i}ni=0 where n = `2−ν.
Then
|∆k f [y0, ..., yk]| ≤ C(m) λ˜ . (5.85)
Proof. Let S = {y0, ..., yn}. If ym − y0 ≥ 2, then
A = |∆k f [y0, ..., yk]|p = min{1, ym − y0} |∆k f [y0, ..., yk]|p = min{1, xν+m − xν} |∆k f [xν, ..., xν+k]|p
so that, thanks to Assumption 5.15, A ≤ λ˜p.
Now let ym − y0 < 2, and let ` be a positive integer, m ≤ ` ≤ n, such that y` − y0 ≤ 2 but
y`+1 − y0 > 2. (We recall that, according to Convention 5.14, xi = +∞ whenever i > `2, so that
yi = +∞ if i > n.)
Now, Lemma 5.8 tells us that
A ≤ C(m)p
m∑
j=0
`− j∑
i=0
min {1, yi+m − yi}
∣∣∣∆ j f [yi, ..., yi+ j]∣∣∣p
= C(m)p
m∑
j=0
`− j∑
i=0
min {1, xν+i+m − xν+i}
∣∣∣∆ j f [xν+i, ..., xν+i+m]∣∣∣p .
This inequality and Assumption 5.15 imply (5.85) proving the lemma. 
We turn to the analogue of Lemma 5.11. We recall that the set G defined by (5.42) consists of
isolated points of R. (Moreover, the distance between any two distinct points of G is at least 1.)
Since E = {xi}`2i=`1 is a strictly increasing sequence of points, the set E˜ = E ∪G (see (5.44)) can be
represented as a certain bi-infinite strictly increasing sequence of points:
E˜ = {ti}+∞i=−∞. (5.86)
We also recall that the function f˜ : E˜ → R is defined by formula (5.46).
Lemma 5.17 Let ` ∈ Z, n ∈ N, n ≥ m, and let yi = ti+`, i = 0, ..., n. Then the following inequality
n−m∑
i=0
(yi+m − yi)
∣∣∣∆m f˜ [yi, ..., yi+m]∣∣∣p ≤ C(m)p λ˜p (5.87)
holds.
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Proof. Repeating the proof of Lemma 5.11 for the sequence E = {xi}`2i=`1 we show that this
lemma holds under a weaker hypothesis for the function f on E. More specifically, we assume
that f satisfies the condition of Assumption 5.15 rather than Assumption 5.2 (as for the case of an
arbitrary closed set E ⊂ R). In other words, we prove that everywhere in the proof of Lemma 5.11
the constant λ can be replaced with the constant λ˜ provided E is a sequence and Assumption 5.15
holds for f .
The validity of such a replacement relies on the following simple observation: Let 0 ≤ k ≤ m,
0 ≤ i ≤ n − k, and let ti, ..., ti+k ∈ E˜ be k + 1 consecutive elements of the sequence E˜, see (5.86). If
ti, ..., ti+k belong to the sequence E = {xi}`2i=`1 , then ti, ..., ti+k are k + 1 consecutive elements of this
sequence. In other words, there exists ν ∈ Z, `1 ≤ ν ≤ `2 − k, such that ti = xν+i for all i = 0, ..., k.
In particular, this observation enables us to replace the constant λ with λ˜ in inequalities (5.53),
(5.64) - (5.65), and all inequalities after (5.65) until the end of the proof of Lemma 5.11.
Finally, we note the following useful simplification of the proof of Lemma 5.11 related to defi-
nitions (5.52) and (5.60): since the set E = {xi}`2i=`1 itself is a strictly increasing sequence of points,
we can put in S = E in (5.52) and H = E in (5.60).
After all these modifications and changes, we literally follow the proof of Lemma 5.11. This
leads us to the required inequality (5.87) completing the proof of the lemma. 
Since the integer ` from the hypothesis of Lemma 5.17 is arbitrary, and the right hand side of
inequality (5.87) does not depend on `, the following inequality
+∞∑
i=−∞
(ti+m − ti)
∣∣∣∆m f˜ [ti, ..., ti+m]∣∣∣p ≤ C(m)p λ˜p
holds. This inequality tells us that the function f˜ : E˜ → R satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.6.
By this theorem, there exists a function F˜ ∈ Lmp (R) with
‖F˜‖Lmp (R) ≤ C(m) λ˜ (5.88)
such that F˜|E˜ = f˜ . Since f˜ |E = f , the function F˜ is an extension of f from E to all of R, i.e.,
F˜|E = f .
The following lemma is an analogue of Lemma 5.13 for the case of sequences.
Lemma 5.18 The following inequality
‖F˜‖Lp(R) ≤ C(m) λ˜ (5.89)
holds.
Proof. The proof relies on a slight modification of the proof of Lemma 5.13.
Let {ai}+∞i=−∞ ⊂ E˜ be the bi-infinite strongly increasing sequence determined by (5.70), and let B
be the quantity defined by formula (5.78). We also recall the definition of the family of indexes
L = {i ∈ Z : ai ∈ E} given in (5.76).
We follow the proof of Lemma 5.13 and obtain an analogue of inequality (5.79) which states
that
‖F˜‖pLp(R) ≤ C(m)p {˜λp + B}. (5.90)
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Thus, our task is to prove that
B =
∑
i∈L
| f (ai)|p ≤ C(m)p λ˜p. (5.91)
As in Lemma 5.13, we may assume that L , ∅ (otherwise B = 0). Let κ = #L − 1. (Thus
0 ≤ κ ≤ +∞.)
Since {ai}+∞i=−∞ is strictly increasing, the family of points {ai : i ∈ L} is a subsequence of this
sequence lying in the strictly increasing sequence E = {xi}`2i=`1 . This enables us to consider the
family {ai : i ∈ L} as a strictly increasing subsequence of {xi}`2i=`1 , i.e.,
ai = xiν where ν = 0, ..., κ, and iν1 < iν2 for all 0 ≤ ν1 < ν2 ≤ κ.
Note that, according to Convention 5.14, xiν+m = +∞ provided 0 ≤ ν ≤ κ and iν + m > `2. In
particular, in this case min{1, xiν+m − xiν} = 1.
Let us partition the family L into the following two subfamilies:
L1 = {i ∈ L : ai = xiν , xiν+m − xiν ≥ 2},
and
L2 = {i ∈ L : ai = xiν , xiν+m − xiν < 2}.
Clearly, for every i ∈ L1,
| f (ai)|p = | f (xiν)|p = min{1, xiν+m − xiν} | f (xiν)|p.
Hence,
B1 =
∑
i∈L1
| f (ai)|p =
∑
i=iν∈L1
min
{
1, xiν+m − xiν
} ∣∣∣∆0 f [xiν]∣∣∣p (5.92)
so that
B1 ≤
`2∑
i=`1
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆0 f [xi]∣∣∣p .
This inequality and Assumption 5.15 imply that B1 ≤ λ˜p.
Let us estimate the quantity
B2 =
∑
i∈L2
| f (ai)|p. (5.93)
Lemma 5.16 tells us that
| f (ai)| = |∆0 f [ai]| ≤ C(m) λ˜ for every i ∈ L2.
Hence,
B2 ≤ C(m)p (#L2) λ˜p ≤ C(m)p (#L) λ˜p,
so that B2 ≤ C(m)p λ˜p provided #L = κ + 1 ≤ m + 1.
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Prove that B2 satisfies the same inequality whenever #L = κ + 1 > m + 1, i.e., κ > m. In
particular, in this case #E = `2 − `1 + 1 ≥ #L > m + 1 so that `2 − `1 > m.
Fix i ∈ L2. Thus ai = xiν for some ν ∈ {0, ..., κ}, and xiν+m − xiν < 2. We know that
xiν+1 − xiν = aν+1 − aν > 2.
Therefore, there exists a positive integer `ν, iν + m ≤ `ν < iν+1, such that
x`ν − xiν ≤ 2 but x`ν+1 − xiν > 2.
Let n = `2− iν, and let ys = xiν+s, s = 0, ..., n. We note that n > m because iν ≥ `1 and `2−`1 > m.
Let us apply Lemma 5.8 to the strictly increasing sequence {ys}ns=0 and a function g(ys) = f (xiν+s)
defined on the set S = {y0, ..., yn} with parameters k = 0 and ` = `ν. This lemma tells us that
| f (y0)|p = |∆0g[y0]|p ≤ C(m)p
m∑
j=0
`− j∑
s=0
min {1, ys+m − ys}
∣∣∣∆ jg[ys, ..., ys+ j]∣∣∣p
= C(m)p
m∑
j=0
`ν− j∑
s=0
min
{
1, xiν+s+m − xiν+s
} ∣∣∣∆ j f [xiν+s, ..., xiν+s+ j]∣∣∣p .
Since `ν ≤ iν+1 − 1, we obtain that
| f (ai)|p = | f (y0)|p ≤ C(m)p
m∑
j=0
iν+1−1− j∑
s=0
min
{
1, xiν+s+m − xiν+s
} ∣∣∣∆ j f [xiν+s, ..., xiν+s+ j]∣∣∣p .
Summarizing these inequalities over all i ∈ L2, we obtain that
B2 =
∑
i∈L2
| f (ai)|p ≤ C(m)p
∑
i=iν∈L2
m∑
j=0
iν+1−1− j∑
s=0
min
{
1, xiν+s+m − xiν+s
} ∣∣∣∆ j f [xiν+s, ..., xiν+s+ j]∣∣∣p
= C(m)p
m∑
j=0
∑
i=iν∈L2
iν+1−1− j∑
s=0
min
{
1, xiν+s+m − xiν+s
} ∣∣∣∆ j f [xiν+s, ..., xiν+s+ j]∣∣∣p .
Hence,
B2 ≤ C(m)p
m∑
j=0
`2− j∑
i=`1
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆ j f [xi, ..., xi+ j]∣∣∣p ,
so that, thanks to Assumption 5.15, B2 ≤ C(m)p λ˜p.
Finally, recalling definitions of the quantities B, B1 and B2, see (5.91), (5.92), (5.93), we con-
clude that
B = B1 + B2 ≤ λ˜p + C(m)p λ˜p
proving (5.91). This inequality and inequality (5.90) imply the required inequality (5.89).
The proof of the lemma is complete. 
Now, inequalities (5.81), (5.88) and (5.89) imply that
‖F˜‖Wmp (R) ≤ C(m) (‖F˜‖Lp(R) + ‖F˜‖Lmp (R)) ≤ C(m) λ˜.
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Since F˜ ∈ Wmp (R) and F˜|E = f , the function f belongs to the trace space Wmp (R)|E. Furthermore,
‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E ≤ ‖F˜‖Wmp (R) ≤ C(m) λ˜ = C(m)W˜m,p( f : E)
proving the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.3 in the case under consideration.
Case 2. #E ≤ m.
We may assume that E = {xi}ni=0 is a strictly increasing sequence, and 0 ≤ n < m. (In other
words, we assume that `1 = 0 and `2 = n.) In this case mE = min{m, #E − 1} = n (see (1.5)), and
equivalence (5.82) holds with constants depending only on m.
Let f be a function on E, and let λ˜ = W˜m,p( f : E). This notation and equivalence (5.82) enable
us to make the following
Assumption 5.19 For every k = 0, ..., n, and every i = 0, ..., n − k, the following inequality
|∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]| ≤ C(m) λ˜
holds.
Our aim is to prove the existence of a function F˜ ∈ Wmp (R) with ‖F˜‖ ≤ C(m) λ˜ such that F˜|E = f .
We will do this by reduction of the problem to the Case 1. More specifically, we introduce m − n
additional points xn+1, xn+2, ..., xm defined by
xk = xn + 2(k − n), k = n + 1, ...,m. (5.94)
Let E = {x0, ..., xn, xn+1, ..., xm}. Clearly, E is a strictly increasing sequence in R with #E = m+1.
Furthermore, E ⊂ E and E , E.
By f¯ : E → R we denote the extension of f from E to E by zero. Thus,
f¯ (xi) = f (xi) for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and f¯ (xi) = 0 for every n + 1 ≤ i ≤ m. (5.95)
Prove that the following analogue of Assumption 5.15 (with `1 = 0 and `2 = m) holds for the
sequence E = {xi}mi=0:
W˜m,p( f¯ : E)p =
m∑
k=0
m−k∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆k f¯ [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p ≤ C(m)p λ˜p. (5.96)
Let us note that, according to Convention 5.14, xi+m = +∞ provided i = 1, ..., n. Furthermore,
thanks to (5.94), xm − x0 = xn + 2(m − n) − x0 ≥ 2. Hence,
W˜m,p( f¯ : E)p =
m∑
k=0
m−k∑
i=0
∣∣∣∆k f¯ [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p . (5.97)
Let us prove that
|∆k f¯ [xi, ..., xi+k]| ≤ C(m) λ˜ (5.98)
for every k = 0, ...,m and every i = 0, ...,m − k.
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Assumption 5.19 tells us that (5.98) holds for every k = 0, ..., n and every i = 0, ..., n−k. It is also
clear that (5.98) holds for each k > n and 0 ≤ i ≤ m − k (because in this case ∆k f¯ [xi, ..., xi+k] = 0).
See (5.96).
Let k ∈ {0, ..., n} and let i ∈ {n − k + 1, ...,m − k}. Then i ≤ n and i + k ≥ n + 1 so that, thanks
to (5.94), xi+k − xi ≥ xn+1 − xn = 2. Therefore the diameter of the set S = {xi, ..., xi+k} is at least 2
which enables us to apply Lemma 5.4 to S and the function f¯ defined on S . This lemma tells us
that there exists j ∈ {0, ..., k − 1} and ν ∈ {i, ..., i + k − j} such that xν+ j − xν ≤ 1 and
|∆k f¯ [xi, ..., xi+k]| ≤ 2k |∆ j f¯ [xν, ..., xν+ j]|/ diam S .
Since diam S ≥ 2 and 0 ≤ k ≤ m, we obtain that
|∆k f¯ [xi, ..., xi+k]| ≤ 2m |∆ j f¯ [xν, ..., xν+ j]| . (5.99)
Definition (5.94) and the inequality xν+ j − xν ≤ 1 imply that either ν ≥ n + 1 or ν + j ≤ n. If ν ≥
n+1, then f¯ (xν) = ... = f¯ (xν+ j) = 0, see (5.95), so ∆ j f¯ [xν, ..., xν+ j] = 0. Hence, ∆k f¯ [xi, ..., xi+k] = 0
proving (5.98) for this case.
On the other hand, if ν + j ≤ n then f¯ (xα) = f (xα) for all α ∈ {ν, ..., ν + j}. See (5.95). This
property and Assumption 5.19 imply that
|∆ j f¯ [xν, ..., xν+ j]| = |∆ j f [xν, ..., xν+ j]| ≤ C(m) λ˜
which together with (5.99) yields the required inequality (5.98) in the case under consideration.
We have proved that inequality (5.98) holds for all k = 0, ...,m and all i = 0, ...,m − k. The
required inequality (5.96) is immediate from (5.98) and formula (5.97).
Thus, #E = m + 1 > m and an analogue of Assumption 5.15, inequality (5.96), holds for the
function f¯ defined on E. This enables us to apply to E and f¯ the result of Case 1 which produces
a function F ∈ Wmp (R) such that F |E = f¯ and ‖F ‖Wmp (R) ≤ C(m) λ˜.
Since f¯ |E = f , we have F |E = f proving that f ∈ Wmp (R)|E and ‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E ≤ C(m) λ˜. This
completes the proof of the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.3 in Case 2.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is complete. 
5.4. Wmp (R)-restrictions and local sharp maximal functions.
In this section we prove Theorem 1.5.
(Necessity.) Let F ∈ Wmp (R) be a function such that F|E = f . Prove that for every x ∈ R and
every k = 0, ...,m, the following inequality
f #k,E(x) ≤ 4
m∑
j=0
M[F( j)](x) (5.100)
holds. (Recall thatM[g] denotes the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of a locally integrable
function g on R. See (2.2).)
Let 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1, and let S = {x0, ..., xk}, x0 < ... < xk, be a (k + 1)-point subset of E such that
dist(x, S ) ≤ 1. Thus, S ⊂ I = [x − 1, x + 1].
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Let us apply Lemma 5.1 to the function G = F, the interval I = [x − 1, x + 1] (with |I| = 2),
q = 1 and the set S . This lemma tells us that
|∆kF[S ]| ≤ 2
∫
I
(
|F(k)(y)| + |F(k+1)(y)|
)
dy.
Hence,
|∆kF[S ]| ≤ 4 1|I|
∫
I
|F(k)(y)| dy + 4 1|I|
∫
I
|F(k+1)(y)| dy ≤ 4 {M[F(k)](x) +M[F(k+1)](x)}.
This inequality and (1.7) imply (5.100) in the case under consideration.
Prove (5.100) for k = m. Let x ∈ R and let S = {x0, ..., xm}, x0 < ... < xm, be an (m + 1)-point
subset of E such that dist(x, S ) ≤ 1. Let I be the smallest closed interval containing S ∪ {x}.
Clearly, |I| = diam(S ∪ {x}). This and inequality (2.11) imply that
diam S
diam(S ∪ {x}) |∆
m f [S ]| = xm − x0|I| |∆
m f [S ]|
≤ xm − x0|I| ·
1
xm − x0
xm∫
x0
|F(m)(t)| dt ≤ 1|I|
∫
I
|F(m)(t)| dt.
This inequality and (1.8) tell us that f #m,E(x) ≤ M[F(m)](x) proving (5.100) for k = m.
Now, inequality (5.100) and the Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem imply that
m∑
k=0
‖ f #k,E‖Lp(R) ≤ 4(m + 1)
m∑
k=0
‖M[F(k)]‖Lp(R) ≤ C(m, p)
m∑
k=0
‖F(k)‖Lp(R) = C(m, p) ‖F‖Wmp (R).
Taking the infimum in the right hand side of this inequality over all F ∈ Wmp (R) such that F|E = f ,
we obtain that
m∑
k=0
‖ f #k,E‖Lp(R) ≤ C(m, p) ‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E .
The proof of the necessity part of Theorem 1.5 is complete.
(Sufficiency.) Let f be a function on E such that f #k,E ∈ Lp(R) for every k = 0, ...,m. Let
Ŵm,p( f : E) =
m∑
k=0
‖ f #k,E‖Lp(R). (5.101)
Prove that
f ∈ Wmp (R)|E and ‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E ≤ C(m)Ŵm,p( f : E). (5.102)
We begin with the case of a set E containing at least m + 1 points. Our proof of (5.102) in this
case relies on Theorem 1.2. Let us see that
Wm,p( f : E) ≤ C(m)Ŵm,p( f : E) (5.103)
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whereWm,p is the quantity defined by (1.3).
Let n ∈ N, n ≥ m, and let S = {x0, ..., xn}, x0 < ... < xn, be a subset of E. Fix k ∈ {0, ...,m} and
set
Ak( f : S ) =
n−k∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p . (5.104)
Let us estimate the quantity Ak( f : S ) basing on the following fact: for every i ∈ {0, ..., n− k} the
following inequality
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p ≤ 2mp m∑
j=0
xi+m∫
xi
( f #j,E)
p(u) du (5.105)
holds.
We proceed by cases. Let S i = {xi, ..., xi+k}, and let ti = min {1, xi+m − xi}.
Case A. diam S i = xi+k − xi ≤ ti.
Let Vi = [xi, xi + ti]. Then |Vi| ≤ 1 and Vi ⊃ [xi, xi+k] ⊃ S i so that
dist(x, S i) ≤ 1 for every x ∈ Vi.
Therefore, thanks to (1.7),
|∆k f [S i]| ≤ f #k,E(x), x ∈ Vi, (5.106)
for every k = 0, ...,m − 1.
In turn, if k = m, then
S i = {xi, ..., xi+m} ⊂ Vi ⊂ [xi, ..., xi+m]
so that
diam S i = diam(S i ∪ {x}) = xi+m − xi for every x ∈ Vi.
This and (1.8) imply that
|∆m f [S i]| ≤ diam(S i ∪ {x})diam S i · f
#
m,E(x) = f
#
m,E(x), x ∈ Vi,
proving that inequality (5.106) holds for all k = 0, ...,m.
Raising both sides of (5.106) to the power p and then integrating on Vi with respect to x, we
obtain that for each k = 0, ...,m, the following inequality
|Vi|
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p = min {1, xi+m − xi} ∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p ≤ xi+m∫
xi
( f #k,E)
p(u) du
holds. Of course, this inequality implies (5.105) in the case under consideration.
Case B. diam S i = xi+k − xi > ti.
Clearly, in this case ti = 1 (because xi+k − xi ≤ xi+m − xi) so that diam S i = xi+k − xi > 1. In
particular, k ≥ 1.
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Lemma 5.4 tells us that there exist j ∈ {0, ..., k− 1} and ν ∈ {i, ..., i + k− j} such that xν+ j − xν ≤ 1
and
|∆k f [S i]| ≤ 2k |∆ j f [xν, ..., xν+ j]|/ diam S i ≤ 2m |∆ j f [xν, ..., xν+ j]| . (5.107)
Since xν+ j − xν ≤ 1 and xi+k − xi > 1, and [xν, xν+ j] ⊂ [xi, xi+k], there exists an interval Hi such
that |Hi| = 1 and [xν, xν+ j] ⊂ Hi ⊂ [xi, xi+k].
Clearly, the set S˜ = {xν, ..., xν+ j} ⊂ Hi so that dist(x, S˜ ) ≤ 1 for every x ∈ Hi (because |Hi| = 1).
Therefore, thanks to (1.7),
|∆ j f [S˜ ]| ≤ f #j,E(x) for every x ∈ Hi,
proving that
|∆k f [S i]| ≤ 2m f #j,E(x) for all x ∈ Hi.
See (5.107).
Raising both sides of this inequality to the power p and then integrating on Hi with respect to x,
we obtain that
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p = ∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p = |Hi| ∣∣∣∆k f [S i]∣∣∣p
≤ 2mp
∫
Hi
( f #j,E)
p(u) du ≤ 2mp
xi+m∫
xi
( f #j,E)
p(u) du
for every k = 0, ...,m.
This implies (5.105) in Case B proving that this inequality holds for all k ∈ {0, ...,m} and all
i ∈ {0, ..., n − k}.
Inequality (5.105) enables us to show that
Ak( f : S ) ≤ C(m)p Ŵm,p( f : E)p for every k = 0, ...,m. (5.108)
See (5.104) and (5.101). To prove this inequality we introduce a family of closed intervals
T = {Ti = [xi, xi+m] : i = 0, ..., n − k}.
Note that each interval Ti0 = [xi0 , xi0+m] ∈ T has at most 2m + 2 common points with each
interval Ti ∈ T . In this case Lemma 4.14 tells us that there exists a positive integer κ ≤ 2m + 3
and subfamilies T` ⊂ T , ` = 1, ..., κ, each consisting of pairwise disjoint intervals, such that
T = ∪{T` : ` = 1, ..., κ}.
This property and (5.105) imply that
Ak( f : S ) ≤ 2mp
κ∑
`=1
Ak,`( f : S )
where
Ak,`( f : S ) =
∑
i:Ti∈T`
m∑
j=0
∫
Ti
( f #j,E)
p(u) du .
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Let U` = ∪{Ti : Ti ∈ T`}, ` = 1, ..., κ. Since the intervals of each subfamily T` are pairwise
disjoint,
Ak,`( f : S ) =
m∑
j=0
∫
U`
( f #j,E)
p(u) du ≤
m∑
j=0
∫
R
( f #j,E)
p(u) du =
m∑
j=0
‖ f #j,E‖pLp(R)
so that
Ak( f : S ) ≤ 2mp
κ∑
`=1
Ak,`( f : S ) ≤ 2mp κ
m∑
j=0
‖ f #j,E‖pLp(R) ≤ (2m + 3) 2mp Ŵm,p( f : E)p
proving (5.108). Hence,
m∑
k=0
n−k∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p = m∑
k=0
Ak( f : S ) ≤ C(m)p Ŵm,p( f : E)p.
Taking the supremum in the left hand side of this inequality over all n ∈ N, n ≥ m, and all strictly
increasing sequences S = {x0, ..., xn} ⊂ E, and recalling definition (1.3), we obtain the required
inequality (5.103).
We know that f #k,E ∈ Lp(R) for every k = 0, ...,m so that Ŵm,p( f : E) < ∞. This and inequality
(5.103) imply thatWm,p( f : E) < ∞. Theorem 1.2 tells us that in this case
f ∈ Wmp (R)|E and ‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E ≤ C(m)Wm,p( f : E).
This inequality together with (5.103) imply that ‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E ≤ C(m)Ŵm,p( f : E) proving (5.102)
and the sufficiency for each set E ⊂ R with #E ≥ m + 1.
It remains to prove the sufficiency for an arbitrary set E ⊂ R containing at most m points.
Let 0 ≤ n < m, and let E = {x0, ..., xn}, x0 < ... < xn so that mE = min{m, #E − 1} = n, see (1.5).
In this case Theorem 1.3 tells us that
‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E ≤ C(m)W˜m,p( f : E)
where
W˜m,p( f : E) =

n∑
k=0
n−k∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p

1
p
.
(We recall that xi+m = +∞ for all i = 0, ..., n, see Convention 5.14, so that min{1, xi+m − xi} = 1 in
the above formula for W˜m,p( f : E).)
We literally follow the proof of inequality (5.103) and get its analog for the case under conside-
ration:
W˜m,p( f : E) ≤ C(m)Ŵm,p( f : E).
Hence, ‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E ≤ C(m)Ŵm,p( f : E) proving the sufficiency for sets E ⊂ R with #E ≤ m.
The proof of Theorem 1.5 is complete. 
5.5. Further remarks and comments.
(F1) Let ExtE(· : Wmp (R)), see (5.67), be the extension operator for the Sobolev space Wmp (R)
constructed in Section 5. We prove that this operator possesses the following property.
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Statement 5.20 Let f be a function on E withWm,p( f : E) < ∞ and let F = ExtE( f : Wmp (R)).
Then the support of F lies in a δ-neighborhood of E where δ = 3(m + 2):
supp F ⊂ [E]δ.
Proof. Pick a point x ∈ R such that dist(x, E) ≥ δ and prove that F(x) = 0.
Let x ∈ J = (aJ, bJ) where J is an interval from the family JE, see (4.5). (Recall that aJ, bJ ∈ E
for each J = (aJ, bJ) ∈ JE and J ⊂ R \ E.) Since x ∈ (aJ, bJ) and aJ, bJ ∈ E, we have
δ < dist(x, E) = min{x − aJ, bJ − x}
so that
bJ − aJ = x − aJ + bJ − x > 2δ > 4.
Thus |J| > 4 proving that J ∈ GE, see (5.34). We recall that in this case we divide the interval J
into nJ equal intervals with ends in points Y
(J)
n , n = 0, ..., nJ, see (5.36). The length `(J) of each
interval satisfies the inequality 2 ≤ `(J) ≤ 3, see (5.38), (5.39) and (5.40). We also recall that
Y (J)n ∈ G ⊂ E˜ for all n = 0, ..., nJ, see (5.42), (5.44). Furthermore, thanks to (5.46),
f˜ (Y (J)n ) = 0, n = 1, ..., nJ − 1. (5.109)
Let x ∈ (Y (J)k ,Y (J)k+1) for some k ∈ {0, ..., nJ − 1}. In particular,
x − Y (J)k ≤ `(J) ≤ 3 and Y (J)k+1 − x ≤ `(J) ≤ 3.
Hence,
Y (J)k − aJ = (x − aJ) − (x − Y (J)k ) ≥ δ − 3.
We know that Y (J)k = aJ + `(J) · k, so that
Y (J)k − aJ = `(J) · k ≥ δ − 3.
Hence,
k ≥ (δ − 3)/`(J) ≥ (δ − 3)/3 ≥ m + 1. (5.110)
In the same way we prove that nJ− (k+1) ≥ m+1. This inequality and (5.110) imply that the set
V = {xk−m, ..., xk−m+1} ⊂ S J ⊂ G, see (5.37), (5.41) and (5.34). In particular, f˜ |V ≡ 0, see (5.109).
Let
u = Y (J)k and v = Y
(J)
k+1.
We recall the procedure of constructing of the sets Sx and points sx, x ∈ E, satisfying conditions
of Propositions 3.11 and 3.12. See Section 3.1. For the set E˜ and the points u, v ∈ E˜ this procedure
provides sets S u, S v ⊂ E˜ with #S u = #S v = m + 1. We also know that u ∈ S u, v ∈ S v, see part (i)
Proposition 3.11. These properties together with the property (3.35) imply that
S u, S v ⊂ V = {xk−m, ..., xk−m+1}.
Hence, f˜ |S u ≡ 0 and f˜ |S v ≡ 0 proving that the Lagrange polynomials
Pu = LS u[ f˜ ] = 0 and Pv = LS v[ f˜ ] = 0.
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See part (ii) of Definition 3.14 and formula (3.42).
Finally, since Pu = Pv = 0, the Hermite polynomials HI for the interval I = (u, v) = (Y
(J)
k ,Y
(J)
k+1),
defined by formula (4.7), is zero as well. This and definition (4.8) tell us that F|I ≡ 0 proving the
required property F(x) = 0.
The proof of the statement is complete. 
Let 0 < ε ≤ 1. We can slightly modify the construction of the extension (5.67) by changing the
constant nJ from the formula (5.35) as follows:
nJ = b|J|/(γε)c
where γ is a certain constant depending only on m.
Obvious changes in the proof of Theorem 1.2 enable us to show that after such a modification
this theorem holds with the constants in equivalence (1.4) depending on m and ε. On the other
hand, following the proof of Statement 5.20 one can readily prove that for γ = γ(m) big enough
supp F ⊂ [E]ε.
We leave the details to the interested reader.
(F2) As we have noted in Section 4.4, whenever E = {xi}`2i=`1 is a sequence of points in R, for
each f ∈ Lmp (R)|E the extension F = ExtE( f : Lmp (R)) is an interpolating Cm−1-smooth spline of
order 2m with knots {xi}`2i=`1 . See Remark 4.20.
We note that the same statement holds for the extension operator ExtE(· : Wmp (R)) for the normed
Sobolev space Wmp (R). This is immediate from formula (5.68) and the following obvious observa-
tion: the set E˜, see (5.44), is a sequence of points in R whenever the set E is.
(F3) Definition (1.3) of the quantity Wm,p( f : E) (which controls the trace norm of f in
Wmp (R)|E, see Theorem 1.2) is given in a compact form which implies that convention (1.2) holds.
For the reader’s convenience below we present this definition in an explicit form:
Wm,p( f : E) = sup
{x0,...,xn}⊂E

m∑
k=0
n−m∑
i=0
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p
+
m−1∑
k=0
n−k∑
i=n−m+1
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p

1
p
.
Here the supremum is taken over all finite strictly increasing sequences {x0, ..., xn} ⊂ E with n ≥ m.
In a similar way, given a strictly increasing sequence E = {xi}`2i=`1 in R such that `2 < ∞ and
`2 − `1 ≥ m, we can express in an explicit form the quantity W˜m,p( f : E) defined by (1.6):
W˜m,p( f : E) =

m∑
k=0
`2−m∑
i=`1
min {1, xi+m − xi}
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p + m−1∑
k=0
`2−k∑
i=`2−m+1
∣∣∣∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]∣∣∣p

1
p
.
(F4) Let 0 ≤ n < m and let E = {x0, ..., xn} where x0 < ... < xn. Thus, in this case mE =
min{m, #E − 1} = n, see (1.5). Equivalence (5.82) and Theorem 1.3 tell us that
‖ f ‖Wmp (R)|E ∼ max{ |∆k f [xi, ..., xi+k]| : k = 0, ..., n, i = 0, ..., n − k} (5.111)
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with constants in this equivalence depending only on m.
Slightly modifying the proof of Theorem 1.3 for the case p = ∞, we can show that for each
strictly increasing sequence S = {s0, s1, ..., s`}, ` ∈ N, and every f : S → R the following equiva-
lence
‖ f ‖Wn∞(R)|S ∼ max{|∆k f [si, ..., si+k]| : k = 0, ..., n, i = 0, ..., ` − k}
holds. The constants in this equivalence depend only on n.
This equivalence and (5.111) imply that
Wmp (R)|E = Wn∞(R)|E provided n = #E − 1 < m, (5.112)
with imbedding constants depending only on m.
In connection with isomorphism (5.112), we recall a classical Sobolev imbedding theorem
which states that
Wmp (R) ↪→ Wn∞(R) but Wmp (R) , Wn∞(R).
Comparing this result with (5.112), we observe that, even though the spaces Wmp (R) and W
n
∞(R)
are distinct, their traces to every “small” subset of R containing at most m points, coincide with
each other.
6. The Finiteness Principle for Lm∞(R) traces: multiplicative finiteness constants.
6.1. Multiplicative finiteness constants of the space Lm∞(R).
Let m ∈ N. Everywhere in this section we assume that E is a closed subset of Rwith #E ≥ m+1.
We will discuss equivalence (1.12) which states that
‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|E ∼ sup
S⊂E, #S =m+1
|∆m f [S ]| (6.1)
for every function f ∈ Lm∞(R)|E. The constants in this equivalence depend only on m.
We can interpret this equivalence as a special case of the following Finiteness Principle for the
space Lm∞(R).
Theorem 6.1 Let m ∈ N. There exists a constant γ = γ(m) > 0 depending only on m, such that
the following holds: Let E ⊂ R be a closed set, and let f : E → R.
For every subset E′ ⊂ E with at most N = m + 1 points, suppose there exists a function FE′ ∈
Lm∞(R) with the seminorm ‖FE′‖Lm∞(R) ≤ 1, such that FE′ = f on E′.
Then there exists a function F ∈ Lm∞(R) with the seminorm ‖F‖Lm∞(R) ≤ γ such that F = f on E.
Proof. Applying equivalence (6.1) to an arbitrary set E = S with #S = m + 1, we conclude that
‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|S ∼ |∆m f [S ]|.
This equivalence and the theorem’s hypothesis tell us that |∆m f [S ]| ≤ C1(m) for every S ⊂ E
with #S = m + 1. This inequality and definition (1.11) imply that Lm,∞( f : E) ≤ C1(m), so that, by
(1.12),
‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|E ≤ C2(m)Lm,∞( f : E) ≤ C2(m) C1(m) = γ(m),
and the proof of Theorem 6.1 is complete. 
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We refer to the number N = m + 1 as the finiteness number of the space Lm∞(R). Clearly, the
value N(m) = m + 1 in the finiteness Theorem 6.1 is sharp; in other words, Theorem 6.1 is false in
general if N = m + 1 is replaced by some number N < m + 1.
Theorem 6.1 implies the following inequality: For every f ∈ Lm∞(R)|E we have
‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|E ≤ γ(m) sup
S⊂E, #S =m+1
‖ f |S ‖Lm∞(R)|S . (6.2)
(Clearly, the converse inequality is trivial and holds with γ(m) = 1.) Inequality (6.2) motivates us
to call the constant γ = γ(m) the multiplicative finiteness constant for the space Lm∞(R).
The following natural question arises:
Question 6.2 What is the sharp value of the multiplicative finiteness constant for Lm∞(R)?
We denote this sharp value of γ(m) by γ](Lm∞(R)). Thus,
γ](Lm∞(R)) = sup
‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|E
sup{‖ f |S ‖Lm∞(R)|S : S ⊂ E, #S = m + 1}
(6.3)
where the supremum is taken over all closed sets E ⊂ R with #E ≥ m + 1, and all functions
f ∈ Lm∞(R)|E.
The next theorem answers to Question 6.2 for m = 1, 2 and provides lower and upper bounds
for γ](Lm∞(R)) for m > 2. These estimates show that γ
](Lm∞(R)) grows exponentially as m→ +∞.
Theorem 6.3 We have:
(i) γ](L1∞(R)) = 1 and γ
](L2∞(R)) = 2.
(ii) For every m ∈ N, m > 2, the following inequalities(
pi
2
)m−1
< γ](Lm∞(R)) < (m − 1) 9m (6.4)
hold.
The proof of this theorem relies on works [17,18,23] devoted to calculation of a certain constant
K(m) related to optimal extensions of Lm∞(R)-functions. This constant is defined by
K(m) = sup
‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|X
max{m! |∆m f [xi, ..., xi+m]| : i = 1, ..., n} (6.5)
where the supremum is taken over all n ∈ N, all finite strictly increasing sequences
X = {x1, ..., xm+n} ⊂ R,
and all functions f ∈ Lm∞(R)|X.
The constant K(m) was introduced by Favard [23]. (See also [17, 18].) Favard [23] proved that
K(2) = 2, and de Boor found efficient lower and upper bounds for K(m).
We prove that
γ](Lm∞(R)) = K(m),
see Proposition 6.8 below. This formula and aforementioned results of Favard and de Boor imply
the required lower and upper bounds for γ](Lm∞(R)) in Theorem 6.3.
We will need a series of auxiliary lemmas.
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Lemma 6.4 Let S ⊂ R, #S = m + 1, and let f : S → R. Then
‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|S = m! |∆m f [S ]| .
Proof. Let A = min S , B = max S . Let F ∈ Lm∞(R) be an arbitrary function such that F|S = f .
Inequality (2.13) tells us that
m! |∆m f [S ]| = m! |∆mF[S ]| ≤ ‖F‖Lm∞(R) .
Taking the infimum in this inequality over all functions F ∈ Lm∞(R) such that F|S = f , we obtain
that
m! |∆m f [S ]| ≤ ‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|S .
Let us prove the converse inequality. Let F = LS [ f ] be the Lagrange polynomial of degree at
most m interpolating f on S . Then
m! |∆m f [S ]| = |L(m)S [ f ]| = ‖F‖Lm∞(R) .
See (2.5). Since F|S = f , we obtain that
‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|S ≤ ‖F‖Lm∞(R) = m! |∆m f [S ]|
proving the lemma. 
Lemma 6.5 Let E = {x1, ..., xm+n} ⊂ R, n ∈ N, be a strictly increasing sequence, and let f be a
function on E. Then
max
S⊂E, #S =m+1
|∆m f [S ]| = max
i=1,...,n
|∆m f [xi, ..., xi+m]| .
Proof. The lemma is immediate from the property (F7), (i), Section 2.1 (see (2.14)). 
Lemma 6.6 Let E = {x j}∞j=−∞ be a strictly increasing sequence in R, and let f : E → R. Then
sup{‖ f |S ‖Lm∞(R)|S : S ⊂ E, #S = m + 1} = sup
i
m! |∆m f [xi, ..., xi+m]| .
Proof. The lemma is immediate from Lemma 6.4 and Lemma 6.5. 
Lemma 6.7 Let E ⊂ R be a closed set, and let f ∈ Lm∞(R)|E. Then
‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|E = sup
E′⊂E, #E′<∞
‖ f |E′‖Lm∞(R)|E′ .
Proof. We recall the following well known fact: for every closed bounded interval I ⊂ R a ball
in the space Lm∞(I) is a precompact subset in the space C(I). The lemma readily follows from this
statement. We leave the details of the proof to the interested reader. 
Proposition 6.8 For every m ∈ N the following equality
γ](Lm∞(R)) = K(m)
holds.
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Proof. Lemma 6.4, Lemma 6.5 and definition (6.5) tell us that
K(m) = sup
‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|E
sup{‖ f |S ‖Lm∞(R)|S : S ⊂ E, #S = m + 1}
(6.6)
where the supremum is taken over all finite subsets E ⊂ R and all functions f on E. Comparing
(6.6) with (6.3), we conclude that K(m) ≤ γ](Lm∞(R)).
Let us prove the converse inequality. Lemma 6.7 and (6.6) imply that for every closed set E ⊂ R
and every function f ∈ Lm∞(R)|E the following is true:
‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|E = sup
E′⊂E, #E′<∞
‖ f |E′‖Lm∞(R)|E′
≤ sup
E′⊂E, #E′<∞
K(m) sup
S⊂E′, #S =m+1
‖ f |S ‖Lm∞(R)|S
= K(m) sup
S⊂E, #S =m+1
‖ f |S ‖Lm∞(R)|S .
This inequality and definition (6.3) imply the required inequality γ](Lm∞(R)) ≤ K(m) proving the
proposition. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. The equality
γ](L1∞(R)) = 1
is immediate from the well known fact that a function satisfying a Lipschitz condition on a subset
of R can be extended to all of R with preservation of the Lipschitz constant.
As we have mentioned above,
K(2) = 2 (6.7)
due to a result of Favard [23]. de Boor [17, 18] proved that(
pi
2
)m−1
< θm ≤ K(m) ≤ Θm < (m − 1) 9m for each m > 2. (6.8)
Here
θm =
(
pi
2
)m+1 / 
∞∑
j=−∞
((−1) j/(2 j + 1))m+1

and
Θm = (2m−2/m) +
m∑
i=1
(
m
i
) (
m − 1
i − 1
)
4m−i .
On the other hand, Proposition 6.8 tells us that γ](Lm∞(R)) = K(m) which together with estimates
(6.7) and (6.8) implies the statements (i) and (ii) of the theorem.
The proof of Theorem 6.1 is complete. 
6.2. Extremal functions and finiteness constants.
• An extremal function for the lower bound in Theorem 6.1.
Note that θ1 = 1 and θ2 = 2, so that, by part (i) of Theorem 6.3,
θm = γ
](Lm∞(R)) = K(m) for m = 1, 2.
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In turn, Proposition 6.8 and inequalities (6.8) imply that
θm ≤ γ](Lm∞(R)) ≤ Θm for every m ∈ N (6.9)
which slightly improves the lower and upper bounds for γ](Lm∞(R)) given in (6.4).
Since
lim
m→∞
θm
(pi/2)m+1
= 1/2,
see [17], we obtain the following asymptotic lower bound for γ](Lm∞(R)):
lim
m→∞
γ](Lm∞(R))
(pi/2)m+1
≥ 1/2 .
We also note that, the proof of the inequality
θm ≤ K(m) (= γ](Lm∞(R)))
given in [17], is constructive, i.e., this proof provides an explicit formula for a function on R and a
set E ⊂ R for which this lower bound for K(m) is attained.
More specifically, let E = Z = {0,±1,±2, ...} be the set of all integers, and let f : E → R be a
function on E defined by
f (i) = (−1)i for every i ∈ E.
We let Em : R→ R denote the Euler spline introduced by Schoenberg [55]:
Em(t) = θm
∑
i∈Z
(−1)i Mm+1[S i](t + (m + 1)/2), t ∈ R.
Here S i = {i, ..., i + m + 1}, and Mk[S ] is the B-spline defined by formula (2.7).
Figure 1: The graph of the Euler spline E2.
We refer the reader to the monograph [55] for various remarkable properties of this spline. Let
us list some of them:
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• Em ∈ Cm−1(R) ;
• If m is odd, Em is a polynomial of degree at most m on every interval [i, i + 1], i ∈ Z; if m is
even, the same true on every interval [i − 1/2, i + 1/2] ;
• Em(x + 1) = −Em(x) for all x ∈ R ;
• Em(i + 1/2) = 0 for every i ∈ Z ;
• E(m)m (x) = (−1)m ‖Em‖Lm∞(R) sign(sin(pix)) for all x ∈ R ;
• ‖Em‖Lm∞(R) = θm 2m, and Em(i) = (−1)i for each i ∈ Z.
In particular, Em|E = f . Furthermore, one can readily see that
m! |∆m f [i, ..., i + m]| = 2m for every i ∈ Z . (6.10)
It is also proven in [17] that
‖Em‖Lm∞(R) ≤ ‖F‖Lm∞(R)
for every function F ∈ Lm∞(R) such that F|E = f . This enables us to calculate the trace norm of f
in Lm∞(R):
‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|E = ‖Em‖Lm∞(R) = θm 2m .
This equality, (6.10), definition (6.3) and Lemma 6.6 imply the following inequality
γ](Lm∞(R)) ≥
‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|E
sup{‖ f |S ‖Lm∞(R)|S : S ⊂ E, #S = m + 1}
=
‖ f ‖Lm∞(R)|E
supi∈Z m! |∆m f [xi, ..., xi+m]|
= θm
proving the first inequality in (6.9).
• Finiteness numbers and multiplicative finiteness constants for the space Lm∞(Rn).
We identify the homogeneous Sobolev space Lm∞(R
n) with the space Cm−1,1(Rn) of all Cm−1-
functions on Rn whose partial derivatives of order m − 1 satisfy the Lipschitz condition on Rn. We
seminorm Lm∞(R
n) by
‖F‖Lm∞(Rn) = ‖∇mF‖L∞(Rn) where ∇mF =
 ∑
|α|=m
|DαF|2

1
2
.
We let Wm∞(R
n) denote the corresponding Sobolev space of all functions F ∈ Lm∞(Rn) equipped
with the norm
‖F‖Wm∞(Rn) =
∥∥∥∥∥ maxk=0,...,m ∇kF
∥∥∥∥∥
L∞(Rn)
.
We recall the Finiteness Principle for the space Lm∞(R
n):
Theorem 6.9 There exist a positive integer N and a constant γ > 0 depending only on m and n,
such that the following holds: Let E ⊂ Rn be a closed set, and let f : E → R.
For every subset E′ ⊂ E with at most N points, suppose there exists a function FE′ ∈ Lm∞(Rn)
with ‖FE′‖Lm∞(Rn) ≤ 1, such that FE′ = f on E′. Then there exists a function F ∈ Lm∞(Rn) with
‖F‖Lm∞(Rn) ≤ γ such that F = f on E.
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See [57] for the case m = 2, and [24] for the general case m ∈ N. Note that the Finiteness
Principle for the space Wm∞(R
n) holds as well. See [24].
We say that a number N ∈ N is a finiteness number (for the space Lm∞(Rn)) if there exists a
constant γ > 0 such that the Finiteness Principle formulated above holds with N and γ. In this case
for every function f ∈ Lm∞(Rn)|E the following inequality
‖ f ‖Lm∞(Rn)|E ≤ γ sup
S⊂E, #S≤N
‖ f |S ‖Lm∞(Rn)|S (6.11)
holds.
We let N](Lm∞(R
n)) denote the sharp finiteness number for the space Lm∞(R
n). In the same way
we introduce the notion of the finiteness number and the sharp finiteness number for the space
Wm∞(R
n).
As we have noted above, N](Lm∞(R)) = m + 1. It was proven in [57] that N
](L2∞(R
n)) = 3 · 2n−1.
We also know that
N](Lm∞(R
n)) ≤ 2(m+nn ).
See [3, 58]. This is the smallest upper bound for N](Lm∞(R
n)), m > 2, known to the moment.
In [58] we conjecture that
N](Lm∞(R
n+1)) =
m+1∏
k=1
k
(
m+n−k
n−1
)
.
(In this formula we set that
(−1
−1
)
= 1 and
(
`
−1
)
= 0 for ` ∈ N.)
Given a finiteness number N (for Lm∞(R
n)) we let γ](N; Lm∞(R
n)) denote the infimum of constants
γ from inequality (6.11). We refer to γ](N; Lm∞(R
n)) as the multiplicative finiteness constant asso-
ciated with the finiteness number N. Thus,
γ](N; Lm∞(R
n)) = sup
‖ f ‖Lm∞(Rn)|E
sup{‖ f |S ‖Lm∞(Rn)|S : S ⊂ E, #S ≤ N}
where the supremum is taken over all closed sets E ⊂ Rn and all functions f ∈ Lm∞(Rn)|E. Clearly,
γ](N; Lm∞(R
n)) is a non-increasing function of N.
If N = N](Lm∞(R
n)), we write γ](Lm∞(R
n)) rather than γ](N](Lm∞(R
n)); Lm∞(R
n)). We refer to
γ](Lm∞(R
n)) as the sharp multiplicative finiteness constant (for Lm∞(R
n)).
In the same fashion we introduce the constants γ](N; Wm∞(R
n)) and γ](Wm∞(R
n)).
In fact we know very little about the values of the constants γ](N; ·) and γ](·). Apart from the
results related to γ](Lm∞(R)) which we present Section 6.1, there is perhaps only one other result in
this direction. It is due to Fefferman and Klartag [31]:
Theorem 6.10 For any positive integer N, there exists a finite set E ⊂ R2 and a function f : E → R
with the following properties
1. For any W2∞-function F : R
2 → R with F|E = f we have that ‖F‖W2∞(R2) > 1 + c0.
2. For any subset S ⊂ E with #S ≤ N, there exists an W2∞-function FS : R2 → R with
FS |S = f and ‖FS ‖W2∞(R2) ≤ 1.
Here, c0 > 0 is a universal constant.
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This result admits the following equivalent reformulation in terms of multiplicative finiteness
constants for the space W2∞(R
2): The following inequality
inf
N∈N
γ]
(
N; W2∞
(
R2
))
> 1
holds.
Since γ]
(
N; W2∞
(
R2
))
is a non-increasing function of N, the above inequality implies that
lim
N→∞ γ
]
(
N; W2∞
(
R2
))
> 1.
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